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22 29 56 CC-H - - just trying to tell you while ago, we wanted

you to gut it when we went LOS from Hawaii, not -
not from 0rroral.

CMl° Only another 20 minutes, Tom. That's not bad.

ACDR (Laughter) Okay. Well, we had a TAPE MOTION stop,
so we thought that was when.

CC-H Sorry about that. I did - didn't make myself plain.

We're still in the process of - Can you tell us what

you - You started the DSE, is that right?

CMP Yeah, about 5 minutes ago.

CC-H The - You've already started it. You can go ahead

and press on, and we'll go ahead and get it. Are
we getting VTR also?

CM!° That's right.

CC-H Okay. That's fine. No big problem.

22 32 31 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Tom, we've actually - If you've
been going for as long as you said there on - on

exercise, we've got an adequate amount, and we'll

just go ahead and take - take the tape recorder and

rewind it and set it up for our next pass. And you
can do what you like regarding further exercise.

ACDR Okay. I'll go here about h or 5 more minutes and

then - You want us to rewind it, or do you want
to command it?

CC-H We'll go - we'll - -

22 33 Oh CC-H Rog. You can press on, and we'll go ahead amd
handle the commanding of the DSE.

ACDR Okay. Thank you.
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CMP And, Crip. Just for general interest, it looks

like the Pacific is just full of eddies. Great

big eddies. We see them a lot. And we - we think

they're eddies because there are giant cloud-ringed
areas that sort of make you think the water there
is either hotter or colder than the rest.

CC-H Rog, Vance. Any - any estimate on size - diameter.

CMl° Well, we'll - we'll give you some. They're all -
many sizes. We'll try to give you some maximums

and minimums here shortly.

22 33 48 CC-H Okay; fine. Also, we would be interested in some

further comments regarding the - the attitude that

you've got right now for this vis ohs pass. I

know Tom commented on it this morning, and we were

looking at trying to do something different. How-

ever, it doesn't - doesn't appear to be too easy

right now, and we were wondering maybe it's just

a matter of getting used to it a little bit.

22 34 08 DMP Well, I'll tell you. We just passed Hawaii, and I

got zero for two reasons. N_nber one, it's cloud

covered over the island that we're looking for,

and secondly, it was too far to the north, and -

don't know - This attitude is probably not the

greatest. But I - I hesitate to recommend a better

one right at this point.

22 34 31 CC-H Okay. We're still looking at it. A little bit

reluctant to come up for - with attitude because

of a different attitude that we haven't really

wrung out like we have what we got. But if we're

not getting the data with what we got, well -

we'll - we'll press on and continue to look at it.

22 34 45 DMP Well, this is a good attitude to acquire things

ahead. You know, you see them coming up, which

is good. The problem is we're really rotating

along here, and once it gets into view where you

can shoot it with a camera, you go by it in about
5 seconds.

22 35 00 CC-H Rog. Understand. We're about 30 seconds from LOS.

And our next station contact will be through New-

foundland in 15 minutes. See you there at 130:28.
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22 35 10 DMP Okay.

22 50 _9 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Newfoundland for 7 minutes.

ACDR Good evening, Dick.

CC-H Hi, Tom. Good evening to you.

DMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Deke.

DMP Okay, Dick. We just finished an Earth obs pass here,

and talked to Crip about the Hawaii one. We hit the

Washington coastline, and we did get a few pictures

of that area and partly accomplished our effort then.

We've been doing a little experimenting since then.

We've - Vance has striked a 10-degree pitch down

towards the horizon, and we think we can tolerate

about another 20 to get us into better viewing
attitude for Earth obs. Problem we've got here is

that we're seeing way too much stuff above the hor-
izon and out to the horizon, which is of no value

to us at all. And when we get over the target, we

don't even get above it, and it's already disap-

peared through the window. So, we're having a real
tough time here with this Earth obs and this attitude.

CC-H Okay, Deke. Copy. I did copy your conversation

with Crip awhile ago. I've been here for about
the last hour.

DMP Okay. I guess we propose to try another 20 degrees
adjustment in pitch.

CC-H Now, do you mean a total of 20 or a total of 30?

DMP We took - It didn't seem too much; it was just
obviously an improvement.

22 52 54 CC-H Deke, Houston. The only confusion I have on - on

what you said was is that I thought you said that
Vance had already tried about another 10 degrees

down, and then you mentioned the 20 degrees. And
I was wondering if you thought that a total of

20 degrees further pitch down or a total of 30 de-

grees further pitch down would be about as much as

you could stand?
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DMP I'm talking a total of 30. We tried 10, and we're

still looking at a lot of stuff above the horizon.

So we think another 20 on top of that might be about
right.

CC-H Okay. Why don't you let our guys think about that,

Deke, and we'll get back to you.

DMP Thank you.

CC-H Deke, Houston. You got a minute to talk?

DM1° Yep.

22 54 35 CC-H Tell you what, we're going to look at the - We have

another Earth obs pass coming up down here in just

a minute and if we can gin up a - a new number for

you before this Ascension pass, maybe we can update

this upcoming P20 and you can give that a whirl

and - and let us know how it turns out. For your

information, it's printed in the Flight Plan, but

we - we have no ATS coverage this pass and - due to
the attitude constraints.

22 55 01 DMP Okay. Yes. We would have cranked in the 10-degree

adjustment, but we only have lO minutes of Hawaii
to the West Coast and we didn't think that was

enough to start experimenting.

CC-H Okay.

22 56 57 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're about i minute from LOS

at Newfoundland. I'll give you a call at - at

Ascension at 130 plus 46. That's about ll minutes
from now.

23 08 42 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Ascension for 4 minutes.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Ascension for h minutes.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Ascension for about 3-1/2 minutes.

23 09 41 DMP Roger. We're reading you, Crip - Dick.

CC-H Rog. And I've got an update to the upcoming P20 for

this Earth obs attitude, Deke, if you'd - if you'd
like me to update that Flight Plan.
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DMP Okay.

CC-H Okay. It's at 131 hours and 15 minutes.

DMP Roger.

CC-H Are you ready to copy?

DMP Ready to copy.

23 10 10 CC-H Okay. NOUN - there's one change. The NOUN 78,
VERB 07 - VERB 25 NOUN 78, I want to change the

middle number to read plus 06000. And that'll end

up the three numbers will be plus all balls, plus

06 three balls, plus 18 three balls. Over.

DMP Okay. Copy. We got that one. Thank you.

CC-H And if you copied that, due to the data that we

see here on the experiment, Vance, from the X-ray,

we got a - a change in the pad we want you to do.

Right now we would like - -

CMP Okay. Go ahead. - -

23 10 56 CC-It - - Okay. We'd like X-ray H - HIGH VOLTAGE POWER

to OFF, now, down on panel 230. And I've got one

write-in for you at 29 minutes.

CMP Okay.

CC-H And the write-in is just - write in there, "X-RAY

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER to number 1 at 29 minutes."

The rest of the pad remains exactly as is.

CMP Okay. Part of your "save the wear and tear" program?
Huh?

23 11 27 CC-H No. Tell you what it is, we don't think we're

getting good data on the X-ray. There's a very

important target down there at 29 minutes. We're

going to turn the HIGH VOLTAGE POWER, OFF, now, and
turn it back to number 1 at 29 minutes, and the

rest of the pad will make it all work. The reason

we're not changing any of the interim part of the

pad is we're also getting U - EUV data. Over.
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CMl° Okay. Understand.

CC-H Okay. Great.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're about 30 seconds from LOS.

Orroral Valley comes up at 131 plus 22. See you
then.

CMP Okay. See you there.

23 12 47 CC-H Okay.

CMP Hey, we're going over the Simpson Desert right now.

And it's just fantastic. It's got dunes in it, it

looks like, that are very long and they look like - -

23 43 22 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Orroral Valley for 3 or 4 minutes.

CC-H Apollo, Houston on _ through Orroral Valley. How

do you read?

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Orroral Valley.

23 44 33 ACDR - - better.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Orroral Valley. How do you read?

ACDR Clear, how us?

CC-H I - I got a loud background noi - noise every now

and then, Deke, but I read you loud and clear.

ACDR This is Tom, but the - the new attitude is lots
better.

23 45 02 CC-H Hey. Very good. I've got a couple of things for

you. First thing - I just - Since I didn't talk

to you about it, I'm assuming that Crip had told

you, do not activate the primary evaporator where

it said in the Flight Plan and one came up there a

few minutes ago. I just wanted to verify you didn't
do that.

ACDR That's affirmative. We've left the evaporator off

completely.
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CC-H Okay. Fine. And you can delete that. There's a

couple of more places between now and the end of

the day where it appears, and just - just pass

those over. Also, I've got one change to the up-

coming - EUV pad that you're going to be doing on
rev 80.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Do you read?

ACDR We're shooting pictures like mad. Standby.

CC-H Okay. I tell you what. Let me just talk and you

guys keep on. The - And I can get the rest of it

up to you later. We're about 30 seconds from

Orroral Valley. At the start of the X-ray upcoming

ENYV pad, delete X-ray ops, delete X-ray ops at

55 minutes. I'll tell you the rest later.

ACDR Delete X-ray ops at 55 minutes.

23 46 27 CC-H That's affirmative, Tom. See you later.

END OF TAPE
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00 24 49 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Bermuda for 6 minutes.

CMP Hello, Richard. How you doing?

CC-H Hi, Vance, how are you? I got cut off there and -

I'm sorry I was interrupting you guys while you were

taking pictures during that Earth resources pass.

I think I got up the "Delete X-ray ops" for this

pass at 55 minutes. I have one more change.

CMP Okay, go ahead.

CC-H Okay, down at the tail end of the pad at the time

of 34 plus 55, I want you to do - in addition to

the EUV powerdown, I want you to do an X-ray contin-

gency powerdown procedure. It's in the Experiments
Checklist, page 1-24. It's about a 6- or 7-minute

procedure.

CMP Okay, I've got it. Seem to recall that from one of
our sims.

00 25 45 CC-H Yeah, we're doing our best to get - to see if we

can understand what's the matter with the X-ray.

And we're going to sleep with - after you do the

X-ray contingency powerdown, we're going to sleep
with it in - in that configuration.

CMP Roger.

CC-H Also, Apollo, I have one change to the Flight Plan
at about 32 - excuse me, 132 hours and 30 minutes
or so; I want to delete the "WASTE STOWAGE VENT
valve to VENT."

ACDR Okay, Dick, we have that.

CC-H Okay, thank you, Tom.

00 26 34 DMP And, Dick, as far as the last Earth obs is con-

cerned, I think that attitude is much better than

the previous time. We're going to keep running
with it.
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CC-H Okay, real good, Deke. We'll take that input and
crank that into our planning for all the - all the

other pads that are coming up.

DMP Okay.

CC-H I mean all the other passes that are coming up.

00 26 58 DMP Things are still moving mighty fast, but it gives

you a chance to look at them fast in nadir, which
we couldn't do before.

CC-H Okay, well, why don't we try that approach for a

while? And if - if you have any other suggestions,

just give them to us and we'll try to help you out.

DMP Well, we got to wish we had more film. Zt's very

discouraging to have to stay within a film budget;
there's so many interesting things to shoot.

CC-H Roger. Understand. Record them in yol_ mind.

00 27 28 DMP Unfortunately, we have no other choice.

CC-H (Laughter) Roger.

O0 29 13 ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Okay, Dick, down in that - again in that same area -

about 32:34 - it says, "Activate prima_ evaporator."

They still want us to leave this one off, don't they?

CC-H That's affirmative. Delete that there where it says

"Activate primary evaporator." And that's the last

one of the day. We're going to leave it off.

ACDR Okay. We're going to leave it off all night, hub.?

CC-H That's affirm. We're about - and, Tom, we're about

a minute from LOS. Ascension comes up about 10 min-

utes from now at 132:19. See you there.

ACDR Real good.

CC-H And, per the pad, we'll probably get locked up on

ATS before we get Ascension.
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O0 29 57 ACDR Roger.

00 46 35 ACDR Houston, Apollo. How do you read?

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Tom, I read you loud and clear.
How me?

ACDR Okay. Are we locked up on the ATS?

CC-H Yes, we are, Tom. We're talking through the
satellite.

O0 46 48 ACDR Okay. I'll go ahead there and go to the stop,

REWIND, and COMMAND RESET.

CC-H Okay.

CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. When somebody gets a chance_

on panel 230, request UP TELEMETRY switch to RELAY.

00 47 12 CMP Rog. Tom's getting it right now.

CC-H Okay.

00 47 55 CC-H Okay. We've got our comm_and in now; on panel 230,

request UP TEL_IRY back to UP TELEMETRY position,
that's the center one.

CMP Roger.

USA (Music.)

CC-H Holy mackerel_ Why did the music stop?

USA (Music)

CC-H Sounds like you guys are having a party up there.

We thought you were working on this EUV pad.

CMl° Well, we - we're trying to do both. We'll see how
it works out.

CC-H Roger. Hey, if Deke is listening, I had a comment
on his comment about the film.

CMP Okay. Stand by.
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CC-H Okay.

00 50 43 ACDR Deke - Dick, he's inventorying the film. We'll

just wait a couple of minutes on it, and then we

can talk to you - you can talk to him.

CC-H Well, I tell you what, Tom, it wasn't that big of

a deal, and I can just pass it on to you. He was

commenting about the frustrations of having to live

within the film budget when you saw so many things

out the window on good passes that you'd like to

record. I'd just wanted to remind you and make

sure you hadn't forgotten, that there's four film

magazines listed in the Earth Ohs book under film

budget on page 5-1. There are four - they're listed

as Hasselblad PAO magazines. They're your choice

as to what to use them on. The numbers are CX06,

7, 8, and 9, located in B-5.

O0 51 26 ACDR We've already used thoBe. (Laughter)

CC-H Roger.

ACDR One thing that we do have as a reserve, and we are

getting quite a bit of things on t_rgets of oppor-

tunity, is the little Nikon.

CC-H Roger.

CMP No, Dick, there's no party. We're just playing

a little music to make the computer in the space-
craft feel at ease.

CC-H Roger. Understand, Vance.

01 04 07 CMl° Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Go ahead, Vance.

CMl° Dick, right now, Tom's doing the eontingen2y power-

down, and there's a step that says - let's see -

it says, "X-RAY COVER, OPEN. Verify." And, of

course, it's CLOSED, and he wonders - wants a little
advice on that.

CC-H Okay. We do want to open that cover, Vance.
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CMP Okay.

O1 05 58 ACDR Okay, Dick. Everything is done, except closing the
X-RAY COVER. And we're in that 5-minute wait after

the X-RAY LOW VOLTAGE POWER, ON.

CC-H Okay. Real fine, Tom. And we'll he watching you,
too. Thanks a lot, Tom.

ACDR Yes.

01 06 37 CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. We're getting ready to start

a dump now that you're through with that pad***

CMP Please repeat, Dick.

01 06 53 CC-H (Laughter) Okay. I was going to tell you that Z

might drop out for a second because we're getting

ready to start a dump, but I dropped out in the

middle of what I was saying because we started the

dl_p, and now I'm back up.

CMP Okay.

CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. Vance, when you get a minute

to listen, I had a comment to you about what you
told us about the eddies that you saw out on the
Pacific awhile ago.

CMl° Okay. All right. Yeah, go ahead.

CC-H Okay. Faro_ is here and we were talking to him.

The question that he had that you might notice on

future passes over the Pacific, if you see the same
thing, was the color and the texture of the ocean

down between the clouds, and he's interested there

mainly in the sea surface conditions and not just

the clouds. Thought you might - I have some news
sometime later on this evening that I'll have avail-

able if you'd like to hear it. There's one item in

here that I thought I'd read to you. It says an
earthquake which struck an area of the western Pacific

today prompted a tidal wave alert for parts of Hawaii

but was later canceled. The University of California

Seismographic Laboratory at Berkeley reported an
earthquake registering a 7.7 on the Richter scale

occurring at 7:50 a.m. Pacific daylight time, and
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it was centered in the region of the Solomon Islands.

The - for your information, the Solomons are about
2000 miles to the southwest of Hawaii. We did check

with our recovery weather people just a minute ago,

and it turns out that they have not seen any tidal

wave action as a result of the earthquake, either

at Hawaii or at Kwajalein.

CMP Yeah, that is interesting. We've been flying re-

peatedly over that area, of course. I don't know

if you can see something like that from up here or
not.

01 09 16 CC-H Rog. Yeah, you're not going to be flying over that

direct area here in the next pass or so. I just

thought you might be interested in that one.

CMP Yeah, that is very interesting. After our last
conversation, I took distance mca - or size measure-

ments on a few of the eddies we've seen, and seems

like a typical size is 10 to 15 kilometers in
diameter.

CC-H Okay. Copy.

CMP But we have seen some giant ones that would be tens

of kilometers, so we'll try to look at them more

closely in the future though, and see what the sea
state looks like.

CC-H Okay, thanks a lot, Vance.

CMP Right.

ACDR Okay_ and, Dick, do you want us to maneuver with

this VERB 49 to our solar inertial plus-X forward

sleep attitude now?

CC-H Stand by on that just a second, Tom, please.

01 10 50 CC-H Tom, in answer to your question, as soon as you get
the X-RAY COVER CLOSED after your 5-minute wait,

yeah, go ahead and do the maneuver.

ACDR Okay, that's coming up right now.

CC-H Yeah. I marked it, too, and I noticed it was very
close to that.
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01 11 23 ACDR And that X-RAY COVER is CLOSED.

CC-H Okay, Fine, Tom. Incidentally, while I'm talking

to you and we're talking about maneuvering, I wonder

if I could have a second. It appears that we're

developing an imbalance in the propellants in quads

Alfa and Charlie, and we think we can stop this im-

balance trend by changing the - one jet configura-

tion on panel 8. And that is in the roll Jets, what

we'd like to do is turn Bravo - correction, turn
Delta 2 to MAIN A and then turn Bravo 2 to OFF.

And of course, if you needed to get back to the

nominal configuration due to some problem or forgot
what it is, those little decals that mark - that is

pointed toward B2 would remind you which one it was.
And incidentally - -

CMP Okay. Understand, Dick. We'll - would you like

to have us do that right now?

CC-H Yeah, what we'd like to do is go ahead and put D2

to MAIN A and B2 to OFF. And incidentally, for

your information, we're not going to have to be

switching these back and forth. This configuration

is good for the SIM bay experiments.

01 12 35 CMP Okay, good. We have a Delta 2 ON and Bravo 2 OFF.

CC-H Okay. Real fine. Thanks a lot.

ACDR Dick, where are we at now? Are we heading across
Africa?

CC-H No, you're on ascending pass; you're just crossing
the coast of southwestern Australia. And - then

you'll be, of course, crossing Indonesia. Then

you'll get another long pass over the western Pacific.

ACDR Okay. Sometimes it's hard to remember where you're
at - you're in and out playing with the UV attitude
all the time.

01 13 47 CC-H Rog. Well, you guys move so fast, I'm not surprised.

01 14 06 ACDR Okay, we'll maneuver to the solar inertial attitude.

CC-H Okay. Fine.
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01 16 30 CMP Hey, Dick, are you still there?

CC-H Yes, we're here. Go ahead.

01 16 35 CMP Hey, we're going over the Simpson Desert right now.

And it's just fantastic. It's got dunes in it -

it looks like that are very long, and they look

like road tracks, there are so many of them - like

hundreds of parallel road tracks. And we'll comment

on it in our usual fashion with the onboard tape
recorder, but - -

CC-H Yeah, okay. Thanks a lot - -

CMP - - it's Just plain spectacular!

CC-H Roger.

ACDR Yeah, and the long red streaks are matching about

color 10, I would say, on Farouk's wheel.

CC-H Okay. Thanks a lot for the input - wish I could

see it myself. Beano and I are whipping out our
color chart and seeing what color it is ourselves.

01 17 32 CMP This is one of those cases where there was light

coming in the window, falling on the color chart.

And that made it easy to use. Sometimes when it's

in the shadow, it's hard.

CC-H Roger. Understand. Incidentally if you ever do

have a question about the chart or any comment on

it, we've got one here at the ccnsole that's just

about identical to yours, I think.

CC-H And, Apollo, Houston - -

CMP Very good.

CC-H - - we're a couple of minutes from LOS. I'll give

you a call at Guam at 133:01.

CMl° Okay, understand.

O1 18 32 ACDR And some of those long streaks, those long sand

streaks, could have either gone to the 9 - between

9 and 10.
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CC-H Okay, thanks, Tom. Is it - could you differentiate

9 or 10 A or B? They dark or light?

ACDR Now that the Sun gets on the wheel where I can see

it, it was more like 9.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR Oh, I'm sorry. Okay. Be about like 9A.

01 19 01 CC-H Okay, thanks a lot.

01 23 41 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Guam for 7 minutes.

01 23 _4 ACDR Okay, Dick. And right over this area, you can

mark the GET's, a whole series of eddies - maybe

15 to 18 kilometers in diameter - just clumps
of them.

CC-H Okay, copy.

ACDR We're using the Nikon to shoot it.

CC-H Okay.

CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. We'd like to ACCEPT, please,

and we'll get - get up the evening loads here, the
new state vectors.

01 24 10 ACDR You got ACCEPT.

CC-H Okay, thanks.

ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Okay, we'll get these height measurements later on.

We're getting such good - Earth observation data

here, we'll just delay that. You'll get it on
the VTR.

CC-H Okay, whenever you get a chance from now until bed-

time. As far as flight planning goes, it's mainly

your time, so just be sure you get it, please.
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01 26 07 CC-H Apollo, Houston. The computer is yours. You can

go back to BLOCK.

01 26 11 ACDR Roger. Back to BLOCK.

01 29 12 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS Guam.
Rosman comes up at 13B:32. See you there.

ACDH All right.

O1 29 18 CMl° Okay.

END OF TAPE
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01 54 06 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS, and if you'll give us
ACCEPT, we'll continue giving you our uplinks for

the evening.

01 54 34 CC-H Apollo, Houston. MILA for 7 minutes.

ACDR Roger. Dick, how do you read?

CC-H Loud and clear, Tom. And if you'll give us ACCEPT,

we'll continue giving you the evening uplinks.

ACDR You got it. Had one problem with the VTR. We got

the DM height measurements, but every time we hit

the TAPE motor DRIVE, we'd get a green light. When

it went to the RECORD, both of - the green - the

TAPE motor DRIVE would go out. We did a REWIND,

and it - it was reading 555. And did a rewind FOR-

WARD just for a second, and it went to 1800 and

something. Vance will talk to you in just a second
here.

CC-H Okay. We've got the right people listening, so we're

standing by.

01 55 25 CMl° Yeah. Well, all told, we didm_'t use the VTR more

than 10 minutes probably. Deke turned it on for us,

and when he turned it on it all worked right, both

the HEAD WHEEL DRIVE and the RECORD light came on.

And then sometime later, when we were changing per-

sonnel _n the measurement, Tom noticed that both

lights were out. At that point, we talked it over

and decided we'd rewind it just for a second or two

to see what happened. Hit the HEAD WHEEL DRIVE, then

REWIND, then OFF again. And so on the meter up to

1850 something, I believe,

CC-H Okay. Stand by Just a second. Hang on.

01 58 32 CC-H Apollo, Houston. One question for Deke about the

VTR. Is there any chance that he recalls what the

TAPE POSITION indicator was reading when he turned
the VTR on the first time?

DMP Unfortunately, Dick, I didn't look at it.

CC-H Okay. No problem.
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02 00 20 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're about a minute from LOS, and
we'll be seeing you when you get locked up on the
ATS.

DMP Okay.

CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. We didn't quite gez our loads

in. If you'll leave it in ACCEPT, we'21 finish when

we get locked up on the ATS.

02 O0 46 ACDR Okay. Roger.

02 06 07 CC-H Apollo, Houston through the satellite.

CMP Loud and clear, Dick.

CC-H Okay.

CMJP Just having supper.

CC-H Okay. Real fine. Incidentally, we're ha-_ng some
comm problems in our ground gear. We do have air-

to-ground voice, and I'm assuming we're going to
keep it.

ACDR Hey, Dick; Tom.

CC-H Go ahead.

ACDR What do we hear from Overmyer these days in Moscow?

CC-H Well, as a matzer of fact, I haven't talked to him

this afternoon. Of course, I kept in touch with him,

talking to him just about all the time when we were -

y'all were docked up and du_ring the rendevel -

rendezvous. I'm not sure when he's leaving and is
going to be on the way back. I'll check.

ACDR Okay. Well, look, tell him "Hello" from all of us,

and we sure appreciate his work and all those guys
who worked at the Center over there for us. We

haven't forgotten about them.

CC-H Okay. I - I'm - I was sure you hadn't, and I'll

sure pass it to them. They have supported you in
mighty long hours over there in the Moscow Control

Center the whole time, as you know, and did a real
fine Job.
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02 07 32 CMP You guys down there haven't been doing so bad yourself.

CC-H Thank you.

02 08 03 CC-H Incidentally, guys, either now or after you eat I

have some news here if - if you'd like to hear any

of it. No hurry. We still - got a good while before
bedtime.

ACDR Okay. Yeah, go ahead now.

CC-H Okay. Nearly enchanted by the unique encounter in

the sky, Pope Paul Vt said today he became one with
a multitude of men who watched the feat of Apollo and

Soyuz in these days. The Pontiff spoke to a crowd of

5000 from the papal palace in his hilltop resort near

Rome. Pope Paul, an - an admirer of space ventures,

told of watching televison and scanning the night's

sky in the vain hope of having a direct glimpse of

you and the Soyuz. He said, "We, too, our eyes

dazzled by skylight or wide open toward the depth

of nighttime space, will shout out 'Long live the
heroic men of such a fantastic feat.' Man has won,

and we cannot refrain from foretelling more wonderful

advances in the dominance of nature beyond the heavenly

sphere. Man will win." Also I have an article - a

thing here that points out that except for the Apollo
11 first Moon landing, there are more reporters and

press that are here in Houston accredited to cover the

Apollo-Soyuz space flight than any other space flight

in the history of - since we started. With a - -

ACDR Sounds great.

02 09 35 CC-H Roger. The - I - I'd like to just put in my own two
cents. I think the press has given you a tremendous

coverage - very fair coverage of both you and the Rus-

sian compadres. There are several members of Tass
that have been here in Houston, and, of course, we've

had a press contingent in Moscow. With a 10-day
European trip coming up, the President relaxed over

the weekend playing his favorite sports and getting
to see the movie "Jaws." It was the last chance for

the President to take time off before he departs next

Saturday to visit four European capitols and attend

the July 30th to August 1st European Security Con-
ference Summit Meeting in Helsinki. The President

also faces a busy week ahead in h_s battles with
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Congress over oil price controls and restoring military

aid to Turkey. He played 18 holes of golf at Burning

Tree Country Club in - in suburban Maryland Saturday,

then joined Mrs. Ford for a helicopter trip to Camp

David in the evening. War-split Cyprus observed the

first anniversary of its Turkish invasion today with

rival rallies and speeches holding out little hope
for a settlement of the conflict. Addressing thousands

of Greek Cypriots in Nicosia, Cyprus President Makarios

vowed an unending struggle until the island was united

and free again. Mount Everest in one respect is no

longer the world's highest mountain, the Smithsonian

Institute scientists say. In fact, if you measure
from the center of the Earth, it never was, the Smith-

sonian said in a statement today. The scientists
have calculated that Ecuador's Mount Chimba -

Chimborazo - I'm sure I'll get corrected on that

pronunciation - situated in the Andes about halfway

between Quito and Guayaquil, has a geodial height

7000 feet higher than Mount Everest. Apollo planner

Werner yon Braun said in an interview today that

rocket fuel may provide a clean-burning substitute

for gasoline in automobiles of the future. An ideal

fuel would be pure hydrogen, which gives off pure

steam rather than polluting exhaust fumes, yon Braun
told the West German news magazine today. However,

hydrogen which powers our large rockets is very dif-
ficult to handle. It turns out that Mercedes-Benz

has succeeded in building a transportable tank for

hydrogen to power experimental autos. The real

problem though is that a car just can't go very far

on a tankful, yon Braun said. In sports, the Astros

dropped another game today to the New York Mets, l0

to 9. The Phillies defeated Cincinnati ll to 4,
while Atlanta beat Montreal in both ends of a double-

header. The Giants edged the Pirates 2 to l, and

Chicago took Milwaukee 9 to 2. In the American League,

Detroit over Kansas City, Oakland beat Baltimore,
while Cleveland was defeating California, and the

Yankees took Minnesota in the first game of a double-
header. And the last th_ng I have in the news here

is also in the sports scene. It turns out that Ralph

and Ignacio scurried down 6-foot plastic tubes and

crawled away with top honors over the weekend in the

first Hawaiian cockroach racing festival. Some 2000

persons showed up at the park bandstand near Waikiki

Beach to watch the competition sponsored by a local

radio station and the City Department of Parks and
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Re - and Recreation. Darryl Evora, 15 years old,

picked up his champ, Ralph, at the festival's "Rent-

a-Roach" booth. "The one I caught at home was too

slow," he explained after Ralph streaked down his

tube to victory. Remmy Remigio, 16 years old, bor-
rowed a roach from a friend to run in the adult

competition and christened his competitor Ignacio.

He frantically tapped on the tube and urge Ignacio
on and his efforts were rewarded when the roach

abandoned his initial hesitation and scurried to

victory. Evora said he would keep Ralph as long as
possible with an outside chance that there will be

a defending champion next year. We'll just have to
see how long he lasts. And I like the last line the

best. He says "Right now, I just want to take him

home and show him to my mother."

02 14 09 C_ Sounds like a new sport is born.

CC-H Roger that. We've still got about 45 minutes left

here in this ATS pass.

CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. We're through with the up-

links. You can go back to BLOCK. We're going to be

be starting the DSE dump, so I may drop out on the
comm here for just a second.

02 14 33 ACDR You've got BLOCK.

02 17 01 CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. I forgot to call you back,

but I am GO for voice again. I'm standing by.

ACDR Okay. Thank you, Dick.

02 31 17 CC-H Apollo, Houston.

ACDR Go ahead, Houston.

CC-H Hey, Tom. I guess you guys are still in the end of

your meal, but this is the last pass this evening.
And what I'd like to - is - what I'd like to do is

go through the things that I have and interrupt you
here, and then y'all can get back and have it to

yourselves. One thing we want to do is go ahead

and get the VERB 74 done while Guidance is looking
at this data, which he is now. And also, we'd like

somebody to go to panel 400, the VTR, and turn the

POWER - and verify that the POWER switch, the
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TEL_fETRY switch, and the INTERLEAVER switch are

all ON, and we're going to look at the data; we

think its possible that we may have been at the
end - end of tape there. There have been some re-

ports of the TAPE POSITION indicator jumping around
during testing on the ground.

02 32 13 ACDR Okay, Dick. I'll go down and do that right now.
You've got the VERB 74.

CC-H Okay. Another - another something that somebody
could be doing would be give me a battery readouts

and also, we'd like the quantity readouts on all
four quads.

ACDR Give them a battery readout, and, Vance, you give
them the quad readout.

02 33 01 ACDR Okay. I'm down here on the VTR, Dick; go ahead.

CC-H Okay. What we wanted - -

ACDR You want all three swit - -

CC-H That's affirm; all three POWER switches to ON.

02 33 12 ACDR Okay. TELEME'fRY, INTERLEAVk_, VTR's ON.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR And I read 8888.

CC-H Okay. We'll be doing some commanding there, Tom.

So I may get back to you a little bit later on

to do something else, but for right now, I
don't need anything else down at the VTR.

ACDR Okay.

DMP Okay. Dick, you wanted batteries? We got 37 on C,

same on BAT A, and PYRO A and B. Do you want the
others? A is 35.2, and B is 36.6.

CC-H Okay. I got them, and now we'd like a quad readout

if we could get it.
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ACDR Okay, I can get it for you here, Dick. Just a
minute.

CC-H Okay. Real fine, Tom. And, incidentally, we did

verify that we were at the end of tape there on VTR.

CMP Okay. And, Dick, the quads quantities are 79, 87,

76, 83.

02 34 29 CC-H Okay. There's a couple of other things. If some-

body would get out the Flight Plan, I've got some -

a few minor changes to read up to you that are real

early in the morning tomorrow. And also, it turns

out with this steam duct problem that we have, that

we - it's potem - it's possible that that could

affect the relief capability of the CABZN PRESSURE

RELIEF valve after looking at some of our drawings,

and we can - we can - so - get an alternate relief

capability by throwing two valves down in the dock-

ing module. So if somebody could go down in the

docking module and - and throw a couple of them,

I'll be glad to read them to you.

02 35 15 DMP Okay, stand by 1.

CC-H Okay.

02 35 BO CMP Okay. And I'm ready to copy anything else you

might have.

CC-H Okay. Vance, do you have the Flight Plan?

CMP That - that's right.

CC-H Okay. Turn over to tomorrow morning at a time of

142 hours and 55 minutes, please.

CMl° Okay. I've got it.

CC-H Okay. There in the P20 option 5, I've got the same

change I had before, the NOUN 78 second number should

be changed. It now reads plus 09 and three balls.

I want to change it to read plus 06 three balls.

CMP I understand. Change 09 and three balls to 06 and
three balls.
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CC-H Okay. Right below_ then, in Deke's column at about
143:05, the high-gain angles I want to change to

pitch minus 7, yaw 323.

CMP Got it.

02 36 46 CC-H Okay. And while we're right there, on the next

page at 144 hours and 40 minutes, there's also some

high-gains listed under your column. I want to

change them to read pitch minus 10, yaw 229.

CMl° Copy.

CC-H Okay. Now if you'll turn back a couple of pages.

During the sleep period - this is one I'm sure you

probably won't need, but say at around 142 hours.

CMP Okay.

CC-H Okay. It turns out that we've released the ATS

satellite during that whole rev, so you're going

to have no ATS, and so that contingency comm atti-

tude is not going to do you any good if you did
need the ATS. Just for your information, the Soyuz -

the orbit is right in there at 141 hours and 46

minutes.

CMP Okay. Yeah, that's good to have. (Cough) 140 hours
and how many minutes?

CC-H Well, let's see. The word I had was a 141 plus L6.

I also had a time when they would be on the para-

chutes, but I didn't write it down right here, and

I don't have it right now.

CMP Okay.

CC-H Okay. How about - -

02 38 14 CMP 141 and 46.

DMP And that's divided ..., Dick.

CC-H Okay, Deke. Two valves: first, on panel 824, the
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE REFERENCE. I wanv to put that
to ¥ACUL_.
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02 38 27 DMP Okay. PRF_SURE RELIEF going to VACUUM.

CC-H Okay. And then on panel 828, LOW PRESSURE RELIEF
valve to AUTO.

02 38 35 DMP LOW PRESSURE RELIEF to AUTO.

CC-H Okay. That's all there is on that one. Let me
check down the list and make sure - see what I've

missed.

CC-H Okay. One thing that I was real concerned about

last night, and I'm not sure - exactly what config-
uration y'all were in, but I gave you a couple of

calls. I think you were still up, probably had

off your headsets. We - we just wanted to make

darn sure that when you do do the presleep check-

list that yon make sure that - that either some-

body is on a headset or that one of the speaker
boxes, the one probably in the command module, i

guess, would be turned on with the volume up and
not on full decrease.

02 39 35 CMP Okay. We'll try to make sure. I think we had a
good configuration last night. Wasn't aware that

you were trying to call us.

02 39 42 CC-H Well I - I - this morning when you - when Crip woke

you up he - I was Just handing over to him, and I -

I agree with you. I was pretty sure we did, and I
heard you get up at the right time. But I - right

after the scheduled sleep period, I did call you

and didn't get a response, and I just worried about

it. You - you might write yourself a note. You

know, in the presleep checklist on page 1-49, the

eonnn configuration is listed there, but it says,

"Required for joint operations only." And it has

to do with panel 10. You might just delete that

Joint ops note there, and just put down there,

"Verify speaker box on or somebody wearing a headset."

CMP Yeah, that's - we understand that. And that's how

we did last night. Perhaps the volume wasn't up

enough to wake us up.
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CC-H Okay, incidentally, since Tom called awhile ago, we
talked to the specialist team that's in Moscow. It

turns out they'll be departing there on Wednesday,

and - which - which is going to be coming up shortly,

of course, and each heading their own way back to

Houston. And they've really appreciated - -

ACDR Okay, good.

CC-H - - and they certainly appreciated your words.

02 40 54 ACDR Roger. Thank you for relaying that, Dick.

CC-H Okay.

CC-H Okay. A couple of more minor business things. One

thing that we think, there might be an outside

chance that it would help us in getting the steam

duct thawed out would be to open up the door that
is in front of the LiOH canisters and get a piece

of gray tape or something and just leave it open
and let some warmer cabin air filter back in there

behind - in that area.

CFfP Okay, that's open up the door at panel 350.

CC-H Okay, and here's one last note, back again on the

vis obs film. I think you already are quite aware
of this, but I'm going to tell you anyway. There

are thr - there are three black camera magazines

that, according to our records, because of past

cancellations in Earth - Earth ohs, that have extra

frames if you haven't already used them. They are

CT05, CT06, and CX13.

ACDR We were more concerned, Dick, about the silver
camera film. And we've inventoried that since the

last time we talked to you, and we got about 5-1/2

mags of that left. So we're - we need four by our

records. We're still in good shape, I think.

CC-H Okay; real fine. We won't worry about it.

02 42 30 ACDR Say, Dick, one thing I want to do, too. We don't

want to bring back one frame unexposed, so we're
going to shoot up all that bank - a lot of it will

be on outside and - just check, if there's anything
that - that they've got in there that couldn't be

used for outside using the light meters onboard the
camera. Over.
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02 42 54 CC-H Tom, I'm not sure I understand the question, and

I'd like to make sure I pass it on properly. I -

I realize you are going to try to shoot it all up,

but say again the question, please.

02 43 06 ACDR Yeah; okay. We're going to shoot up all that Nikon

film, and a lot of it's going to be used for outside

viewing. And I just wondered it - you might check -

No - nothing time critical - just check tomorrow

to see if there's any film that wouldn't be suitable

for it. And we're going to be using the light meter
onboard and Has - the Nikon.

CC-H Okay - -

ACDR Typical example - example, Dick - -

CC-H Yes, I understand now, and we'll get our camera

people to take a look. And if they have any advice

in the morning, we'll get it up to you.

ACDR We've got the camera here right now, for example,
with a CI18 with ASA 500 film in it, which is for

the crystal growth of the ZFF. And we're using

that also for Earth obs whenever we see something

interesting.

CC-H Roger. Understand.

02 44 10 CC-H Incidentally, I - I think I got this up before, but
if I didn't, it turned out the ¥±_ was at the end of

tape, and INCO has been commanding it. And we think

probably that that was Just anomaly because of the

end-of-tape condition. We'd like you to leave the

V'f_ POWER switches ON tonight and we're going to

clean off the tape recorder during the evening. And

it'll be all set to go in the morning.

ACDR Ail righty. Real good. Well leave them ON, and i

guess you could command them OFF at the end, right?

CC-H Well, we - we don't mind - the answer to your
question, Tom, is no. We can't command the POWER

off, but we will clean off the tape and leave it at

the end - at the beginning, and - and we don't mind

leaving all three POWER switches ON all night. No

problem.
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ACDR Yeah. Ail right. Okay.

02 45 17 CC-H Okay, that's the end of my long list. Thanks for

putting up with it. We still have abo_ 13 minutes

here, and I'll be standing by until the end of the

ATS pass.

CMP Very good. Thank you.

CC-H Okay.

02 49 18 ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Yeah, what terrain are we crossing over right now?
Over.

02 49 30 CC-H You're on an ascending pass at about 10 degrees
south, and you're getting ready to cross the - the
islands out in Indonesia.

ACDR Oh, okay.

CC-H And the pass after - after you cross all those

islands chains out there, Tom, you're going to be
out over the Pacific all the way out, and then

you'll see - start a descending pass and cross over
the western United States over Oregon, the State of

Washington. And - and as a matter of fact, you're

going to come fairly close to Houston on your - on

your descending pass coming down this way.

ACDR Okay.

02 50 39 CC-H Incidentally, Tom, one of the nicest things - things

that's been happening to our shift on - on this mis-

sion is that the EECOM's back room has been fixing a

real fine meal for us right now, and you might not

believe it, but right now we're having cheesecake
in the MOCR.

ACDR ... (Laughter)

CMP Didn't know Cy was a cook.

CC-H Well, this is - this is Charlie Dumis' group here.
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CMP Okay. Well, I didn't know that Charlie was, either.

CC-H Well, they have outdone themselves, we ate spaghetti
tonight.

ACDR A1 Bean must be around there someplace.

CC-H You guessed it. He's the guy on duty (laughter).

02 56 19 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're coming up on about 2 minutes

before ATS LOS for the last pass of the day. One

thing we were curious about was did you ever talk

to Soyuz on FM today - this morning.

CMl° No, we didn't, Dick. No, never did.

CC-H Okay.

CMP We - we never - we never got cranked up to hear them
mainly because, for the first 3 hours, we were too

busy to think about it, and I guess after that, why,
just didn't think we were that close to them.

CC-H Yeah, okay. Well, I was just wondering. We had

talked about it a little bit yesterday and they're -

as far as I know, they're doing real fine, and they'll

be - by the time you wake up in the morning, they'll

be safely back home again. Incidentally, the wake-

up call in the morning is Vanguard at 142:45, which

is right at the scheduled time for the end-of-sleep

period. And we're going to be saying goodnight here,

so we'll see you in the morning.

ACDR Okay.

CMP Very good, see you in the morning.

02 57 31 CC-H Okay.

END OF TAPE
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REST PERIOD - NO COMMUNICATIONS
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11 07 52 CC-H Apollo, Houston through Vanguard for 5-1/2 minutes.
Good morning.

CC-H Apollo, Houston through Vanguard for 5 minutes.

Good morning.

ACDR How do you read, Bo?

CC-H Roger. We read you fine. We're just looking at

the TV here and see that Soyuz has landed safely,

and Alexey and Valeriy were outside of the space-

craft and seem to he in good health.

ACDR Oh, very good. Give them our best. Sure glad to
hear everything went good.

CC-H I've got some Flight Plan changes that I'd like to
start on as soon as someone has a - a chance.

ACDR Could you give us a couple of minutes? We're just

barely starting to move here.

ACDR Stand by. I might be able to get a headset. Hang on.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR Okay, Bo. Go ahead.

11 10 39 CC-H Okay, The first one is at 143:15, and it concerns

the waste water dump. We'd like you to dump the

waste water to 40 percent. That's a 9-minute dump.

We suggest timing the dump since the transducer has
been erratic.

ACDR Okay. 9-minute waste water dump at 142 - 143 ...

Roger.

CC-H Tom, I think I heard you say that correctly, but

you came through very weakly. Could you repeat it,

please?

ACDR Roger, Bo. Waste water dump, 9 minutes; 143:15.
We'll time it.
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CC-H Roger. The second one is at 14h:40, and that's

change the high-gain angles to minus 4 and yaw 312.

And that's a change to the change.

ACDR Roger. Minus 4 and 312.

11 12 13 CC-H At 144:45, perform the X-ray contingency prep in
the Experiment Checklist, page 1-25.

ACDR Give me the page again, too.

CC-H That was page 1-25.

ACDR Got it.

CC-H Okay. And there's less than a minute until LOS,
and we'll see you at ATS at 143:07.

ACDR Roger. t43:07. And I guess the - the angles at

143:07 are minus 7 and 323. Okay?

CC-H That's affirmative. Minus 7 and 323.

ACDR Okay. And we'll cheek on how our water boiler's

doing with you then. Okay.

11 13 14 CC-H And Just as we go over the hill, everything looks
fine. We still have live TV from the Soviet Union

in Kazakhstan where the spacecraft has landed, and

we saw it touch down. Saw the cosmonauts get out
and everything looks good.

ACDR Okay.

11 29 25 CC-H Apollo, Houston through Santiago and then ATS. Over.

CMP Loud and clear, Bo. Good morning.

CC-H Good morning, Vance. I still have some more Flight

Plan updates for you. If you could get out the

Flight Plan Supplement and - if anybody's there, I
can continue with some on the Flight Plan.

CMP Okay, stand by 1.

END OF TAPE
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11 37 33 ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Go ahead.

ACDR Okay. We got the WASTE WATER DUMP going. And we're
timing it.

CC-H Roger.

ACDR And, Bo, does it look like we could use that evapora-
tor to boil water today? Over.

11 38 03 CC-H Well, we're going to want to keep the evaporator

shut down until the evaporator activation at 149, and

that was one of the Flight Plan changes that I was
going to give you.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H And how is the vehicle? Is it comfortable?

ACDR It's a little warm in the command module.

CC-H Understand.

ACDR We do have the VTR OFF as per the Flight Plan,
now.

CC-H Roger.

CMP Okay. Ready to copy your changes now, Bo.

CC-H Okay. Do you have the Flight Plan Supplement out,
Vance?

11 38 39 CMP That's correct.

CC-H Okay. E - rev 88 EUV pad.

CC-H That's on page 6-15.

CMP Okay. Got the rev 88 EUV pad.
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CC-H Okay. The time on it is 145:25:23.

CMP Roger. 145:25:23.

CC-H And I'd like you to add a - a step at a DET of 46,
X-RAY HIGH VOLTAGE POWER, OFF.

CMP Roger. At 46 minutes, which would be at the end of

the pad, X-RAY HIGH VOLTAGE POWER, OFF.

CC-H Negative. That would be 46 - that would be between

44 and 58 in a count up sequence.

CC-H Do you have that, Vance? I'm sorry - it ways, set

DET, 37, 44, and then I'd like you to stick one 46

in between 44 and 58.

CMP Okay. I Just glanced at it and saw there were two

places where you could put that and I chose the end

of the pad. Sorry. Okay. Stand by.

CMP Okay. Go ahead.

CC-H Okay. And at 58, delete the X-ray - and do the EJffV
as scheduled.

CMP Roger. Delete X-ray, do EUV.

11 41 37 CC-H Down about three-quarters of the way at 25:43, delete

the X-ray powerdown.

CMP Roger.

CC-R On EUV pad 89, the time will be 146:54:13.

CMP Okay. That's EUV pad, rev 89, 146:54:13.

CC-H Roger. And that's all I have in the Flight Plan

Supplement. Now go back to the Flight Plan.

CMP Okay.

CMP Bo, I'd like to verify that water dump's 9 minutes.

CC-H Roger. Water dump is 9 minutes.

CMP Okay. Proceeding along.
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11 45 09 CMP Bo, how do you read?

CC-H Go ahead. I read you fine.

CMP Did you have some more of the Flight Plan that I

can copy?

CC-H Roger. I do. This would be at rev 88 - rev 87, 88,

page 4.3-27.

CMP Okay.

CC-H I already told Tom, the high gain in the middle of

the page is pitch minus 4 and yaw 312. At 144:45,

X-ray contingency prep, page 1-25. At 45:10 - -

C_ We have that.

CC-H - - at 45:10, scratch out "Deactivate primary evapora-

tor,'' and add "BMAG number 1, WARMUP."

11 46 09 CMP Okay. At 145:10, scratch "Deactivate primary evap,"

add "BMAG 1, WARMUP."

CC-H Roger. And if you'll turn the page now.

CMP Go ahead.

CC-H About a third of the way down, right after the EUV

scratch out "Activate primary evaporator."

CMP Got it.

CC-H And add "BMAG number 1, ON," and that should be at
146:02. And this is the start of the ATM. That's

prior to the VERB 49 maneuver, BMAG number 1, ON.

CMP Okay. At - 146:05, scratch out "Activate primary

evap," and at 1 - 146:0 - 05, scratch out "Activate

primary evap." And at 146:02, add "BMAG 1, 0N."

CC-H Roger. And then we'll be working on this A_, and

that VERB 48 should be - change it to "60102, 01111."

CMP Okay. This is up at 146 about, and it's VERB 48
maneuver 60 - the DAP is 60102 and zero and four ones.
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11 47 51 CMP Roger. And there's - there's all - there's already

one in the Flight Plan at about 1_6:03.

CMP Yeah, we have it.

CC-H Okay. And now that VERB 49 maneuver that says
"VERB 49 maneuver to target 365A attitude" is going

to be moved down to 146 up 37. That's after the

ATM burn, and will be the VERB 49 maneuver to target

365A - 178.10, 037.60, and all zeros.

CMP Okay. So that VERB 49 maneuver is okay as is, except

we change the time of doing it, which goes down to

146:37, was that?

CC-H Roger. Right after the burn.

C_ Roger. Got it.

CC-H Okay. And instead of the maneuver, there will be a

maneuver to the ATM burn pad attitude.

CMP Okay.

11 49 22 CC-H At 146:17, there are high-gain angles, and change
them to pitch, minus 22; yaw, 305.

CMP Minus 22 and 305. And where - and that puts that

maneuver to the burn attitude then at - right after

you turn on BMAG 1.

CC-H Roger. That takes the place of that V_B 49 man-
euver to the target 365 attitude.

CC-H And at 146:36, perform the burn.

CMP 146:36_ perform burn.

CC-H Roger. And I already gave you the 146:37, which is

the maneuver to the target 365A attitude.

CMP Roger.

CC-H At 146:40, VERB 48:611; 1, 01111.

11 50 45 CMP Okay. After the burn, go back to a slow DAP maneuver

rate, which is 61101 and the same 01111.
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CC-H Okay. And then inhibit all jets except Dog 1, Dog

2, _fa 3, Charlie 4, Baker 3, and Dog 4.

CC-H And you'll notice there that we're using the Dog 2

instead of the Bravo 2, and that's to conserve quad
B propellant.

CMP Okay, after that - -

CC-H Say again.

CMP After that, inhibit all Jets - to read back, after

that, inhibit all Jets except D1, D - or Delta 1,

Delta 2, Alfa 3, Charlie 4, Bravo 3, Delta 4.

CC-H Roger. And then go to the Flight Plan Supplement,
rev 89.

CMP Okay.

CC-H And we thank that the waste water dump is about
finished now.

CMP Okay.

11 52 23 CC-H And at 146:26, there had been that VERB 48, and
that's to be deleted.

CMP Stand by 1.

CC-H Go ahead. Standing by.

11 53 58 CMP Okay, Bo. Why don't we hold off on these Supplement

Flight Plan additional changes until Deke gets his

morning report worked up. He's got that right now.
And did you have something else in the detailed - or
in the Flight Plan?

CC-H No. I'm sorry, Vance. I understand what you said.

When I said go to the Flight Plan Supplement, rev 89,

that was supposed to be the last part of the procedure

that I was reading and not a direction for you to do
now.

CMP Okay. Okay, well, let me copy all that down again

then. I would - I had to run off and do something
else Just as you gave that.
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21 55 h9 65_P Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.

CMP Okay. Once again, the very last thing, where you
refer me to some place in ±_e Supplementary Flight

Plan. Would you give me that word for word at the

time it's supposed to be?

CC-H That was at 146:40, after you have inhibited all

the Jets except - then Just proceed _d go to the

Flight Plan Supplement, rev 89.

CMP Thank you.

CC-H And Just to make sure we've got this straight, let

me Just start on the - start from the top on this
ATM maneuver.

11 56 35 CMP Okay, I - I think we - I've got it. Let me read it

all back to you. That'd be better.

CC-H Fine.

CMP Okay. Starting about 146:02, we're going to turn

BMAGs ON, we're going to maneuver - these are Just

the changes - we're going to turn BMAG 1 ON, maneuver

to the burn attitude for ATM. That's a pad. After

that, we'll go down to antenna, which is minus 22

and 305. Then at 146:36, we'll have the ATM burn.

Immediately after that, we'll do the maneuver that

was up at 146:04 about, which VER - VERB 49 maneuver

to target 365A. Then after that, VERB 48, put in

the slow maneuver rate DAP, 61101. Inhibit all jets

except, then go to Supplement Flight Plan, rev 40 -
or rev 89.

11 57 54 CC-H Roger. The only thing that I didn't hear this time

was the DAP change, and that's immediately after

turning those BMAG ON. 60109, 01111.

CMP Rog. We have that, too, and I forgot to give it to

you. Okay, we got it.

CC-H Okay. At 149:02.

CMP .o .
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11 58 44 CMl° Go ahead at 149:02.

CC-H Roger. There's maneuver to a vis ohs attitude. We

would like to change R to - of the NOUN 78 from

plus 09000 to plus 06000, and that's so that you can
have the better attitude to look out the window.

CMP Roger. Copy.

CC-H And we'd like you to put a little box around that

"Activate primary evaporator," because that's the only
one we want you to do this morning.

CMP Okay. At 149, we'll emphasize by a box that we do
do that activation.

CC-H And because you changed your attitude at 149:31,

change the high-gain antenna angles to minus 12 and
336.

11 59 46 CMP Minus 12 and 336. At 149:31.

CC-H Roger.

CC-H And on that pass at 150 hours and 17 minutes, we'll
probably lose ATS.

CMP Okay.

CC-H And, that's all I have for the Flight Plan. The

next one is in the Experiments Checklist.

CC-H And, we're going to lose you for a couple of seconds

while we make a mode change.

CMP Roger.

CC-H And, Vance, if you're digging for books, I'm going

to be giving you the ATM in the Updates Book.

DMP Stand by 1, Bo. We're scrambling around here.

CC-H Roger.

]2 02 51 DMP Bo, while we're scrambling for books, I could give
you a morning report here if you want it.
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CC-H Roger. Ready to copy the morning report.

DMP Houston, how do you read?

CC-H Read you loud and clear, Deke. Go ahead with your

morning report.

12 03 15 DMP Okay. Yesterday was day 6. And let's see the AC

had everything for breakfast with tea added - sugar

and lemon. Okay. For lunch, he didn't use the

chicken salad, and he added cheese, tea, strawberry,

pecan cookie. Evening: no cherry-nut cake, added
a bread and cheese, and a tea. Got all that?

12 04 00 CC-H All breakfast. Lunch: chicken - chicken salad,

cheese, tea, strawberries, and pecan cookies. And,

dinner: no cherry-nut cake; he added cheese and tea.

DMP Roger. Okay, PRD, if you're ready for that.

12 04 33 DMP Tell me when you're ready, Bo.

CC-H We're listening. But I did not hear the PRD.

DMP Okay. I was waiting for you to switch pages. Okay.

It's ll009, 7 hours good, no medications, and a full
tank of water.

CC-H Roger. llO09, 7 hours, no medication, and a full
tank of water.

DMP Rog. Okay. CP menu.

CC-H Go ahead.

CMP Everything - everything for breakfast. Scratch the

ham for lunch; add a tea and cookie; add a cheese
for dinner.

CC-H For dinner, that was an add or subtraction of the
cheese?

DMP That was an add.

CC-H Okay.

DMP And his medical report. You ready?
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CC-H Ready.

DMP 48216, 7 good, and 70 seconds. He must have a lousy
PRD or else absorbing the radiation at a much higher
rate that the rest of us are.

CC-H Understand 48216, 7 good, and 70 seconds.

DMP Rog. Okay. Then the DP. Everything for breakfast;

scratch the salmon for lunch; ate that as a snack.

Okay, leave it on. And in the evening, scratch the
macaroni and cheese and the chocolate-nut cake.

CC-H Got it.

12 06 23 DMP Okay. And the medical report. Okay. PRD is 61008,

7 hours, excellent sleep, and about hO swallows of
water.

CC-H Roger. Sounds as if everybody slept good last night.

DMP Sure did; super.

CC-H Great.

DMP Yeah, the old DM's cooling down pretty good now, Bo,

so we're getting some cool flow up there. I usually
sleep there and Vance in the tunnel and Tom down here

with the hoses blowing, so it works out pretty well.

CC-H Did - did I actually wake you up this morning?

DMP You actually did.

CC-H Great.

ACDR Yeah, I had a scramble to answer you before you went
over the hill.

12 07 22 CC-H Good sign.

12 08 05 DMP Say, Bo. You had some changes to the experiments
there.

CC-H Roger. On the Experiments Checklist the - that's

page 1-8, and it's modification to the ETE procedures
for sample number 1.
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DMP ...

CC-H Apollo, Houston. I did not hear you. Did you say

you had it ready?

DMP Telling you to stand by. That's in a separate book -

we've got to get it.

CC-H Sorry.

ACDR Did you have anything for the main experiments book

while we're looking for that? We got the main one
out.

CC-H No.

ACDR Ail right, Bo. Roger; go ahead.

CC-H No, I don't have. I've got something to the Earth
Obs Book.

DMP Okay, fine. Go ahead and give Tom the Updates Book
then.

12 09 08 ACDR I'm ready to copy on that maneuver, Bo.

CC-H I'm sorry. We don't have the maneuver ready for you

yet.

ACDR Oh, okay .... do you have any stuff for the update
book?

CC-H We will have the maneuver for you very shortly, and

it - then it will go in the Update Book. But we

don't have it right now.

CMP All righty.

ACDR Okay, Bo. I've got the Earth Obs Book here.

CC-H Okay. This is for rev 88, site SD.

ACDR Okay. Target 8D, rev 88.

CC-H Roger. Dam site 2 nearest the center of the window

at 144:44:48. And that's approximately 15 degrees
south of nadir.
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ACDR Hang on. I need a different pencil to write on this
book.

12 10 39 CC-H Yeah, I see. I didn't try to write it on mine, either.

I see what you mean.

ACDR That was 144:44:487 Over.

CC-H That's affirmative.

CC-H And on site 8E -

ACDR Got it.

CC-H Okay. Structure number 1 time, 144:49:36, and that

also is 20 degrees south of nadir.

ACDR Got it. 144:46:36; 20 degrees south of nadir. Okay.

CC-H And structure number 2 time is 144:49:15, and that

also is 20 degrees south of nadir.

ACDR Okay. Got that. 144:49:15 and also 20 degrees
south of nadir.

CC-H Roger.

12 12 13 ACDR Hey, Bo. Tell Farouk right now wherever our position

is, we're passing over some tremendous sand dunes.

They've got long ridge dunes, and on top of them are

little bitty - are big stars. I mean, they are big

babies. It's like in a - nearly a sedimentary basin.

I don't know where we're at but I just wanted to

report that at this time. It's 143:50:30.

CC-H Roger. And it looks like you're over - like North
China.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H It's Just off of the big board.

CC-H And vis obs copied all that.

12 13 15 CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. Just a little weather report.

It's a little cloudy at the start, rather clear over

South America. It should cloud up across the inner

ITC, and then it should clear up again until you get

up into Europe Just south of the Alps.
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DMP Okay. Okay. And I got the ET - ETE Experiments
Checklist.

CC-H Okay. Modification to ETE procedures for sample 1.

Experiment Checklist page 1-8, and that's step 5.

DMP Okay. Got it.

CC-H Okay. When the AC observes sample 1 at 60 minutes,

perform the following: If the front band has advanced

to the ll0-millimeter mark, then proceed to the ETE

freeze procedures immediately. If the front band

has not advanced to the 110 mark, then proceed

nominally, which is to reset the portable timer to

15 minutes, and then after 15 minutes, do the ETE

freeze procedures.

DMP Oops. You better give me all of that again, I don't
write that fast.

CC-H Okay. At 60 minutes, perform the following: the
front - -

DMP Okay. That's on what sample?

CC-H That's on sample number 1.

DMP Sample number 1. Okay.

12 14 59 CC-H If the front - -

DM? ...

CC-H If the front band has advanced to the i10-millimeter

mark -

DMP Okay.

CC-H Then proceed to ETE freeze procedures immediately.

DMP Okay.

CC-H If the front band has not advanced to the ll0-

millimeter mark, then proceed nominally.

DMP Okay.
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CC-H Which means that you reset the timer for 15 minutes
and then do a freeze. And what it means is that

we're leaving the STDN out of this call. You don't

have to call down to us. You Just look at it, and

if at 60 minutes you're past 110, you go ahead and

freeze it; if not, you wait another 15 minutes and
then freeze it.

DMP Okay.

CC-H One other item is that we do need to know where the

band is.

DMP Okay.

CC-H And I have one circuit breaker call. That's all the

- that's all I have for the Experiments Checklist.

ACDR Okay.

12 16 59 CC-H I have a circuit breaker call, and it is to take the
100 WATT - 100 WATT HEATERS OFF and put the 50 WATT

HEATERS ON, and that is on panel 226; circuit breaker

02 TANK 100 WATT HEATERS, 1 MAIN A, OPEN; 02 TANK

100 WATT HEATERS, 2 MAIN B, OPEN.

12 17 38 DMP Okay. Bo, give me that again. It's 02 TANK 100 WATT

HEATERS, MAIN A and MAIN B, OPEN. Right?

CC-H Roger. 1 MAIN A, OPEN, and 2 MAIN B, OPEN.

DM? Got them.

CC-H And then 02 TANK 50 WATT HEATERS, 1 MAIN B, CLOSED,

and 2 MAIN A, CLOSED.

CMl° Okay. I've got those.

CC-H Thank you.

DMP Ail right.

CC-H And I've got one note, and we'll - it'll probably

cause a few changes later, but right now it's Just a

note. And that's camera number 4002, the color wheel

is stuck. Black and white are okay currently in the
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DM on panel 871. And number 4009 won't hold the

color sync; the black and white is okay. That's

currently in the DM, and we think you've put it on
number 873.

DMP Did that switch around per your request yesterday?

CC-H Roger. The thing is, it looks like we've got another

camera that's not giving us good color.

DMP Okay.

DMP Give me the serial numbers, Bo, again so we can double-
check those.

12 19 01 CC-H Number 4002 and number - and number 4009.

DMP Okay. 4002 should be on 871, and 009 on 873. The
873 is the better of the two, I gather.

CC-H And we'll have a mission note for you later on what

to do exactly with those cameras.

DMP Okay.

CC-H And that's all we have. I'm sorry for disturbing

your breakfast, though. And there are Just 2

minutes until LOS but we'll pick you up shortly at

12 20 01 DMP Okay.

12 22 57 CC-H Apollo, Houston through Guam for a livtle over 6
minutes. Standing by.

DMP Okay.

12 28 4h CC-H Apollo, Houston. There is less than a minute until
Guam LOS. We'll see you at Vanguard at 144:19.

That's a little different than what is shown in your

Flight Plan because the ship is steaming.

CMP Okay. Hey - and Bo, I was off the line when you

were telling Tom about the splashdown of Soyuz today.
I'd sure be interested to hear what it was like and

how everybody looked when they Jumped out. Maybe
the - -
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CC-H They had a heticop - they had a bunch of helicopters

following them with TV cameras. And we saw them on

their one great big chute, coming do_m, you know,

it looks kind of like a diving bell. And just before

they hit the ground, there was a big cloud of dust.
Must have been where the rocket fired. And then the

dust blew away, and they settled down quite - looks

like quite nicely. When the people got to them, they

got out and stood up, and both of them waved. And

so they looked like they were in good health and

good spirits.

CMP Sounds great.

12 29 45 CC-H And we're Just about going LOS here.

12 40 57 CC-H Apollo, Houston through Vanguard for Just a little

over a minute. Santiago at 144:37.

ADCR Roger, Bo.

END OF TAPE
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12 59 57 CC-H Apollo, Houston through Santiago and then ATS.

ACDR Okay, Bo. Read you 5 by.

ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We read you loud and clear. Go
ahead.

ACDR Okay, Bo. I'm starting this Earth obs pass. Okay,

we're off a couple of minutes on the GET from what

they're lined up, but I'll - I'll talk to you later.
I'm busy now.

CC-H Okay.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We'd like ACCEPT if someone has
a chance.

13 01 17 ACDR Got ACCEPT; we're running P20.

CC-H Roger. ACCEPT, and it won't hurt.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're finished with the computer;

you can go BLOCK.

13 02 54 ACDR Okay.

13 12 08 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We'd like the X-ray contingency

prep started so that we can get our X-ray cal in
at the proper time.

ACDR Okay.

]3 15 00 CMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Go ahead.

CMP The X-ray contingency prep has been completed.

Would you just remind me what getting the BACKUP
PURGE to OFF does?
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CC-H That pressurizes the detector. You see, last night

we had the detector venting, and so now we've repres-

surized it, and then we're going to do a calibration
here and turn the - after that, turn the HIGH VOLTAGE

POWER, OFF, and evaluate the data and decide what

they're going to do with the X-ray.

13 15 40 CMP Okay.

13 27 02 CC-H Good morning, Apollo. The Amber Team's with you,

and I need somebody to dig out the Updates Book

so I can give you the - the pad for this trim

maneuver we got coming. I know everybody's pretty

busy. I was wondering if Deke has a - has a moment.

ACDR Okay, Just a second. Since you're on the ATS, just

stand by for a minute and we'll finish this pass,
and then we'll be with you.

CC-H Okay. Our problem is that we're going to - soon as

you finish this pass, basically, we're going to

initiate a maneuver for this EUV and we're going to
lose comm shortly.

DMP Okay. Give it to me, Crip.

CC-H Okay. I under - understand you've got the - got
the Updates Book out?

DMP That's affirm.

CC-H Okay. Coming at you with NOUN 33, 146:36 all balls;

minus 007.4 all balls, all balls; 182, 329 - -

DMP Okay, hang on a second.

CC-H Okay.

DMP Yeah, ... Stand by 1.

13 28 17 CC-H I'm sorry. What you need is one of the P30 pads -
maneuver update.

DMP Yeah, that's what I had, but it started floating

off here and I lost you. Okay, start over again,
please.
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CC-H Okay. Starting out again with our NOUN 33's:
1_6:36 all balls; minus 007.h, all balls, all balls;

182, 329, 355; 007.4; 00:37. Readback, please.

DMP Okay, 146:36 all balls; minus 007._, all balls, all
balls; 182, 329, 355; 007.4; 00:37.

CC-H That's a good readback, Deke. And down in the re-

marks, I'd like you to add, "Bypass the P41 attitude

maneuver. Do two-Jet, minus-X. Set delta-V counter
to 100.0" - and the delta-V counter will count up,

of course, to 107.4.

DMP Okay. Bypass P41 attitude maneuver, two-jet, minus-X,

delta-V to 100, should count up to 107.4.

CC-H Okay, fine.

DM_ Incidentally, you're getting cut out again today by
some tower down there.

13 30 19 CC-H Copy. Are you flying with VHF FM on now?

DMP Negative.

DMP And, Bo, I had the FM off, and I've had the power

down in the DM since yesterday or the night before

yesterday.

CC-H Copy. Incidentally, one other item on this. We're

not going to have a - an opportunity to give a - to

give you a load for this maneuver or this burn, and
it's going to be - have to be loaded manua]ly.

13 30 51 DMP Okay. No problem

13 31 46 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Vance, or whoever's performing it,
we've had a little problem there with that call, and

we need somebody to move a switch for us down there,
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please. We need to take the - on panel 230, we need
to take the X-RAY PLrRGE switch vo the CAL posi_i©n,

do_.

CMP Okay. Did it once; will do it again.

CC-H Rog. We - we copy.

13 32 12 DMP Okay. I just went to CAL on her, Crip.

CC-H Thanks a lot, Deke.

CC-H We're going to lose you here shortly and have you

again at 0rroral in about 33 minutes.

13 3_ 20 DMP Okay.

14 05 34 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S through Orroral. We

have you for about B minutes.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. How do you read through 0rroral?

CC-H Apollo, Houston. How do you read through 0rrora!?

14 08 15 CMP Houston, Apollo. Reading you weakly.

CC-H Roger. Read me any better now?

CMP Little better. What's up?

CC-H Oh, not much. Need to get a couple of items. We

saw an MC&W just before we lost you awhile ago, and

we couldn't determine what it was here. Can you

enlighten us a little bit?

CMP We haven't seen one. You caught us by surprise.

CC-H Well, it must have been a data glitch down here then

or something if you guys didn't get it. Only other

item - well, if we could get the _©TABLE WATEr, I!_LET

valve CLOSED, we would appreciate it.

CMP Okay. I'll close it for you. Anything else?

CC-H Well, whenever we can work it in, we would like to

get the results of the last P52 you did.
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CC-H That probably was recorded over on the previous page

of your checklist there - on your Flight Plan, rather.

ACDR How do you read now, Crip?

CC-H Loud and clear, Tom. But we're about to go over the
hill here at - at Orroral. I'll just go ahead and

get you at - on the next ATS pass. We'll pick - -

ACDR Okay - -

CC-H - - up the P52 there.

ACDR - - Crip. Well, the P52 went real good. No problem.

CC-H Okay.

14 09 56 CMP And POTABLE WATER INLET's CLOSED.

14 09 59 CC-H Okay. We'll - we'll see you at Quito in about 28
minutes.

END OF TAPE
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14 38 28 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS at Quito; we've got you
for about a minute and a half.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. AOS Qui_o for 1 minute.

ACDR Roger. Copy. Hear okay. (Music)

DMP Hey, Crip. Just a quick data report on the furnace.

It was h92 on that last sample.

CC-H Deke, you're so weak, I can hardly read you.

DM2_ I said the temperature in the furnace prior to
helium inject - -

CC-H Yeah. I - comm does - seems to be very poor right
now, so why don't we wait until - a little while

until we get through and I'll get your furnace
report there.

14 39 h4 DMP Okay.

14 45 13 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're talking at you now through

the ATS. Got you for 52 minutes.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're with you through the ATS.

USA ... (Music)

CC-H Apollo, Houston. I can hear something very faint
in the background but - unreadable.

14 46 17 CM_D Roger. How do you read now?

CC-H Ohl Loud and clear, Vance.

CMP Okay. We're all set, coming up for our RCS burn.
Just crossed over the Andes and the Amazon. A_..az-

ingly clear day over the Amazon.

CC-H Great. Sounds like a pretty view. Vance, would

you - do you got - do you have time to give me that

P52 results, just to give us a quick idea what the
platform looks like?
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CMP Yeah. Tom's getting it right now.

CC-H Also, where you normally might go ahead and give us -

turn the tape recorder on, the high bit rate and so
forth for a burn - we do not want to do that one

for this one. It would perturbate our scheduling
over the DSE for the experimental stuff.

C_ Okay. Understand.

ACDR Okay, Crip. Ready to copy?

CC-H Yes, sir. Shoot it to me.

14 27 15 ACDR All righty. First star is 06; second, 15. NOUN 05:
all balls, plus 12.8, minus 18.7, minus 12.8. And
torqued at GET 144:31:00

CC-H Roger. Was that Z component minus 10.S?

ACDR Minus 12.8.

CC-H Okay. Copy. Thank you.

CC-H Incidentally, you probably already noticed on the -

on the burn there - we're doing it in this attitude
of minus-X because it is pretty close to the next

attitude that we have to go to for the EL_ pad com-
ing up. Didn't think you'd mind a litzle eyeballs
out there.

ACDR Oh, no. No problem. Good way to balance up the
quads, too - ... there.

CC-H Rog.

14 48 43 CC-H Apollo, Houston for Deke. You were trying to give
us some comment about - about the furnace awhile

ago, through Quito, and we couldn't read you there.

knd we're - be glad to get it if you could give it
to us now.

DM? Okay, Crip. I just wanted to give you a report on

the temp on the furnace. And iv was 492 prior to
helium _nJection. (Music)

CC-II Okay. Thanks a lot. Appreciate it.
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DMP Sure.

CC-H Yeah. That all looks good. That is about what we

were predicting it would be.

14 49 18 DMP Okay.

14 55 54 ACDR Okay, Crip. We're coming up to 2 minutes on the burn.

CC-H Roger that. We're standing by here. We're now look-

ing at playback data from the tape recorder, so we

haven't got you real-time data. We will have it

just as soon as we get AOS Madrid, which is about
a minute from now.

i4 58 04 ACDR And we're burning.

CC-H Copy.

14 58 43 ACDR Okay, there we are, Crip; Zero, minus 1, and plus ...

CC-H Roger.

14 59 03 ACDR And the EMS reads 107.8.

CC-H Copy that.

CC-H Very good. That should put you right down in the
middle come Thursday.

ACDR Sounds great.

15 01 42 DMP Hey, Crip, would you say we were about over the
straits of Dover now?

CC-H That's affirmative.

DMP Okay. Great. We got a picture of it, then.

CC-H Okeydoke. We would advise if we can go ahead and

get this VERB 49 maneuver in, probably need to get

it - get it started to get there in time for the

EUV pass.

15 02 04 ACDR Okay. It's in work, Crip.
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CC-H Okay, fine. I also need to update you on this up-

coming EUV pass. We want to delete the X-ray ops
out of it because of our problem with the instrument.

Also, we want to do that same thing on rev 90. I'll -

if you want to pull out your supplements and make

notes on those, I'll stand by to repeat them.

15 02 30 ACDR And we're maneuvering.

C_ Stand by.

CC-H Copy.

CMl° Okay. We got it out.

CC-H Okay, fine. It - on both of these pads_ rev 89

and EU_, we just want to delete X-ray ops. Also

the same for rev 90.

CMl° Okay. Done. Too bad. Does it look like we'll be

using that instrument a little later?

CC-H We're - we're still investigating it. We'll get

back with you on that. I might - one comment I

might make is that it's a really important science

day from the standpoint of the other two instruments,

both EUV and helium glow, we've got some of their

highest priority revs and targets upcoming. In

fact, I believe this one that you're doing now has -

it's about the second highest priority with one of

the highest priority targets involved. We had a

problem last rev that we still don't umlderstand.

We're trying to take a look at it in that we didn't

get - d_dn't get all of the data recorded on thav
DSE and that we're not sure whether it was a problem

we had here or - or something involved there. Just

want to alert you to it, and if y'all can be very

careful on the DSE procedures that you've got there

to ensure that we're going, we would appreciate it.

15 03 59 CMl° Okay. Did it seem to be a question of timing or

Just that it wasn't - -

CC-H Yes. It - -

CMl° - - gathering data or something?
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CC-H - - it - if you look back at that last - last rev _8,

it would appear that you had a PET time of starting
the thing on the DSE at about 3B, and we got that

last portion of the pass but we didn't get the - the
initial one where - which - where - you were supposed
to start it at - at zero.

CMP Okay.

ACDR Okay, Crip. We have a checkoff list we're using,
and that thing is checked off.

CC-H Rog. We're - we're not sure exactly where the

problem was, Tom; I assume you guys are being very
careful with it; I was Just alerting you that we

had had the problem here so we can continue to be so.

15 04 56 ACDR Rog. I understand.

15 09 22 CC-H Apollo, Houston. In looking over your configuration
following that burn there, we show that BMAC i is

still ON, and we need that turned OFF, please.

15 09 30 CMP Okay. Coming OFF.

15 26 18 ACDR Hello, Houston; Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead.

ACDR Well, we're right on schedule, and all the maneuvers

are going good. Are you getting good data? Over.

CC-H I believe so. Let me reverify that.

CC-H That's affirm, Tom. We are getting good data.

Looks real good.

ACDR All right.

CC-H I was just sitting down here being quiet to stay

out of your hair.

ACDR Thank you for the compliment.

CC-H Anytime, anytime. You really are sharp up there
today.
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ACDR Oh, we feel great, Crip. Everything's going good.

CC-H Great. That's good to hear.

15 28 56 ACDR Okay, Crip. Looking forward to 21:12; that's

theoretically when we should lose ATS, and that's

when we verify that tape motion. Over.

CC-H Roger. And, of course, Just before we go over the

hill there, Ed will put in a command to get the

thing initiated for you.

ACDR Right. And we'll recheck it.

CC-H Rog. Just in case we miss it, that's why the
verify's there.

ACDR Okay.

CMP Go ahead.

ACDR How's Ben Franklin doing down there these days?

CC-H Oh, he's just having a ball pushing all these

buttons - trying to get all this data lin.

ACDR I can tell. Yeah, I can tell. (Laughter)

CC-H It's a pretty - pretty challenging mission for

INCO here in this latter part of - the mission.

ACDR Yeah, I can imagine all it takes to get this data
back there.

15 30 04 CC-H The EECOM also thinks it's pretty challenging

trying to get his water boiler going right.

15 31 22 CC-H Tom, R1 there should be 169.10; we see it 169.00.

ACDR Thank you, Crip.

CC-H Just to show we're not totally asleep.

ACDR Yeah, I don't know how I missed it. Maybe Z didn't

hit the 1 button hard enough_ and it got out in zeros.
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CC-H Yeah. And with all those numbers on there, I _on't

see how you keep them all straight anyhow.

ACDR Yeah, this is really a two-man job to coordinate
the cross-check here.

CC-H Roger that.

15 35 40 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're about ready to lose you

here on the ATS, and we'll see you in a couple of

minutes - oh, actually, about 5, I guess, through

Orroral for a short pass.

ACDR Okay. Thank you, Crip.

15 39 19 CC-ti Apollo, Houston, talking at you through Orroral.

Got you for a little over a minute.

ACDR Okay.

CMP Roger. Reading you weak, Crip.

CC-H Okay; fine. I've got you loud and clear right now.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. If you read me well enough -

Well, we're just about to go over the hill. We'll

see you at Quito in 30 minutes.

ACDR Okay. Anything you need real fast?

CC-H I was going to give you the DET time to count it

to on rev 90, which is over on another - the next

page here of 148:23:01, if you want it.

ACDR That was 148:23:01, right?

CC-H That's affirmative.

ACDR Got it.

15 40 51 CC-H Okay; thank you.

END OF TAPE
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16 13 22 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS through Quito for about
a minute and a half.

ACDR Roger, Crip. We're ... leg volumes; still have Deke

to go - -

CC-H Apollo, Houston. You're breaking up. Stand by 1.

16 13 5h CC-H Apollo, Houston. We'll have you in MILA in a couple

of minutes. Why don't we stand by and - maybe get
a little better there.

16 15 23 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're now talking at you through

MILA. How do you read?

ACDR Rog. I read you loud and clear, Crip.

CC-H Okay. I got you the same now.

ACDR And we're already in the attitude to start the next

EUV and again to reverify, that's at 128:23:01.

CC-H That's a good readback. That is correct. And we're

sitting here looking at your attitude, and it looks

good.

ACDR Okay. Yeah, everything should have been perfect on

that last one_ hope you got a good data.

CC-H Okay. Hope so, too. We're working on a little plan
here - it looks like with minor impact - to recover

that - that data that we lost earlier. And one item,

I guess, if you got a few minutes here, I can talk to

you about, Tom. If you flip your Flight Plan over

to the next page, at about 149:25 or so, we've got
an X-ray cal called out shere.

ACDR Okay. Stand by.

16 17 02 ACDR Roger.

CC-ti Okay. What we'd like you to do is, we're going to

delete that cal and, instead, we're going to have you

do a - kind of a little special procedure, which is
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a very - couple of switch throwings to activa_e the

evaporator, and it's a non - normal activation, ant

I'll call them out to you when we get AOX through

MILA. I would also, contrary to what ! believe Bo

told you earlier this morning, like to delete that

activating the primary evap _der 129 hours, unaer
Deke's column.

ACDR Okay. We'll delete that now.

ACDR And we'll pick up on your directions through MiLA.

We have ATS to follow that, about activating the

evap rate on your instructions.

16 17 50 CC-H Okay. Real fine. Thank you very much.

16 27 05 ACDR Crip, how do you read through ATS?

CC-H Loud and clear. How me?

ACDR Loud and clear.

CC-H I expected you guys were all busy getting your leg

volumes out of the road, so I was being quie_ again.

ACDR Yeah. I'm trying to get a quick shave in here be-

tween now and when we start punching vhat DSK_f
again.

CC-H Right. Got to look pretty for the - for the TV,
I guess.

ACDR I haven't even looked that far ahead.

CC-H Mell, I don't even know _f we've got any coming up.

ACDR I haven't had time to shave for 2 days, so I'm

finally doing a little bit.

CC-H Ail right. Got to keep that military appearance.

ACDR Right,

ACDR Okay. I'm going off the headsea.

CC-H Understand. You're going to take you-_ headsev off.

Gene said he'd be glad to set some TV up for you if

you wanted it.
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ACDR I don't - I don't think so right now.

16 28 15 CC-H I didn't think so, either.

16 33 10 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Wonder if the DP's got a momen_

to let me bend his ear, regarding upcoming vis obs

observations for his next pass?

Ck? Just a second, Crip. We'll ask him to get on a
headset.

CC-H Okay. Vance, were you the gent that requested some

information regarding 35-millimeter film and how to

use the Nikon for targets of opportunity?

C_,_ I think Tom asked that last night. He was essen_ially
wondering if we needed a special - oh, sort of addi-

tions to the photo ops cue card on light settings,

f-stops, et cetera, or if we could just use the light
meter in the Nikon, as is?

CC-H Yeah. I think we told him that - -

CMP For outside.

CC-H Yeah. I think we told him that he could use the

light meter, but I did have some additional infor-

mation; I can Just give all of that to Deke -

CMP Okay, I'll tell him.

16 34 44 CMP It'll be a couple of minutes before he can get up.
He's kind of busy now, Crip.

CC-H Okay. There's no rush at all. I was just - any

time that's convenient for you guys to talk about it.

One of the things that I was going to talk to him

about, Vance, was - I think you had talkea to Farouk,

premission, regarding some of Cousteau's sea-farming

sites. And I was going to tell him where one was in

the Adriatic Sea, so that he might be able to get it.

We're going to be coming over it next rev, and he's

going to be doing some of vis obs, anyhow, so he
might be able to get a shot of it.

CMP Oh, hey_ That'd be nice. Glad to hear we can do

something in that area. Deke'll - when he comes up,
then he can copy the location.
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CC-H Yeah.

DMP Hello, Crip, how do you read?

CC-H Loud and clear, Deke; how me?

DMZP 5 by. Give me about 30 seconds_ I'll be ready Jo

copy.

CC-H Okay - -

CM? I'll leave the ETE open.

DMP Okay, Crip. I'm standing by. And _he status on the

ETE, it's up and running. And the freezer plug came

out very fine this morning, back in again, no prob-
lem, everything looks A-number-t on that experiment

at this point.

16 36 _1 CC-H Great. Really glad to hear that. _at - _e haa a

couple items of interest on - tha_ you might be able

to do something about, on this upcoming pass that

you're going to have. One of them is that - we've
had a rather large oil slick, about 40 miles long and

5 miles wide, reported about 50 miles east of Key

West. And we think that that probablM should be
visible from the number 1 window in the command mod-

ule, when you come across there on the next rev.

16 37 15 DMP Okay. That's 50 west of Key West.

CC-H East. East of Key West.

DMP Okay. 50 east.

CC-H Okay. And we're - it's going Jo be available _o you

Just about - oh, part of that red tide area, when

you come across - about the same area, there. Jus_
a little before it.

DMP Okay.

CC-H Okay. The other one was - -

DML_ ...

CC-H Okay. The other one was that - I think Vance had
asked Farouk to look into talking witk Captain
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Cousteau regarding some sea-farming sites. _d we

got some data back that one of them is going to -

that he's considering this on the eastern edge of the

Adriatic Sea. And you're going to be coming across

it. And it should be visible from number 3 window,

on rev 91, at about 149:44 GET. And you can take a

look at your book at target 9J and at least get an
idea of the area by the Adriatic.

16 38 24 DMP Okay. Rev 91, 149:44, to 9J - and what was the win-
dow number?

CC-H Window number 3, the big one there.

CC-H Okay. The other item was that - because Tom had

talked to the ground yesterday, regarding use of the

Nikon, since you guys were getting a little bit short

on film there, for targets of opportunity. Basically,

we're telling you you need _o use the photo cue card,

but I've got some recommendations, if you want to
copy them down.

DMP Okay. Go ahead.

CC-H Okay. Recommend using the 300-millimeter lens,

although some of the problems we've had from Skylab

indicates you might - that might end up blurring a

little bit, but we can try it. We recommend a shut-

ter speed of 1/1000. And for your CI film, your

interior film - use your exterior photo cue card,

table Bravo, but increase each setting by one f-stop.

For example, instead of - if it calls for f/8, we

want you to use f/lt. And for CS film, Charlie

Sierra, we want you to use table B directly.

16 39 52 D_ Okay.

CC-H Okay. And if you have a chance vo record any of

your photos on your voice record, we would appreciate
it, also.

ACDR Okay, we've been doing that.

CC-H Yeah. I thought you probably were.

16 40 02 CC-H And that's - that's all I was holding for you right

now; let you get back to - to observing the world.
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ACDR Okay. Fine; appreciate that. Probably good to have

it here - it Just seems like about the time we get

ready for a good old ZFF or crystal growth is when we

see the exciting things. And of course, we're ob-

viously out - way out of configuration there, b_t
those ...

16 40 26 CC-H Okay. Hang in there and keep after them.

17 08 30 ACDR Houston_ Apollo.

MCC-H Go ahead.

ACDR Okay. I guess we'll be losing you shortly, and that's
when it calls out at 27:06 to verify the DSE tape
motion?

CC-H That's affirm.

ACDR And I hope the data's coming in good for them.

CC-H It is still looking good.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H Okay. We're about ready to go LCS _h_3ugh _he ATS

and next station contact is quite awhile away, be

through MILA in about 37 minutes, that's at 149:2h.
See you there.

17 09 55 ACDR Okay, Crip, Take her easy.

END OF TAPE
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17 47 11 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS through MI.LA and with

the ATS we should be with you about 58 minutes.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. If you're reading through MILA,

we're ready to - soon as we get data locked up here

pretty good, we're ready to proceed with that primary

evaporator activation, as we discussed earlier.

CMP Okay, Crip.

CC-H Incidentally, Vance, since I heard you there, on

your exercise, we would like to wait until we get

locked up through the ATS there about - oh, about

10 more minutes before we - I'm sorry, about 5 more

minutes before we begin exercise.

CMP Okay. And I'd like to be a little late on that.

I'll get it in before the end of ATS. But right now

I'm helping Deke on this vis obs. Turns out to be
kind of a two-man task.

CC-H Okay. We copy that. Incidentally, we do not show

the WASTE STOWAGE VENT valve opened - which we need

it for the purge. It's called out a few minutes -
few minutes earlier.

CMP Say again.

17 48 32 CC-H The WASTE STOWAGE VENT valve needs to go to VENT.

CMF Okay. We purposely held off on that to clarify or

make sure you wanted that done. And - so we'll -

we'll get that little section done right now.

CC-H Okay. When you can work it in there.

CMP Crip, I'm going to have to off headset to get these

things. I'll just activate - I'll just take care

of that - vent section of the Flight Plan there and

activate the primary water evap.

CC-H Negative. Negative on the activation - I've got -

I want to do it special so I - you can do it if you

let me give you the procedures.
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CMP Okay.

CC-H Want to make sure that the GLYCOL EVAPORATOR WATER
FLOW is in OFF, which is where it should be. Want

to take the STEAM PRESSURE to >_NUAL, and STEAM

PRESS, we want to go to DECREASE for !0 seconds.

CMP Okay.

CC-H And if you do that, we'll sit here and watch you for

about 10 minutes before we go to AUTO on those valves.

17 49 58 CMP Okay. WATER, verify OFF. Go to MANUAL, DECREASE
for 10 seconds.

CC-H That's affirm.

17 54 13 CMl° Okay, Crip. Procedure on the water evaporator and
the others on the vent have been taken care of.

CC-H Yeah, we - we're watching our data here. Saw you do
it, Vance.

CC-H Did you - you got the WASTE STOWAGE VENT valve open,
I understand.

CMP That 's right .

CMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.

17 57 01 C_ D Just one question about the Adriatic - that's going
to come up here later this - visual obs. Unders%and

which side of the Adriatic and both north and south

and east smd west way.

CC-H Okay. The word that we're getting, it's on the eastern

edge of the Adriatic and, basically, it's that - the

whole eastern edge along - along Italy there.

CC-H I'm - I'm sorry - -

CMl° Eastern edge is not mentioned - -

CC-H I'm - I'm - I'm sorry. Yes, on the opposite side
along Yugoslavia, across through there.
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CMP Okay.

DM? What specifically are we looking for?

CC-H Okay. That's Just an - an edge of - of the sea

that - that is considered a high potential for sea

farming.

DMP I see.

17 59 07 ACDR Houston, Apollo. I got the Doppler - activated and
warmed up at 149:26:00.

CC-H Copy that. Thank you very much for that report, Tom.

That's - as you're aware - is sort of time - critical

later on and we need to make sure it gets properly

warmed up. Appreciate your telling us.

ACDR Right.

DMP Okay. And the Earth ohs guys may be interested in

knowing that we've Just seen some icebergs here in
the Labrador Current north of Newfoundland.

CC-H I copied about seeing some icebergs and I didn't

get the rest of it.

17 59 B9 DMP Yeah. They're in the - what we think is the Labrador

Current, north of Newfoundland.

CC-H Copy that.

DMP Whether they're bergs or ice cakes, I guess we'd be

hard put to say, but they're very visible at least
from this altitude.

CC-H Very good.

17 59 56 ACDR And, Crip, the Marshall people would like to know

that when the 60 minutes were up, the first band

had progressed from 118 to 123, so we put it right away

into the freeze cycle. So it's electrophoresing away.

CC-H Okay, real fine. Appreciate that report also.

DMP Crip, I forgot to - tell you that we did not see the

oil slicks you talked about, east of Key West. I

think we're too far north for one thing; and secondly,
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there's a cloud cover all over the west coast of

Florida and pretty much over the state.

CC-H Okay, I was afraid that was too much of an oblique

angle for you to get a shot at it. We thought -

take a look at it anyhow. It was pretty - reported

to be a pretty good size.

DMP I see.

18 02 00 ACDR Hey, Crip. On that ETE, the first band was stopped
at 60 minutes. The first band went from 118 to 122

millimeters; the second band, from 87 to 99 milli-

meters. The column voltage was fluctuating aroun_d

009. Over.

CC-H Okay. Copy.

DMP You might also pass on to Farouk that we have not seen

any red tide west of Florida because of the cloud

cover, and the same up in the New England area. We -

Cape Cod was clear and we got some good pictures

there , but everything north of that, from our angle,

was cloud covered and - so we've seen nothing in those

other sites.

CC-}{ Copy. Too bad.

18 02 48 DMP We should have some beautiful coverage of Cape Cod,
however.

CC-H Rog.

18 03 58 DMP And also for the Earth obs guys, the North Atlantic

is also mostly cloud covered. We see a lot of inter-

esting cloud features and practically nine different

current and eddy patterns, but we Just didn't want

to waste film on that. We have not seen any oil

slicks. Lots of airplane contrails, however.

CC-H Roger.

18 07 27 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We've been sitting here watching

your evaporator. We think it's in pretty good shape

right now, and we'd like to Go ahead and go - WATER

FLOW to AUTO and STEAM PRESSURE to AUTO, if somebody's

got a chance to work those switches in.

lb 07 41 ACDB Okay, I'll get it.
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CC-H Okay, Tom. Appreciate letting us know when it hap-

pens and we're also assuming that when Vance gets

ready to - to get started on his exercise here,

he's going to give us a holler so we can go into

proper data mode.

ACDR Okay, he's working on it - getting it. This Earth
obs is nearly a two-man Job, I'll clue you. Okay,

STEAM PRESSURE coming to AUTO. H20 FLOW coming to
AUTO.

18 08 08 ACDR Mark it. Okay. You got STEAM PRESSURE, AUTO, and

H20 FLOW, AUTO.

CC-H Okay, thank you.

DMP Okay, Crip. You still read?

CC-H I'm sorry. Missed that last comment.

DMP I say, if you're still reading, we just went down

the Adriatic coast there, and - getting into problems.

One, what we can see is cloud covered and - we can't
see very well on account of the oblique angle. It's

clear, but it's such an oblique angle, we weren't
able to tell anything.

18 09 05 CC-H Okay. Copy.

1_ 12 12 CC-H Apollo, Houston. For the CP. Vance, we got about -
oh - about 25 more minutes here available through

the ATS for - for your exercise, and anxiously awaiting
it.

DMP Yeah. He's - he's getting some of it right now,

trying to get up to do it.

CC-H Okay.

18 12 45 CC-H Apollo, Houston. It looks like we didn't make it on

that primary evap, and we want to go ahead and de-
activate it.

DMP Stand by. We're in the middle - -

ACDR Just a minute. Vance is in the docking module, I'm

in the middle of freezing the electrophoresis, and

Deke's in Earth obs. Stand by.
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CC-H Und er stand.

CC-H When you can get to it.

18 13 21 DMP I'm afraid the old Greek gods are getting to us

today on the Earth obs, Crip. I'm supposed to be

over the Red Sea, which I'm sure we are, looking

for bioluminescence. But, unfortunately, what wasn't

factored in here is that we're still in sunlight and

I got the sunshine nice and bright ri_t in the win-
dow.

CC-H Rog. Yeah.

DM_ I'll hang in here until it sets and see if I can see

anything, but I'm not optimistic.

CC-H Yeah. It looks to me like - -

ACDR Okay, Crip. What - -

CC-H Tom.

ACDR - - what switch do you want to shut down this thing?

18 13 51 CC-H Okay. We want - WATER FLOW to OFF, and that's in

center position, and go to INCF_ASE for - MANUAL

and INCREASE for 1 minute, please.

ACDR Okay. That's just a standard shutdown I'm doing,
then.

CC-H That's affirm.

18 14 12 DMP Okay, Crip. Wherever we are, I've got a series of

very bright lights down here. A pair to _he right,

a pair directly under the nose, and a set of three

ahead of me. Looks like they're under a bit of a

cloud, but they're superbright. Must be gas fires,

maybe.

CC-H Probably - you're coming Just about over the Suez
area at this time.

DMP I see. Okay. And it's clear off to the left, and

we can see forest fires off there. But these pro-

bably are gas fires.
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18 15 08 ACDR Okay. STEAM PRESSI/RE has been INCREASED for 1 minute

and that does it. Anything else you want?

CC-H No, that should do it for a while. We thought we

got it cleared up there, but apparently we did not.

ACDR Ail right.

18 18 35 CMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.

CMP Okay. I'm on biomed on the center seat CCU. You

picking me up?

CC-H Let's take a look at it.

CC-H Let us get configured here for you, Vance, and we'll

tell you when to cut loose.

18 19 19 CC-H CP, Houston. We're looking at you now; proceed on
with the exercise.

CMP 0keydoke.

18 20 04 CC-H CP, Houston. Vance, the data is getting pretty -

pretty garbled here, and we would request that, if

you could, to recheck your electrodes.

CMP Okay. Any one in particular?

CC-H No. We recommend you just go ahead and try them all,

right now. Just try pressing them down.

18 21 26 CMP Okay. Is that any better? If not, I'll try again.

CC-H Stand by 1, Vance.

CC-H Okay. That's looking good to us, Vance. Let's try
it once more.

CMP You say it is looking good?

CC-H That's affirmative.

CMP Okay. We'll exercise.
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18 24 14 CMP _at's the heart rate, Crip?

CC-H Well, let me ask our friends over here.

CMP Hope it didn't go down.

CC-H (Laughter) If it went down - I don't think it did.

18 24 33 CC-H About one-half a minute ago, it was 113.

CC-H Work hard!

CMP That means work harder.

CC-H Roger.

18 25 06 CC-H It just went to 101. You're not complying.

CMP I'm trying, Crip; I'm trying.

CC-H (Laughter) I suspect that you were.

CM_ Funny thing - you can work a sweat up, up here, and

work your muscles, but it is hard to get your heart
rate up with this gadget.

CC-H Yes, sir.

CC-H And while you're working away there, if the AC has

some time, after he finishes up with this ETE ops,
I was going to try to - to do a little bit of an

update. We were going to do tc - or we're going to

request to do - to recover this data tilat I mentioned,

that we'd earlier lost due to our tape recorder pro-
blem.

ACDR Okay. Wait - wait until E - we're in the middle of

messing with the ETE.

CC-H Okay, that's fine.

ACDR I got you.

CC-H We'll get it there.

18 29 29 CMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead.
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CMP This turns out to be a pretty fair leg exerciser.

But really, the bicycle ergometer's the first-class

way to go, like they had on Skylab.

CC-H Rog. For your information, we got your - saw your

heart rate up to 125 at one period, there.

18 29 52 CMP Okay. Also, this Just exercises certain muscles.

I have the feeling that I could probably jump tall

buildings after this, but possibly not walk, be -
be able to walk.

CC-H (Laughter.) Roger.

CC-H You going to put a big "S" on your chest?

CMP I'd better not.

C._i° Okay, Crip. Guess I'll clean up and get ready for
lunch. How's that?

18 31 21 CC-H We'd like to - if you'd keep the OBS on there a

little bit and Just let us look at a minute or so

of your recovery there, we'd appreciate it.

CMP Okay.

CC-H Is Deke tied up there right now? There was one item
I wanted to mention to him sometime.

DMP Go ahead. I'm working on restowing the freezer here,
but I can listen.

18 31 44 CC-H Okay. All it was is that we - I was noticing in

your book here, you've got - check the biostack in a

few minutes. And the PI was getting a little bit

concerned about his battery on that particular item

and if - when you look at it, if the light is OFF,

we would like you to go ahead and turn it OFF at
this time. If it's ON, we want to leave it ON.

D_ Hey, could you - -

ACDR Yeah, while I'm waiting for that sample to unfreeze,

I can get up and look at it. Just a minute.

18 B2 30 ACDR Okay. On the biostack, the light is ON.
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CC-H Okay. Well, just leave it ON. And believe the next

time you check it is when you go ahead and turn it

OFF normally, and that will be -abcut 154:10. Fine.

Thank you very much.

ACDR Right.

DMP And, Crip. For those of you that have tried to stow

this freezer in one g, you should try it in zero g.

It's really sporting.

CC-H Well, I tell you, it was - it was fun enough in one

g. I don't know what it would be like at zero -

trying to get that - get that little foldover thing

%here to stay in the right position. I thought it'd

be a little bit easier in zero g.

DMP Well, I was hoping so, too. But what happens is it

keeps _oating out of there, of course - -

CC-H Yeah - -

DMP - - hold it in position.

DMP We got her.

CC-H Very good.

CMP Houston, Apollo.

18 35 04 CC-H Go ahead.

18 35 07 CMP Be nice if you'd remind us, sometime in the future,

when we're to come over the Adriatic area again in

the daytime. We might have a little better viewing
condition.

CC-H Okay. We'll look ahead in your Ft±_ Plan there

and see if we can pick out a good one for you, Vance.

CMP Okay. Thanks a lot.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. For the CP. Vance,. we've - see

your heart rate's all down, and you look nice and

comfy now, and we've seen enough data. You can go
ahead and take the OBS off.

CMP See you later. Thanks.
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CC-H Okay. We're about ready to go over the hill on the

ATS and next station contact will be at Vang_-rd in 17
minutes. That's at 150:33. 150:33. See you there.

18 37 47 CC-H And if Vanguard turns out to be a comfortable place

to do it, might do a little pad updating there to

allow us to recover some data. We'll be talking

about reusing that EUV pad for rev 88.

18 54 38 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS at Vanguard for 7 minutes.

ACDR Okay, Crip. I got one for the electrophoresis.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR Okay. On sample 2 - it says sample 2 through Z think

about 6, it says verify that the col_lmn temperat'_e

is 10 to 12 degrees centigrade. This one has come

down - you know when we first put it ON, we put it

to COOL - and about 27 to - 14 or 15, it's just hanging

there. How long do I wait before I press on? Over.

CC-H Let us take a look and we'll get right back with you.

18 55 56 ACDR Crip, I've got to ... this, so I'll wait for your

answers on electrophoresis. Maybe I can - maybe you

can give me some data on that - you were talking
about on the EUV.

CC-H Okay. There's really no big rush on that, we can

get it at acquisition here of the - of the next ATS,

or we can go ahead and get it now. Whatever you'd
like to do.

ACDR Well, get me the answer to electrophoresis and if

it's - we got some time to copy it on ATS. I'll try

to get some chow and also get the electrophoresis

going when you get that answer.

18 56 33 CC-H Okay, Tom. What we'd like you to do is to go ahead

and press on with the ETE. No need to hold up for
the temperature. And also, on our telemetry down

here, we saw an indication of an MC&W. Did you have

that onboard, or is this something like what we
saw - -

ACDR Yeah. We had a _t_STER CAUTION, and Deke and I looked

all over and couldn't find a thing.
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CC-H Okay. Copy.

18 57 05 DMP Yeah. We got the panel covered with checklists and

foodtrays right now. And I caught the red light but
I never saw anything on the other ones. So I don't

know what triggered it.

CC-H Okay. We'll - we'll take a look at our data down

here and see if we can find - find the culprit.

DMP We're - normally assume it's high 02, but that can
get to be a bad habit.

CC-H Yeah. I think we'd be watching for that. Might tell

Tom that when I see him at the - the next ATS pass,
there or Newfoundland, I c_n start correcting that -

that pad. And what I'm going to do is take the rev

88 pad that we used earlier, the EIIV pad, and - and
modify it to use in rev 94.

DMi° Okay.

18 58 02 CC-H Deke, you got a - got a moment to let me - bend your
ear about another item?

DMP Okay. Stand by Just a second until I 2an get my
hands empty.

DMP Okay.

18 58 2h CC-H Okay. A little bit later in the - in the Flight
Plan, you're going to have a TIr installation and -
and setup - I believe to - to cover the - the fish.

And on that - the - we believe that bozh of the

cameras, both of the TV cameras in the docking module
are not working properly. So what we would like to

do if they're - if you've currently got one in 873,

you can do it like we mentioned the other day, go
ahead and mark it bad and temporarily stow it in D-3
if you'd like. And we want to use the camera that

we've got in location 606 right now, and - for that
setup.

DMP We were wondering what that camera was for. Okay,
you want to put that up in the DM on 8v37

CC-H That's affirm. Also, when you do that, you're going
to have to make sure that it is put in - in MASTER
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for using in there. It'll be in AVERAGE, MASTER,

and LINEAR like we normally operate them.

18 59 31 DMP Okay. I'll set it up that way right now. And I

assume you want the wide-angle lens on it also,

it's got the long lens on it.

CC-H That's affirm. We want the wide-angle lens.

DMP Okay.

DMP You say neither one of those cameras are working up

there, is that correct?

CC-H That's correct. They're working, but they're not

working properly.

DMP Okay.

END OF TAPE
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ASTP AIR-T0-GROUND VOICE TRANSCRIPTION

18 59 57 DMP Speaking of fish, a very important item, did any-

body ever figure out whether sample 6 is supposed
to be 5 or 6?

CC-H Well, it so happens that all of them were supposed
to have been 6.

DMP That's amazing.

CC-H Maybe the little buggers are eating one another;
I'm not sure.

DMP Well, as a matter of fact, I think you may be right.
There's one of them there, I thought I could see

a fish head in, but I thought, "No, I'm seeing things."
I guess that background is pretty difficult to tell.

CC-H Yeah. Also, from what your question previously, -

Deke, can you tell us if you pulled out the second

bag, the one that had the eggs in it?

19 00 34 DMP Yeah; got it. And it's up there and I've taken one

set of pictures of it per Flight Plan.

CC-H Okay. You noticed any - any hatchlings yet?

DMP Well, I didn't any yesterday, but I haven't looked
at it today.

19 O0 48 CC-H Okay. We're about ready to go over the hill here,

and we'll see you at Goldstone in 15 - 15 minutes.

And we'd certainly be interested in hearing there,

when you take a look at it, whether we got any.

19 00 58 DMP I'll check it for you.

19 16 38 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S through Goldstone. We
have you for about 2-1/2 minutes.

ACDR Okay, Crip. And another master alarm came on, as

far as the light - but I didn't get anything on my
headset. The whole panel is clear.

CC-H Okay. Copy. You got an MC&W. You did not notice

any status lights and no tone.
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19 17 01 CC-H Can you give - give us an estimate of what the time

was, Tom? That way, we can go back and look at the
data.

19 17 05 ACDR Oh, about 2 minutes ago, I guess. I Just caught it

coming out of the docking module .... last 30 sec-

onds. Except the light's pretty hot, it may have

been on longer that that ...

CC-H Okay. And we were configured properly on the comm

panel there, such that we would have picked up the

tone. Is that right?

DM? Yeah, I'm configured right for it, Crip. But I wasn't
on a headset. We're not sure whether Tom was or not.

CC-H Okay. I was - understand Tom was on 'she headset.

And I Just wondered about him there.

DMP Yeah, but I_ve - I've been on here most of the time.

And the last three times it came on, I was on and my
audio was on. And I didn't hear it.

CC-H You did not hear it. Copy that. Okay.

CC-H Okay. And if we have got some time here; well, we've

only got about a minute until we're going to drop you
out. Newfoundland in about 8 minutes. We'll see

you there.

DMP Okay.

19 18 32 CC-H Okay. We show you did not maneuver, or - or you're

still in P20, and you didn't pick up that VERB 49

maneuver, which is called out at 150:25. We need

you to go ahead and get that in, so we'll be set up

for the next helium glow.

CC-H And also, so we'll get you on ATS,

19 18 49 ACDR Roger. Doing it nov.

CC-H Reco_nend you increase your DAP to 0.5 degree per
second for this maneuver.

19 19 11 DM? Okay.
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19 26 25 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We are AOS through Newfoundland.

Should get you with the ATS about 51 minutes.

ACDR ...

CC-H Okay. I heard you call back down, but it wasn't

very clear. If the comm's not going to be too hot

here through Newfoundland, we'll - we'll wait until

we get ATS lockup.

CMP Heard you loud and clear - this time, at least.

CC-H Okay. Reading you the same, now, Vance. One item

I would like to go ahead and pick up and get out

of the road is, for the upcoming helium glow pass,

I need to give you the times and a couple of deletions
on that.

CC-H That's rev 92/93 in your Supplement.

CMP Stand by. (...)

19 27 37 CMP Go ahead, Crip.

CC-H Okay. If you're looking at it, for - we want to set

the DET counting up to 151:36:36.

CMP Okay. Helium glow pad 92/93 - set the DET counting

up 151:36:36.

CC-H Okay. That's a good readback. We would like to

delete X-ray from - from this pad entirely. And we

would like to use, on our EN3V ops, detector 2, vice
detector 1.

CC-H I'm sorry. I said that backwards. We want to use

detector 1, vice detector 2.

CMP Okay. Use - on EUV ops, use detector 1.

CC-H Okay. And that's going to be for this pad only.

And we're going to drop out here; we'll have to

pick up the ATS.

19 28 hO CMP Roger.
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19 28 41 CC-}{ Okay. We're back with you again. And the only

other item is - if you haven't done it yet - Seeing

that you're in attitude now, you can go ahead and

go back to 0,2 degree per second on your DAP.

19 28 58 CMP We're there.

CC-H Okay, fine. The other item Z wanted to talk to you

about was, as T mentioned several times, for rev 94 -

instead of running the X-ray pad we've got there, we

would like to take our E[_ pad that we have for rev

88 and modify it somewhat, which will allow us to

pick up some of the data that we lost. So if you

could dig that pad back out, I would appreciate it.

EUV pad, rev 88.

CM? Stand by.

CMP Okay. Go ahead.

CC-H Okay. The new time for setting the DET counting up

to, will be 152:18:10.

_P Copy.

CC-H Okay. I want to delete that entire line at 37 on

the DET. That is, we do not need to do that X-ray
eel it called for there.

CMP Copy.

CC-H Okay. For - We want to delete the X-ray at 58.

CMP Roger.

CC-H Okay. We see an MC&W for a high 02 flow. But at

zero time, we want to delete the - configuring the

DSE. It will be a real - time pass.

CMP Roger. _nd I guess - of course, delete that 46

write-in of HIGH VOLTAGE POWER, OFF.

CC-H I'm sorry. You're - you're correct. Delete that.

CMP Okay. Just keep going, Crip.
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CC-H Okay. At 12:07, I've got a new attitude for you.

It's 018.00, 159.60, no change. Okay.

19 31 21 CMP Okay. At 12:07, 018.00, and 159.60.

CC-H Okay. That's a good readback. Starting with DET

time of 15:43, we want to delete all items following
that.

CMP Okay. That's the end of the pad, essentially, except

for powerdowns too, you mean?

CC-H Okay. Now what we're going - I want to tell you what

we're going to do. And I can ver_ally call these,

At 1_:48, we're going to go ahead and have you do

X-ray ops. And then throughout that pass, what we'_e -
for the remainder of the time, we're going to have

you cycling the X-RAY HIGH VOLTAGE POME_, ON, for 2

minutes, and then OFF for 2 minutes, and back ON for

2 minutes, and ON for 2 minutes, and so forth. Okay.

At about - at 38:30, we'll go ahead and do a power-

down of the EUV and X-ray. _md I can call those in

real time to you, also.

_P Okay. Then the attitude that we have at 15:43 will

be the attitude that this X-ray ops is done in. Is
that affirm?

19 32 43 CC-H That's affirm. That one that I Just called out to

you to enter at 12:07, will be the - be the one. And

it will Just stay there pointing at that one particular
target.

CMl° Right.

CC-H Okay. One other item associated with that is that

I need to give you the high-gain antenna angles,

since those are going to be modified slightly.

CC-H And you can either put - -

CMP Ail right.

CC-H You can either put them on the pad, or you can go

ahead and put them in your Flight Plan, whichever

way you would like to work with it.
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_P Okay. Tghy don't you Just put them in - we'll put

them in the pad here.

CC-H Okay. ?ut them in the pad. At 44 on the DET, put
pitch of minus 45 and yaw of 184o And that will

differ from what is currently written in your Flight

Plan, but it shouldn't cause any prob!em.

CMP Okay, that's - 44 at the - near the beginning. Is
that right?

CC-H Yeah, that's affirmative.

CMP Okay. Please repeat the angles again,

CC-H Okay. Minus 45 and 184.

19 33 53 CMP Okay. Probably be worth making a note _t the end

of this pad - We also want you to go back to _ to

0.2 degree per second. And we'd ha_e to _e a

special entry to do that on - at the end of the pad
after the powerdowns.

CMP Okay. 6 - DAP entry of 611Gl just aft_ powerdo_

CC-H That's affirm.

CMP Houston, Apollo_

CC,H Go ahead.

CMP A minor thing, but I was _oti_i_g you s_i_ that eyery_

thing after 15:43 was affected by this change, by and

large, and at 15:43 time we have an insertion to put
in DAP 61101.

CMP So isn't your last comment redundant?

CC-H Okay. I had intended fo_ you to delete all items

after that. It really doesn't make any difference,

Once you're in attitude, you car. go ahead and put it

in. Whichever way you would like to do it.

CMP Okay. Fine.

19 37 50 ACDR Houston, Apollo.
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CC-H Go ahead.

ACDR Okay, Crip. I noticed for about the last hour or so

that one of these suit hoses was spitting water out

in that thing. So I went up to the - just now we

started talking about it. I went up to the dock-

ing module. The other .. of the docking module is

spitting water out a little bit. So I'd assume the

one that's going down the VTR is spitting some water
on the VTR too.

CC-H Okay. Copy that. Let's see.

CC-H Okay. Our INC0 friend would like to get that hose
out of his VTR then.

19 38 32 ACDR Bet that really cooied off, all that water evaporating
in that thing.

CC-H Well, you don't know how long he cried to get it in
there.

DMP Can you guys tell whether our squeezer's working or

not? It might be coupled with this 02 flow business.

19 38 49 CC-H I'm sorry, Deke. Would you say that again, please?

DMP Can you guys down there tell whether our water sqeez-

er's working or not? This may be coupled to our 02
high flow business too.

ACDR Hey, Crip. You can tell your INC0 friend we got -

I got a couple of tablespoons of water out of the
entrance to his VTR here.

CC-H Okay. Copy.

19 39 27 CC-H As a - as a matter of information, if the AC's still

listening. He discovered that he caught us with a

small error there on that checklist while ago on

the ETE, that we had you waiting on the wrong - on

the wrong temperature. We were supposed to have

been using the TE temp versus the column temp, and

we need to get that noted in the checklist sometime.

If it's not convenient now, we can do it later.

ACDR Well, it was - Say again. It was supposed to be the

TE temp?
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CC-H Yeah. That - the checklist was in error down there

on the bottom of that page 1-7. Where it says "column

temp_" it should be "TE temp."

ACDR Ah, hah. TE temp is 11 degrees (laughter). Okay.

CC-H Okay. If you get a chance, you might - might make

a notation here. Say, also, Tom_ earlier, _en you

were talking about sample !, you mentioned a couple

of bands. We were expecting to see three. Did

you - It's not necessary to go dig it out, but can

you remember seeing three, or was it only two?

19 40 30 DMP Well, it looked to me, Crip, like there was a - the

leading band that _ras a narrow one. _aat would you

say, Tom, about 5 millimeters?

ACDR Yeah.

DMP And then the second one was two or three times that

wide. Or maybe the second one was really three I
don't know.

ACDR Okay. I recorded that the - the leading band went

from 118 to 123 or 24 by 6 wide. The second one was

about - Oh, the second was actually wider than the

first one. Yeah, the second one was - it you looked -

was nearly 12 millimeters wide. The first one was -

oh, 5 or 6 millmeters vide; the second one was 12.

19 41 09 CC-H Okay. But there were only two that you could - could
note?

ACDR Yeah. And they were faint bands, but you could see

them, you know.

CC-H Okay. Real fine. Thank you very much.

DMP Hey, Crip, I wonder if you could have your Earth ohs

guys do me a favor?

CC-H Try it. Go ahead.

DMP Rog. Next time we got a pass through the middle of

Wisconsin, then give me a little bit cf warning. We

came over there yesterday. I was evaluating the
high power scope that messed up the day. I saw

it in time, but sitting there with a 300- millimeter
lens, so I didn't get much of it.
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19 41 54 CC-H Yeah. It looked like we just had a pass over there

this last rev around. We'll try to look at that

for tomorrow and warn you.

DMP Yeah. We got some pictures with a 300, but that's
kind of a lousy lens for the kind of photography

we're trying to take.

CC-H Okay. I don't know whether Vance is still listening,

but the surgeons are very pleased with that 0BS

exercise that they got awhile ago, and it looks like

he's in excellent condition, as we all knew he was.

19 42 28 ACDR Hey, Crip_ I got an idea here, Just real fast.

CC-H Go ahead.

ACDR For Mr. VTR_ what about Just leaving a return hose
in there so at least it can suck some air out in the

VTR and keep the inlet hoses away from it while it's

spitting water?

CC-H Okay. The activity we've got on the VTR now is very

minimal, so we really dontt need all that cooling,

and that's not really necessary. But it sounds like

a good pretty idea, if we need it later.

ACDR Okay. I'm - Ail the hoses are out of the VTR.

19 43 04 CC-H Thanks a lot.

19 _7 50 CC-H For the DP. Deke, awhile ago you asked about your
water squeezer. We're confident that it's working

satisfactorily, and we have seen water like this

produced previously on the lunar orbit, I guess,

when we were operating without the primary evap

on like we got now. I'm afraid it's probably just

something we're going to have to live with.

DMP Okay; no big deal. Just occurred _o me that we were

getting all these high flows, that there might be

something going on with the squeezer.

19 48 ih CC-H Rog.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We'll probably have a little bit

early LOS here on our ATS, and next station contact

is in 29 minutes through Orroral.
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19 52 16 ACDR Roger.

ACDR Hello, Houston; Apollo. You still re_d?

CC-H Rog. We're getting ready ko cut you off shortly,

though. Go ahead.

ACDR Oh_ okay. Good. Because - Yeah, even though we're

in contact with you on this data, we still go DSE,

HIGH BIT RATE, RECORD, FORWARD, and COMMA_YD RESET.

Roger?

CC-H That's affirm. We need ZNC0 to get a command in

first, though.

ACDR Okay.

19 56 33 CC-H Soon as we - we'll go LOS ...

20 21 19 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS through Orrorai. We've

got you for a minute, and our next station contact

will be at the Vanguard at 152:05. And that's

about 5 minutes away.

20 21 30 CMP Roger.

20 26 40 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS through the Vanguard for

6-1/2 minutes.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H I don't know if you guys have taken a chance to look at

your orbital map, or maybe somebody told you earlier,
but the Vanguard is underway and sailing west at this

time. That's why wetre picking you up a little bit
earlier on it.

CMP Okay. Guess we kind of expected that.

(Music: "Colorado Rocky Mountain High" by John Denver.)

CC-H I'd almost swear Pete Conrad was up there.

_P Got all kinds of western up here.

CC-H Rog. Bog.
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CMP Even "Colorado Mountain High."

CC-H Right.

20 28 59 CC-H Apollo, Houston. If we could, we'd like to get an

update on the furnace. According to our Flight Plan,
it should have been shut down, and we show it still

powered up. Are we running a little bit behind
there?

ACDR Deke's up there working on it now.

20 29 13 CC-H Okay; fine.

END OF TAPE
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20 32 16 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We are 1 minute from LOS. Next
station contact will be through Goldstone. That's

about 15 minutes away, and it'll be at 152:25. 152:25.

ACDR Okay. Real good. Thank you, Crip.

CMP Hey, Crip. Deke says the furnace is off now, and

he's doing prep for MA060.

20 32 39 CC-H Rog. In looking at how we got here, I guess we look

like we were just dominoing down from the fact that

we had that problem on the ETE with the temperature,
and I think everything's just running a few minutes
late. We understand it.

20 _7 19 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS at Goldstone for 6 minutes.

ACDR Roger.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. For the AC, while you're sitting
here waiting for loading your next P20 - got one

other item I might discuss with you briefly.

ACDR Go ahead, Crip.

20 50 20 CC-H Okay, Tom. You guys have probably been doing it
already - but a request here is that, if you haven't,

you might get some DAC footage, using 24 frames per
second, of each of you guys doing - any - you know,

any kind of task around the spacecraft there, to use

for a postflight film. If you haven't, we suggest

you might could use the CI01, which should be in F-2.

ACDR CI01 in F-2. Okay.

CC-H Okay. And a 10-millimeter lens would be good for
that. And we do want to get it at 24, cause it works
out much better.

ACDR Roger.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're about a minute from LOS, and
our next station contact in 7 minutes through New-

foundland at 152:37. 152:37.
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20 52 12 ACDR Roger. Newfoundland, 132:57 [sic].

2C 59 08 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AO$ through Newfoundland
for 7 minutes.

ACDR Roger. And I understand we don't have the ATS this

time, due to latitude.

CC-H That is correct.

ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Apollo, go ahead.

ACDR What ..., Crip? Are your data looking good on us?

CC-H We're looking at you through Newfoundland right now
and - _nich means we're only talking and not looking,

VHF only, so we don't have data. Up until this time,
it had been looking good.

ACDR Okay. Everything's been going right on schedule.

CC-H Rog. It looks like you're really having f_] sitting

there punching the DISKY. About to wear out your

finger.

ACDR Need new fingertips, when this iaission's over.

CC-H Roger that. Take care of all fingerprints.

ACDR Right.

21 02 06 ACDR Hello, Crip, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead.

ACDR I was just thinking, if I had a penny for every DSKY

stroke, we could have a hell of a splashdown par%y,
couldn't we?

CC-H Well, that's (laughter) that's certainly a good idea.

I think we should have one anyhow.

ACDR Oh, we will.

CC-H A little - little side information. After I give

this mike here to Dick Truly, I'm going to go over -
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We're having a little touchdown party for the - for

the Soyuz tonight.

ACDR Oh. Real good. Sorry we can't join you.

CC-H Oh, you can have a little orange juice or whatever

you got onboard there.

ACDR Ail righty.

CC-H Tom, you still reading me loud and clear?

ACDR That you, Crip?

CC-H Yeah. I want - I wanted to tell you I got some good

news, and I got some bad news. We don'v need you to

swing through the trees like Tarzan, but would you
believe that, due to a little ground error here,

we ended up losing all of your 0BS exercise data

yesterday?

ACDR Okay. Sorry about that. I was working out like mad.

CC-H Well, we were wondering if we could - convince you
to do it once more for us.

ACDR Yeah. How about the day before entry?

CC-H Well, that looks kind of busy. We're actually look-

ing at one little spot later on this evening or

tomorrow, and we can talk about that a little bit
later.

ACDR Ail right.

21 05 07 ACDR ... that you figured right onboard for that.

CC-H Yeah. It - it was a problem we had here - down
here. We know it was right onboard.

21 05 49 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS. Next
station contact in about 4 minutes through Madrid.

Call you there.

ACDR Roger.

21 10 37 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS Madrid for about 2-1/2

minutes; correction on that - for about a minute and
a half.
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ACDR Okay.

21 11 38 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We are 1 minute from LOS, nice long
one here. Next station contact will be Orrora! in

about hO minutes. And that's 8t 153:30. 153:50 -

correction, 30.

ACDR Roger. 153:30, Crip.

CC-H Roger, Tom. Just one thing we're working on down

here is a caution and warning tone, when you an-

nounced to us you've had some caution and warnings

without a tone. Have you had any subsequent ones

that you've had the tone with?

ACDR No, not a bit. That's the onl_ time.

CC-H Okay. That concerns us somewhat that the =one -

when it's not working.

CC-H We'll go _head and say good evening to you, and be

turning you over to the Silver Team.

ACDR Okay. Real good. Thanks a lo= for all the help,

Crip. Needless to say, we've been busier than the

proverbial left-handed paperhanger up here.

CC-H Rog. Sounds like you're having fun.

ACDR Yep.

CC-H If you want to look at Systems Checklist 1-33, you

might run through a C&W check.

ACDR Say again.

CC-H Checklist 1-33.

ACDR Roger.

21 13 ]5 CC-H That's to allow you to check it out, if you'd like.

21 50 42 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Hello at Orroral Valley on VHF.

How do you read?

ACDR Pretty good. Hello, Houston; Apollo.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Tom, I read you. Go ahead.
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ACDR Okay. Loud and clear. Deke is doing the fish ex-

periment. I'm still working the helium glow scan,
rev 92/93.

CC-H Okay. Fine.

ACDR And Vance is working in between on both things.

CC-H Roger.

ACDR We're all set to go to that con - new contingency

pad for the X-ray. Then we'll start that - in fact,

we'll get busy on that starting about 154:00. One

thing, we did check the caution and warning. Every-

thing checks okay. The only thing is that the warn-

ing tone in our headset - we can barely hear it

when it's turned up, but it's real low - it's drop-

ped considerably compared to when we first - first

couple of days in the spacecraft when that 02 warn-

ing used to keep us wide awake - you know, all the
time.

CC-H Sure. Yeah, I remember.

21 51 53 ACDR As your warning goes on, the red light goes on. But

you can Just barely hear it. That's the only dif-

ference. And we haven't had any more funnies where

the warning light would go on with no other warning
on it. Over.

CC-H Okay; fine, Tom. Let us talk about that just a

minute. We'll be back to you. Thanks for letting

us know though.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS. Hawaii
comes up at 153:48.

ACDR Roger.

CC-H And, Tom, one of the things that we also want to
check about the loudness of the tone on the caution

and warning is how loud it is with the speaker box

turned on, cause that's the sleep configuration.
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ACDR Okay. We can check that. And we'll have an answer

for you by the time you get to Hawaii.

21 55 56 CC-H Okay. Real fine. Thanks.

END OF TAPE
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22 09 46 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Hawaii for 7 minutes.

ACDR Roger. Read you loud and clear.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR And we - we've checked the caution and warning, and

it'll blast you right out of the spacecraft. There's

no problem with the speaker box, as far as the speaker

box goes; it's Just in the headsets. We could ...

the speaker box ...

CC-H Okay. One question, Tom. Do you have the same

problem with the low tone from all three audio cen-

ters, on the headsets?

ACDR Roger. Ail three.

CC-H Okay. Understand. Copy. Thank you much.

22 15 06 CC-H Apollo, Houston. One comment on your jet selects.

ACDR Go ahead.

CC-H May be going in the keyhole; hang on a second. Okay,

you reading me loud and clear, Tom?

ACDR ...

CC-H Okay, you know yesterday we turned off one of the

roll Jets, Bravo 2, and turned on Delta 2. That bal-

ance worked well and the quads are more balanced than

they were. The next time you come to a jet select -

it's in the Flight Plan about an hour from now, and

it's printed there and we want you to go back to the

nominal configuration there at 155 plus 07 and then

just follow the Flight Plan after that.

ACDR Roger. Nominal Jet select on auto RCS at 155:07.

CC-H That's right, and then after that, just do what the

Flight Plan tells you whenever you come up on it.
Thanks a lot.
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ACDR Okay, Dick. From 155 on, we dc exactly what's in the

- in the Flight Plan.

22 16 09 CC-H That's affirm. And we're about a minute from LOS

Hawaii. Newfoundland comes up at 15_ plus 10. I'll

see you there.

22 16 16 ACDR Thank you.

22 31 18 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Newfoundland for 7 minutes.

ACDR Roger. How do you read?

CC-H Loud and clear, Tom.

ACDR We read you loud and clear now.

CC-H Okay.

22 35 18 ACDR Houston, how do you read through ATS?

CC-H Apollos Houston. I read you loud and clear. Let's -

let me make sure that I heard That through the ATS or

through Newfoundland. Stand by.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H That's affirm, Tom. We're locked up on the ATS.

ACDR Okay, and we're all set, and we're counting down in

the EIY¢ pad, rev 88 ...

CC-H Okay, Tom. Since I handed over to Crip, I wonder

if I could review with you just so you and I both
understand how we're going to r_n this pass. Over.

ACDR Okay, go ahead.

22 35 55 CC-H Okay. I've got the pad here that is m_rked up per

Crip's markups. As I understand it, at - we're going

to go right through the pad do_,_ to the time where

it says 12 plus 07 and then - -

ACDR That's right.

CC-H - - then at 16 plus 48, I'm going to give you a call

and we're going to do an X-ray ops. And then from

there to the end of the pass_ we're going to
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cycling the HIGH VOLTAGE on and off on 2-minute -
on 2-minute intervals. And we - if the PI - -

ACDR Roger.

CC-H Okay, and if the PI desires by looking at the data

in real time to change that 2 minutes, I'll give

you a call.

22 36 36 ACDR Okay; good. Now we're talking HIGH VOLTAGE only.

2 minutes on, 2 minutes off, 2 minutes on, 2 min-
utes off.

CC-H That's affirm, Tom. And then at the end of the pass,

and I'll give you a reminder on this also, we'll

fix up the DAP.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H Okay, real fine. I think we understand it, and I'm

standing by.

ACDR All right; good. And - you know, there's also some

new angles here that they - they called up to us at
12:07. It's 018.00 and 159.60. Over.

22 37 12 CC-H That's affirm. You cop - you read them down

correctly, Tom. And down on panel 230, if one of

you'd help us out and go UP TELEMETRY switch to UP
TELEMETRY; that's center position.

ACDR Okay.

ACDR Dick, Deke wants to talk to you for just a minute

here. He'll be coming on the headset.

CC-H Okay, fine. I'd love to speak to him.

DMP Hello, there_ Dick. How you doing?

CC-H Great, Deke. And you?

DMP Well, I'm not sure. I've got a question here. We're

doing ETE ops and we're supposed to be on the shut-
down on the third sample. Our little old kitchen

timer got away from us, so we're kind of doing it by

stopwatch or, you know, good old Earth watch.
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CC-H Roger.

22 39 16 DMP And by my watch, we've been running here almost 2

hours on this one sample, and it still has not shut

down. They're supposed to shut down in 75 minutes,

and the voltage get down to somewhere near zero. I'm

still reading about 335 volts on her. And I think

my timing's pretty good, so I wonder if somebody

co_&ld tell us if we've got a malfunction or whether

we should just go ahead and shut it down based on time.

CC-H Okay, Deke. Let us talk about it a second here.

DM1_ Thank you.

CC-H And I'll get back to you.

D_._ Okay.

22 _2 11 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Answer to Deke, we'd like to pro-
ceed on and do the ETE freeze that's scheduled there.

You've got it in front of you, I'm sure. it's page
1-9.

DMP Okay, do the freeze and don't worry about the voltage,
right?

CC-H That's affirm.

22 _2 29 D_,_ Okay, thank you.

22 50 11 ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Okay, just wondering how the data's coming down Zhere

on the ground since we're taking it back through ATS.

22 50 22 CC-H Okay, let me check. We've been - I've been watching

you here doing the maneuvers. Lez's - let me check
with Experiments. It's looking real good, Tom. So

reports the Experiments Officer.

22 50 33 ACDR Real good; thank you.

22 56 20 ACDR Okay, Dick. If you're reading, it doesn't look like

we're going to reach that attitude, even with that
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DAP rate, by the time we get to 16:48. Over. We

may do it.

CC-H Okay. I was watching it, too, here. When we get

to 50:18, Tom, you can go ahead and do the X-ray

power - X-ray ops, and you might give me a mark

when you put _he HIGH VOLTAGE POWER to 1, so I can

help you keep up the time. Also, after we get to

50:18, at your convenience, you could go ahead and

change the DAP that's listed there at 15 plus 43
in the original printed pad.

ACDR Okay. We're coming up to it now. I'll change the
DAP and then start it.

CC-H Okay. I see the 50_18.

DM_ Okay, Dick.

22 57 26 ACDR Okay. You've got the tight DAP.

CC-H Okay. Real fine. Thank you much.

22 57 3h DMP Okay, Dick. You guys ready for a SAM cal?

CC-H Stand by, Deke. Let me see.

CC-H That's affirm, Deke. We are.

22 57 42 DMP Okay. Coming on in 20 seconds.

ACDR Okay, Crip. I'm down here now.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR You read me ckay?

CC-H That's affirm, Tom. Go ahead.

22 59 30 CC-H Okay. We see that you have the HIGH VOLTAGE, ON,
and now we'd like cycle it off and on every 2 minutes.

Would you like me to give you a call, or you want to

keep up with it?

23 04 42 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Deke, we never did see a SAM cal,
and I'm assuming you did do that when you said you

were, is that right?
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ACDR Yes, he did.

CC-H Okay, fine. Let us check our data. I'll be right
back to you.

ACDR Okay.

ACDR He was waiting for you to call back. He went to
work on some other stuff.

CC-H Okay. I'll be right back to you.

23 05 15 ACDR Okay. In 5 seconds, I'm getting the HIGH VOLTAGE
PCW]_R, OFF.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR 2, 2 -

23 05 20 ACDR M_K it. HIGH VOLTAGE POWER, i, off.

CC-H Okay.

D_ Yeah, Dick. I gave you the S_ cal when I called it

there for 20 seconds, per the checklist, but - -

CC-H Roger.

D_ - - ... to give you a readback - -

CC-H Roger. Deke, stand by a second. We did not see the

cal. We may ask you to be doing another one here.

And, Tom, when you turn on the HIGH VOLTAGE PO_ER

this next time, after the 2 minutes has elapsed,
leave it on until I call you to turn it off. Those

first two times you turned it on, our data is look-
ing a lot better.

ACDR Ail right.

23 06 iL CC-H Deke, Houston. About all we can ask you to do is,
is ask you if you see the - verify that the SAM
indicator light was on and to recheck the connec-

tions - the cable connections, and we'll have to try
to get another SAM cal.

23 06 33 ACDR Okay. I got the HIGH VOLTAGE POW_ back on.
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CC-H Okay. Just leave it on until I call you, Tom.

ACDR Real good.

23 07 28 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Tom, would you turn the HIGH
VOLTAGE POWER off now, and I'll call you to turn it
back on.

CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. Deke, did you copy what I
said about the SAM? We'd like to check if the light

is on and reverify the cable connections.

D_ Yeah, I reverified everything. I don't have a light

on, and I'm trying to figure out why. Stand by.

CC-H Okay. We understand. And if somebody has a Flight

Plan handy, I've got an update to the SAM start
times down there at about 155 plus 45.

23 09 07 D_ Okay. Let's try another cal and see what happens.

CC-H Okay. Do you have a green light now, Deke?

23 09 14 DMP Yeah. Since I never ... is supposed to be.

23 09 2_ CC-H Okay. We're GO to try another cal, Deke. We're
watching our data.

D_P Okay.

CM? And, Houston, we're ready for a Flight Plan change.

CC-H Okay. And the SAM cal looked good that time.
Thar_ you very much.

ACDR Okay.

23 10 01 CC-H And, Tom, Houston. We'd like the HIGH VOLTAGE back

on, please.

23 11 21 CMl° Houston, Apollo.

23 11 26 CC-H Apollo, Houston. On panel 230, we'd like to put
the X-RAY PURGE switch down to CAL for 10 seconds,

and then let it go. The cal target seems to be

stuck partially in front of the instrument.
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ACDR Okay. Down for 10 seconds. I'll give you a mark

to it. 2, 1 - -

23 11 46 ACDR M_RK. Holding CAL for 10 seconds.

CC-H Okay.

23 !1 56 ACDR MARK. Back to neutral.

CC-H Okay. Thank you, Tom.

CC-H Also, if somebody's up there by the DS-k_Y,we'd like

to get the ATT SET switch out of the I_' position.

And on panel 230, Tom, we'd like to get the HIGH
VOLTAGE to off now.

ACDR HIGH VOLTAGE POWER coming off.

ACDR MARK it.

23 12 16 C?,_ Hey, Dick.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.

C_ You know, the standard - the standard se_ting is I_ -
or is GDC, but really - doesn't really' matter in

a nondyna_ic phase of flight like this. Hey, and

did you have some updates for me here?

CC-H Yeah, I do, Vance. Let me read them to you real

quick. The S_ start time at 155 plus _5 is 155:_:3_.

And I've also got a start time on the next page.

CC-H Vance, Houston. Did you get the S_M start time up-
date?

C_v_ Roger. I called it back, and I was waiting for the

next. I guess you didn't hear me. Do you hear me
now?

CC-H Yeah. I hear you loud and clear now, but I never

heard you call me. Sorry about that.

C_ Okay. Well, maybe it didn't get through. Anyhow,
I copied 155:4h:34, and I'm waiting to copy the
next.
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CC-H Okay. Sorry about that. At 156 plus 10 or about,

over there, that time should be updated to read

156:23:22.

CMP Okay. 156:23:22. That's the start time at about
156:10.

CC-H Roger. That's right. Thanks a lot.

23 14 2_ CMP Right.

23 14 38 DMP Hey, Dick. Since nobody told you, you'd be happy
to note that we've given birth to five little fishy-

niks up here.

CC-H You've done the fish experiment, huh? Very good.

DM2 ... Yeah. They're starting to hatch.

CC-H Hey, great.

D_2v However, we also lost one more of our old ones. I

don't know what happened to it. Just evaporated

away.

CC-H Roger.

DL_P I asked those guys what those poor little fish

were going to eat. Maybe they decided to eat
each other.

23 15 20 CC-H (Laughing) I think - That's what i was getting ready

to say. That's most likely.

23 15 h7 C_ And, Houston, Apollo. I presume everywhere where we

see "Activate primary evap," just keep crossing it
out - -

CC-H That's affirm - -

CMlD - - until further nQtice.

CC-H That's affirm, Vance. Just keep deleting those steps

wherever you see them.

23 16 03 CMP Right.

23 17 28 CMP And, Houston, Apollo.
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CC-H Go ahead_ Vance.

C_ Do you still want us to hold this attitude for the

sake of the X-ray, or are we clear to go ahead and
maneuver it to the SAM attitude?

CC-H _at we'd like you to do, Vance, is coming up here

in Just about a minute at a DE time of 38 plus 30,

we'd like you to go ahead and de - do an EUV power-

do_m and an X-ray powerdown. On the X-ray, all

you'll have to do is close the cover. Ymd after

you've done that, you're clear to go ahead and go _o
the SAM attitude.

C?,P Okay. Say the time again.

23 I8 07 CC-H Iv's 38 plus 30, and that's 30 seconds from now.

I'll give you a mark if you've changed the DET.

(?PP Okay. We got it.

23 18 15 CC-H Okay.

23 1_ 55 CC-Il Apolio, Hcuston. You're - you're clear to go

ahead and power down the EUV and close the X-ray

door, and proceed with the maneuver.

ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Roger. On the X-ray powerdown, do you want me to

go to PURGE CAL for 30 seconds or -

CC-H Negative. Ail we want you to do on the X-ray is

just close the cover and do a complete EL1 power-
do,al.

23 20 59 ACDR Rcger. In work.

CC-H Okay.

23 21 35 ACDR Okay, Dick. Both the X-ray and the E_I are powered
do_.

CC-N Okay. Thank you very much, Tom. Tom, are you look-

ing at the Flight Plan or could you look at one real

quick at about 157 hours - or so?
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ACDR Hang on. I'm in a corner here, and helping Deke,

and doing that_ and Vance is up there. Hang on.

ACDR Okay, go ahead.

CC-H Okay. First of all, we're 2 minutes to LOS and -

from this ATS pass. The next station contact is

Newfoundland at 154 plus 09. What we wanted to sug-

gest to you on this exercise business was to see that

ATS pass. It starts at about 157 plus 20 or so.

We've got to dump about 3 to 5 minutes of DSE data

there. We were hoping that you could don the OBS

prior to that, and then as soon as we've dumped that
data, we can watch about 10 minutes of exercise and

5 minutes of cooldown in real time and not interfere

with the other two guys doing the SAM operations.

ACDR Okay. If we keep on schedule, we'll do it.

CC-H Okay. Real fine, Tom. Thanks a lot. And we'll

see you in Newfoundland.

23 23 00 ACDR Roger.

23 24 41 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We've got a VHF pass here that

wasn't originally scheduled, or at least it wasn'v

on your Flight Plan there, through Honeysuckle VHF.

How do you read?

23 24 50 ACDR Loud and clear.

CC-H Okay. I got nothing for you here, Tom. I'm jusV

standing by.

23 2h 56 ACDR Ail right.

23 27 31 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS. Newfound-

land at 154 _lus 09. See you there.

END OF TAPE
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O0 06 28 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Standing by at Bermuda.

ACDR ...

DMP Okay, Dick. Do you read?

CC-H That's affirmative. Go ahead.

DMP Yeah, we're just ...

ACDR You got about ten echoes.

CC-H Roger. I can hear the echoes down here. Let me -

let's check something here. Stand by.

00 1! 20 CC-H Apollo, Houston. How do you read now?

DMP Still got a lot of echo there.

CC-H Okay. Stand by Just a second.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. How about now?

DMP That's better. Much better.

CC-H Okay, Deke. I was getting an echo for you, and it

Just about made what you said unintelligible. Say

again, please.

DMP Okay. We - The only problem is when I turned down
the interva - -

CC-H Stand by.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. I'm sorry. Just as you said that

again, Deke, we had something happen. A real loud

noise came on, and I didn't get it. I'm going to
have to ask you to say again, please.

DMP Okay. How de you read now?

CC-H I read you loud and clear.

_4P Okay.
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O0 12 57 DMP Okay, Dick. Ar.yway, what happened, we got the ru_n

off in fine shape except we didn't get any film shot.

We could hem- the intervalometer clic[fing away, and

we checked the mag at the end of the run for a number

and discovered that we hadn't shot an_fthing. And

we're troubleshooting the camera now, but it looks

like we may have not got the lens cra:_ked on all the

way.

CC-H Okay. Copy, Deke.

DMP So I think we better set up to redo that one.

CC-H Okay. We'll crank that one into our planning.

DMP Okay, But everything, procedurewise, looked great.

And the calibration was right in the center of the

SAM, so it should have been in good shape, as far

as what the SAM was seeing.

CC-H Okay. Real fine, Deke. And we'll crank it in. I'm

sure it's as much of a disappointment to you as it

is to us not to catch it, but we'll see if we can
reschedule it some other time.

DMP Okay. Well, I Just got anothe -_ pass here shortly,

anyway, so we'll see how that one goes.

OO 14 O_ CC-H Roger. Incidentally, Deke, the prime S_2,_data is on

telemetry, and we got it there, so we may be in

good shape.

DkTP Rog. And we didn't get you any pictures, unfortunately.

CC-H Stand by, please.

CC-H Deke, Houston. How do you read now?

DMP Rog. 5 by.

CC-H Okay. I think I may have dropped out a second. It

turns out that our prime S__M data is on she telemetry,

and it looked good down here, and we've got a couple
of sunrises and sunsets scheduled. Sc we think

we'll - we're doing Just fine, even if we did miss
that film.

DHP Okay, and we'll make sure we get it the next time around.
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CC-H Okay.

00 15 03 DMP Couple of comments, Dick, before I forget it_ on the
electrophoresis. It's been going along fine, but both

samples 3 and 4 had one small bubble right in the
middle - about a 1-millimeter bubble. I was able to

get those bubbles out to the far end in both cases, so

hopefully, it will not influence the sample. But I

thought I'd better notify you of that, in any case.

CC-H Okay, Deke. We copied, and we'll pass it back to the
backroom.

D_gP Okay.

00 16 5h CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're going to switch modes here

and start a dump. I'll be dropping out for about

30 seconds, i'll give you a call here in a second.

DMT_ Okay.

CC-H Deke, Houston.

DMP Yeah, go ahead Dick.

00 18 16 CC-H Hey, Deke, on this sample 4 business, when you think

that - We don't want to cut that one short for sure,

but in case it doesn't shut down automatically, after

about 50 minutes, if you're timing it somehow up

there, you can go ahead and do the terminate. When

you do the terminate, we'd like a COLUMN VOLTAGE

reading prior to doing the terminate. Over.

DMP Okay. The other one was about 3:35 - 3:34 _en we

terminated it, incidentally.

CC-H Okay. And is Vance listening up there, or is he busy?

CM? I'm listening. Go ahead, Dick.

CC-H Vance, I wanted to pass up a cogent to you from the
G&C about the ATT SET switch. It turns out that
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there is one little - one _hing that - that causes

us to want the ATT SET switch to stay in GDC when
you're not doing a GDC aline. And that is when it's

left in iMU, the fact that the - the ]presence of the

ATT SET equipment or electronics - the presence of

the ATT SET equipment in the electronics loop over
a period of time creates a - an invalid error in our

telemetry readout of the raw resolver errors, an -
and that's the reason that G&C wanted you to - to

not leave it in the IMU position. Operationally, it - -

C_P Okay,

CC-H - - operationally, of course, it doesn't make any
difference.

CMP Yeah. You're exactly right, although it does make

a difference in some maneuvers and that sort of thing.
But if it affects the ._, that's a good reason.

CC-H Okay. One other - -

@_? Thank you.

O0 19 56 CC-H - - one other thing, and there's no hurry on this.

But when you get a chance, we were thinking about
asking you to isolate the audio centers one by one
and try the caution and warning tone, and see if you
had any difference with a less of a load on the audio

centers. So - so sometime this evening, you might
Just sequentially turn all the audio centers off

but one and then try the caution and warning tone,
and see if that makes any difference. We're just
trying to isolate the problem.

_,_P Okay. So you want POWER tc OFF, two at a time. Oc -

go around the ring and see how it comes out_ right?

CC-H Yeah, I think that'd be the easiest thing. Just put
u_ there - go from POWER from AUDIO/TONE to OFF on

two of them, and then on the cne that's listening,
create the tone and see how it turns out. And you
could do the - -

CMP Okay.
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00 21 33 CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. When somebody gets a chance,
I've got some more updates on the SAM times. The

first one at 157 plus 15, but we've got lots of time.

Whenever somebody's got a Flight Plan in front of

them, I_ll give you the numbers.

CMP Stand by.

CC-H Okay.

CMP Okay, ready to copy.

CC-H Okay, at 157 plus 15 there, Vance, that little pad
that's in there, the time should read 157:13:22.

CMP Okay, at about 157:15, it's 157:13:22.

CC-H Okay, and if you'll turn the page over there to about
157 plus h5, those times should read 157:52:09.

CMP Okay, and at about 157:45, it's 157:52:09.

CC-H Okay, thanks a lot, Vance.

CMP Right.

CC-H Deke, Houston.

D_ Go ahead, ...

00 25 27 CC-H Okay, on this next SAM operations for sunrise_ since
we missed some of the film for that first one and it's

net good - that film is not good for anything else.

I've got one minor change to the procedure on page
1-34. And it's real simple. Ail I want to do is -

is to turn the INTERVALOMETER, OFF, at 3 minutes

instead of 1 minute, and that'!l use up the film in

there, because we're going to be changing that mag
out after this anyway.

DMP Okay, off 3 instead of - okay, my checklist says 2-

1/2. Do you want to shoot 3 minutes instead on 1-1/2
worth of film. Is that the idea?

CC-H Well, let's see, you looking at page 1-3h? I think

INTERVALOMETER, OFF, is at 1 minute. I want to change
that to 3 minutes, but of course that's for this -

this operation only.
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D_P Okay, I got you.

CC-H Okay, thanks, Deke.

D_ Roger.

O0 29 19 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Incidentally, we've been watchin_

here in the MOCR a fi]ifaof Alexey and Vaieriy land-

ing earlier this morning. They ended up in a

stable 1-1/2, lying on their side.

ACDR Beautiful.

CC-H It was - -

ACDR Are they cn their way back to Moscow now?

CC-H Oh, I doubt if they're back there that far, but

they - We watched them on TV when they got out of -

I_ey - they turned them right side up, and they
opened the hatch, and they were walking around.

Looked real fine. Looked happy to see home.

D_P Was it real level co'_ntry?

CC-H Oh, yes.

C,_P . ..

CC-H Very flat and good pictures of it. Of course, the

pictures - They showed pictures of the descent

taken from helicopters at the scene. But it looked
real fine.

CC-H And, incidentally, Deke, I guess - I _nagine you've

already done this, but prior to that next SAM dava

take, after you've - after you've gotten the lens

on there, you might run off a c_uple of frames and

Just make sure it's working okay because we have

plenty - -

DMP Z've already done that.

CC-H I assumed that you had.

DMP Yeah, we already did that.
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CC-H Okay, fine. Thanks a lot.

DMP ... Yeah, we got faked out because we could feel

the thing running but it wasn't.

CC-H Rog. No problem.

00 30 48 ACDR Okay, Dick. On sample 2 on the electrophoresis, at
25 minutes the COLUM_ VOLTAGE went down to about

2, so it looks like it's all shut off and working

good, and I'm in the freeze cycle.

CC-H Okay. Thanks, Tom.

CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. Tom, hold up on the freeze.

We think we're Just supposed to do an ETE terminate.

We're not supposed to do a freeze on that sample.

ACDR Hang on.

00 31 56 CC-H And, Tom, Houston. We did recheck with the backroom;

and we want to do a ETE terminate procedure on that

sample and not a freeze.

ACDR Roger.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. If you called, say again, please.

ACDR No, we didn't call you.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

00 34 54 ACDR Okay, I'm looking at the checklist here on the ETE

operations on page 1-8, 1-7, and 1-9. And just

going by the checklist it doesn't tell you not to

freeze when you see samples 4 or 8. Maybe flight -

maybe the Flight Plan has a thing that - thav says

"do not freeze" or something.
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CC-H Yeah, ! think, Tom, the way that is w_s intended to

be done was go to the Flight Plan to tell you winich

of the procedures to do, and then of course go to

the checklist, you know, to a_complish that and the

Flight Plan for the previous experiment - I mean the

previous sample - did have a freeze in there, and

there - I'm sure you've looked at it by now, but at

about 156 hours and 20 minutes, it shows E?E terminate

and that's after sample 4.

ACDR Roger.

CC-H So it - it - I can see how it could be misleading.

ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

00 38 30 ACDR Okay. There's one problem wi%h - here in the check-

list it says "Store [sic] the- remove the assembly

from the ETE and store the assembly in the bag in

the ETE." With the little sample tab on it, it won't

fit in one of those slots. And I'm slate they don't

want us to pull the sample out. They want us Just

te maybe break off the top half in the loop where
you pull it out of the freezer. Check with them.

CC-H Okay. Stand by, please.

CC-H Tom, Houston. On your problems in stowing sample 4,

Backroom thinks that by rotating it 90 degrees, you

probably ought to be able to get it into that bag,

but if you can't_ don't worry about it. Just dispose
of it in any tr - any of the trash b_[s.

ACDR Tc me that's a throwaway sample, huh, Dick? Can't
we keep this one?

CC-H -_i_at'sright. The sample k is the throwaway one.

B,]t that, of course, - that does not apply to the
others.

ACDR ... we still have ... in the freezer already.

CC-H Yeah, Okay.

ACDR Just never understood ...
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CC-H Okay.

ACDR Just never understood that we were supposed to bring

back 4.

CC-H Roge r.

00 46 13 CC-H Apollo, Houston. On panel 230, we need UP TELEMETRY
to RELAY, if somebody can get it for us.

00 47 11 CC-H Apollo, Houston. On panel 3, we'd like to stop the

DSE. You Just go center on that FORWARD REWIND switch.

00 47 20 ACDR ... center.

CC-H Okay. Thank s.

00 _7 38 CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. On panel 230, one more. I need
the UP TELEMETRY switch to UP TELf_[ETRY, center

position.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're about to dump the - continue
the DSE dump, and so I'll be dropping out in 30

seconds. I'll call you back.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Back up on the air to ground.

DMP Okay. Do you think that one really went all right,
Dick? Should'ye had good data.

CC-H Okay, Deke. We couldntt understand the comm -we

had a problem in the comm there, and it looks like a
COMMAND RESET was done in a procedure, and we were

talking about - we didn't understand that.

ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Go ahead.

00 55 2_ ACDR Okay. I guess the secret is we're trying to coordi-
nate everything real tight, and somebody asked - either

myself - I don't know - whoever, or Vance, do we
have a - do we have a COMMAND RESET? About that time

Deke thought we'd called a COMMAND RESET.
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CC-H (Chuckling)

ACDR Did that blow - did that blow your da;a?

CC-H Nc, we're doing our best to - It - Well, I guess we

can't say right now, We're dumping ti_e data now, and

we'll get back to you. What we thou_lt perhaps you

had done was the sunset procedure instead of the

sunrise procedure, because the sunset procedure does

have a CO_4A}_ RESET. But, at any rate, we've got

the data on the ground and we'll take a good look at

it.

ACDR Okay. Real good.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR ... question to ask since it was kind of a busy t_e.

CC-H Roger. Understand.

00 56 33 CC-H Apollo, Houston. It turns out we only lost - The

impact of that was is we probably wrote over about

30 seconds of helium glow data and we got all the

SAM data, so it looks like no problem.

ACDR Okay. Real good. Real good.

CC-H Roger.

ACDR Okay, Houston. Before we leave ATS, what time do

they want me to hook up with that biomed data?

00 57 54 CC-H Okay, Tom. Here's the deal. Sn this next ATS pass,

right at the AOS, we've got a little bit of DSE _o

dump, which is not going to take too many minutes.

And after that, for the whole rest of that ATS pass

we don't have anything that would interfere except

for that SAM - there is some Sa_M operations there

at sunrise. So my suggestion would be to - at ATS

A0S would be to - for you to be prepared to do the

exercise. And I'll let you know when the dump is

over, and then you Just let us know when you're start-

ing and we can just watch it in real time, and we'll

be all done with it.

ACDR Okay.
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CC-H Okay. Real fine.

ACDR Needless to say, if - -

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

00 58 45 ACDR Needless to say, if this data gets lost, the cabin

temperature's going up by about 30 degrees if that

request comes up again.

CC-H (Laughter) Roger. Copy. That's - that's one of the

reasons, incidentally, we're doing it real time, so

if we do have any data problems, we'll be sure and

know it - know it right there, and we can fix them.

00 59 02 ACDR Roger.

END OF TAPE
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ASTP AIR-TO-GROUND VOICE TRA2_SCRIPTION

01 00 11 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're about 1 minute from ATS LOS.

I'll give you a call here in abol_ 4 minutes at Guam.

See you there.

01 00 15 CMP Okay, Dick.

01 Oh 03 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Guam for 7 minutes.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Guam for 6 minutes.

DMP Okay.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're about a minute from LOS.
Rosman comes up at 157 plus 12. The SAM ops will

be very close to that time, so I thought i'd get
this coumtent to you now. The experiment people

said it would help them some, while they're watching

their real-time downlink data, if you give your

intervalometer voice marks on the air to ground.

See you at Rosman.

CMP Okay, we'll do.

01 i0 ll CC-H Okay.

01 3h 39 ACDR Hello, Houston; Apollo.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Loud and clear, Tom. How me?

ACDR Okay. Real good. And we're only 40 seconds away

from starting the SAM, but again to confirm per

checklist, HIGH BIT RATE, RECORD, FORWARD, COMMAI_,
and RESET to start it. Over.

CC-H That is affirm, Tom.

ACDR Roger.

01 35 23 CMP MARK it. Zero counsing up.

01 36 23 CMP MARK. INTERVALOMETER, ON.

CC-H Okay. Vance, thank you.

01 37 53 CMP MARK. INTERVALOMETER, OFF.
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CC-H Okay.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H Go ahead, Apollo.

ACDR Looks like everything went pretty goo:_ that time.

CC-H Hey, real fine. Thanks a lot.

CC-H And when you get around to its I'll copy down your
frame count.

ACDR Roger. 35.

CC-H Okay. _nanks a lot.

ACDR DET is 1 - is 157:16, Dick.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR Hello. Houston, Apollo,

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Okay. I want to stand by. I've about figured out -
on out - ... get your - GO as far as go ahead on

the exercise. I'm all set for it. The one thing

we would like to know onboard is just [how the em_eri-

menter's doing with his X-ray.

01 hl 23 CC-H Okay. I tell you what, let me get back to you and
get the story _yself. I - I've - I ha_zen't - I don'_

have it at my fingertips. We're about a minute from

LOS. We'll see you at the ATS, and we will be ready
to - as soon as we get data for you, to do the

exercise, Tom. Be advised that _e had real good

data on that last S_4 pass, and that was the highest

priority SAM pass of all of them. We al - because
we also had ground truth data with a balloon, ana
it went real well.

O] _1 49 ACDR ... Real good.

O1 45 48 CC-H Apollo, Houston through the satellite, How do

you read?

ACDR 5 by, Dick.
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CC-H Okay.

ACDR Tom's up there getting ready to do exercises.

CC-H Okay. Real fine. Then, let me check the - our data
real quick.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're getting spacecraft data
here in the building. I don't know if you're hooked

up yet. We are not getting any biomade [sic] -
med data. Are you hooked in yet, or not?

ACDR I am hooked in solid.

01 _7 34 CC-H Okay. Stand by a second and let's - let me see if

we can get biomed data, and - and we'll give you a

GO, Tom. Hang on Just a second.

01 43 15 ACDR Dick, everything's hooked up. SUIT POWER's on.

CC-H Okay. We have a couple of other controllers that

are having a little problem with their data also.

We're going to do something with the computers here,
and I'll get right back to you. Hang on.

DMP Say, Dick. How do you read?

CC-H Loud and clear, Deke.

D_ Okay. Hey, did you guys - dump on that fish experi-

ment, yet?

CC-H Stand by. Let me check with INCO.

CC-H Negative, Deke. We have not dumped the ¥±_ that's

got that on there.

D_P Okay.

CC-H What we had planned - -

DMP The reason I was curious - because - we just shot a

fey shots around the inside of the DM to give you

an idea of what that ditty looks like right now. We

thought - thought you might find it amusing.

CC-H I'm sorry, Deke. Say again, I didn't copy you.
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D_ I said we shot a few random shots arotmd the inside

of the DM on that same tape; thought you might find

it amusing.

01 50 35 CC-H Okay. We're looking forward to it. We're going

to dump that while you're asleep tonight. Incidentally,

we've - we've - taken a look at the data coming out

of the spacecraft, and looks like we've got no

biomed data on the downlink. And the only thing that
I know to check is to make sure the SUIT POWER is on,

which you've already reported there. Might check
the connection.

ACDR Yeah.

ACDR Okay. What I can do, I can change leads here. Z

can go over to Vance's lead, since you got good data

on him, this morning.

CC-H Okay. We might try that. Their might - or a loose
electrode or connector - I'm not sure what else

to - to try. I think you got a good idea, Tom. Why

don't you - why don't you check the connectors real

quick, and then go over to Vance's, and let's see

if we can get data from there.

ACDR I'm going _o change comm cables with ¥_nce.

CC-H Okay, Tom. We're standing by.

O! 53 55 ACDR Okay. How do you read me on Vance's cable?

CC-H Okay. Let us look at the data again, _md see if it's
any better. Hang on.

ACDR And I've double checked all the eonnec_ors, too.

CC-H Okay, Tom. We're still not getting data. It's not

coming out of the spacecraft, and we're sitting here
thinking hard as to what else we could check that

might be wrong. Stand by, please.

ACDR Okay.

ACDR Okay. Have you got HIGH BIT RATE, Dick, and all that?

CC-H It's affirm, Tom. We're getting - we're in the only

ATS mode that we can get the biomed data on, on the
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downlink, and the other indications on the downlink

seem to be okay. It's just that one.

ACDR Well, I have double checked, and I've traded off

with Vance, and he's checked me. And all the electrodes
are on here.

O1 55 43 CC-H Okay. We're - Neil and I are sitting here looking
at the - the drawing now. Hang on.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. I don't know what you just did,
but we are getting data now.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. I don't know if you copied me or

not, but we have - we do have data now. It looks

good to us. I don't know if you changed anything.
We'd like to know if you did, but at any rate, you're

clear to go ahead, Tom. We have data.

ACDR How do you read?

CC-H Tom, I read you loud and clear, now.

ACDR Did you read my last transmission?

CC-H No, I didn't. I called you a couple of times and
I didn't get anything back. At any rate, we are

getting good data now, I don't know what happened -

what you did, if anything, but we're getting good
data.

ACDR Yeah. Okay. What I said is, I opened up the biobelt

at the bottom of it; I just started checking the

cables around, they all felt tight, and then sud-

denly you said that we started getting it.

CC-H Okay. Maybe they - -

O1 58 10 ACDR Okay. I'll go ahead.

CC-H Okay. Maybe it's something down there in the biobelt,

but at any rate, right now we're getting good data,

so press on. We - to tell you again, what we wanted
was about 10 minutes of exercise and then about a

5 minute cooldown.
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CC-H Apollo, Hcuston. Apparently we do have a short of

some kind in the biobelt because as soon as you

started e×ercising, the data became extremely poor

and noisy. You might - you might - -

ACDR Is that right?

CC-H - - Yeah, you might look at the belt again. I'm not

sure how we can help you, but at any rate, as soon

as you exercised, we got ratty data.

0] 59 ]7 ACDR Lez me look at it again down there.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR The only thing I can think of, when I exercised

yesterday - actually, I'm up - I'm up in the dock-

ing module - brought it up here - I'm using that

strap between these two rails vo tie me down, and
of com'se, it goes across the belt sometimes. Of

course, you move back and forth. Okay. I'm going
to start to move these around. Does that get any
better?

CC-H Okay. Stand by just a second.

ACDR Get any bezter, Dick? Over.

CC-H Tom, it - every now and then it'll Jump in and have

just a little bit of data _d - and just a couple

of beeps, and then it gets had again. How much
trouble would it be to switch biobelts, to Vance's

that you had today?

ACDR It would take me - it would take about 15 minutes

to get down there and - his is in the botvom of -

of his lockers down there. I'll go get one.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR I'll have to put it all together.

02 01 14 CC-H Okay. I don't know what else to do, Tcm. Since

we've already - you've already invested this much

time, maybe what we ought to do is go s_ead and

start our - our DSE dump. And you - get his bio-

belt and then towards the tailend of the ATS pass,
we still have 40 minutes left in the ATS pass, maybe

we can try again a little bit later. So if you
would do that - -
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ACDR All right.

CC-H Okay. Why don't you do that? And when you're

squared away again, let's try it again.

ACDR Okay. I'll go change out with Vance.

CC-H Okay. Thank you.

DMP Hey, Dick. I recollect that the data I got was no

good either. Is that right? In other words, you

don't like my belt?

02 02 58 CC-H Deke, let me check with the surgeon. Standby just
a second.

CC-H Deke, about all we can say was we did not get very

good data on you in the first exercise period, but

we don't - I don't have any reason to believe that

it was your biobelt. It - it may have been instru-

mentation leads, but at any rate, we did get good

exercise data on Vance. So, I'd say your belt is
an unkno_ at this point.

ACDR Hey, Dick. We're getting things unraveled here.

Look, this morning Vance was in a hurry, and he

used my belt. Now, what happens, when we take

this exercise, the only way you could hold yourself

down using this thing, you put a big strap acrost

[sic] your waist; and it's right where that biobelt

is, and you're putting a hell of a strain on it.
Over.

CC-H Roger. I copied, and I'm not sure what to - to

respond. Stand by Just a second.

ACDR (Laughter) We expect this - Vance used my belt this

morning, it was good, but he used it quite awhile.

And I'm sure my data was probably pretty good, but

again, that - that big strap goes right across where
that belt is. There's no way to avoid it using this

exercise to hold yourself down. Over.

CC-H (Laughter) Roger. Standby.

C_ So it was good this morning.
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02 04 22 CC-}{ Okay. Copy.

02 07 k0 ACDR Hello, Dick.

CC-H Yes, sir. Go ahead.

ACDR Okay. I got Deke's biobelt here and his accessory

bag, and I'll start changing it out. Vance used

mine because his was stowed away someplace and

couldn't get ahold of it this morning, and cantt

remember right now, at this period in time. And

he's all set up on the SAM pass, so I'll take Deke's,

and that'll give you a data point anyway.

CC-H Okay. That's - I was Just getting ready to call

you and - to try that. It _urned out that there was

some problem in getting good data on Vance this

morning. We ended up getting a good pass, but it

just may be that your belt does have some sort of a

short in it, and I guess we can prove it if you'll

take the trouble to put on Deke's and let us look
at that.

ACDR I'll put it on now, but again let me point out, the

exercise we're taking here with this big shoulder

strap and leg strap - and you have to tie yourself

down or you'll flip all over the place. And that's

the big belt you wear, you slide up and down, and

that biobelt gets rubbed with it all the time. Over.

CC-H Okay. Why don't you - I copy - And why don't you

go ahead and Dut on Deke's, and let me know when

you're ready.

02 08 h7 ACDR In works.

lISA Apollo, Houston. One comment ...

USA Okay, Houston. If we ... Bravo 2 ...

CC-H Okay.

CMP Say, Dick.

CC-H Go ahead.
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C_P Yeah. On this SAM sunrise, you want to go back to

normal cutoff time, 1 minute, right? Instead of

3 minutes?

CC-H No. As a matter of fact, I just got an input that

on this one, we wanted to let the camera run out of

film. We wanted to use it all up.

D_ Okay. Fine.

CC-H Okay.

DMP Okay. We'll just let her run.

ACDR Okay, Deke - Dick. I'm on Deke's biobelt, but don't

say anything, because it distracts the SAM. But,

you can just look at it for a while.

CC-H Okay.

02 14 10 C_ MARK. Zero.

CC-H Okay.

CMP 1.

02 iL 41 CMP MARK. INTERVALOMETER, ON.

CC-H Roger.

02 15 10 CMP MARK. 1 minute.

CC-H Roger.

02 17 11 CMP MARK. 3 minu_es.

C_P Okay. I guess that's it.

CC-H Okay, Vance. Thank's a lot.

C_P Roger.

CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. Tom, we have seen no data

since - since you called me before that SA_d pass

started. I think you did tell me that you have on

Deke's belt. We - And I assume you have not changed
the leads.
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CC-H Apollo, Houston. How do you read?

ACDR Loud and clear.

02 18 35 CC-H Tom, I'm not sure if you copied me there. We are

not getting data. I'm assuming yon do have on

Deke's biobelt, and I'm also assuming that you did
not change leads, is that correct?

ACDR That's affirmative, t thought you read me when I

talked to you there before, Dick. Sorry, didn't

you hear me when I said I changed them out and had

everything hooked up?

CC-H Yeah, I heard you, and then I kept quiet through

the SAM pass, and I was just verifying what config-

uration we're in, because we are not getting any
data at al! now.

ACDR Okay. _ne only other thing I can think of is going

to be the comm carrier, and I'll change out a co._=_

carrier and that way I'll have changed out every

couple. Zxcept both leads, which I doubt are bad.

CC-H Yeah. Understand. Okay. We'll stand by while you
do that then. i think we're going to - we have 20

more minutes left in the ATS pass. So why don't

you do that and call me back. _nd, if we don't

have any luck there, we'll probably just give it

up for now.

ACDR Okay.

02 20 3_ ACDR Okay, i'm hooked up to Deke's helmet, ana his cormm

lead, and I'll be hooking up the belt.

CC-H Okay. We're looking at the da_a.

ACDR Okay. I'm hooked up on anozher belt.

CC-H Okay. Incidentally, I meant to call. if ¥ance has

not already done the VERB 49 maneuver ]o the sleep

attitude, we want him to delay that just to ma_e

sure we kept this ATS pass, since we have a good

lockup now.
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ACDR Okay.

C_ Okay. We'll hold it.

CC-H Okay. Thanks, Vance.

ACDR Okay. I'm on Deke's comm lead, Deke's belt, and

my sensors.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We Just picked up biomed data.

! don't know if you did anything different in the

last 10 seconds or so, but - we have it now.

ACDR Negative. I haven't done a thing since that time

I told you I was hooked up on Deke's biomed.

CC-H Okay. I'd recommend that you not start exercising
here for a few minutes and let us see what happens

to the data. Maybe we can troubleshoot a little
better while we have it.

ACDR Okay.

ACDR Ail right.

02 23 46 CC-H Okay, Tom. We've gotten a little bit of data here

while you're being still. We'd recommend you go
ahead and start exercising, and _f we - if we lose

it when you do start exercising, we're going to
knock off the drill, at any rate. So why don't

you go ahead and do your exercise period now.

ACDR Ail right. Okay. How do you read me?

CC-H Loud and clear, Tom.

02 22 13 ACDR Okay. I'll start.

CC-H Okay.

02 27 59 CC-H Apollo, Houston for Tom. If Tom, if you're still

listening, as soon as you started exercising, we -

or shortly thereafter, we did lose data. We still

have about 5 minutes left in this pass, so anytime

you're ready to quit, we'd recommend knocking it
off when you're ready - before LOS - and we'll watch -

if we do get data back, at least we'll be able to

watch you recover.
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ACDR Okay. I just stopped exercising when you called
me there.

02 28 28 CC-H Okay. Real fine, Tom. And we're getting good
data again, as soon as you stopped.

END OF TAPE
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ASTP AIR-TO-GROUND VOICE TRA/_SCRIPT!©N

02 30 00 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Vance, we think you may - we think

you may have missed a Jet or two in the configuration

there. How about recheckin_ it again? It's in the

Flight Plan at 157 plus 57.

C},_ Okay_ it says inhibit all Jets except D1, B2, and

C - -

CMP Okay, that's better - - -

CC-H Okay, it looks - -

CMP - - I _ew it was a standard ones, but I thought you

were trying to get me into some other confi_?aration,

and I couldn't figure it out. Okay.

CC-}[ Okay, and we're pretty slippery do_n here. Yeah,

we - we agree with it now. I_oks _ood.

CC-}[ Apollo, Houston. Tom, the bio,ed data is noisy.

One thing that the Surgeon would like you to do is

Just not change the leads, of course, but just press

them, and see if that i_proves the quality of the
data.

02 32 12 ACDR Okay, what did you want me to press?

CC-H Just press the leads - that are attached to you, and

see if that improves the quality of the data.

ACDR Ail right, here goes the ground lead, press; sternum

lead, press_ left lead, press; left respiratory lead,

press, right lead, press.

CC-H Okays Tom, Flight said to Just sit still here for a

couple of minutes, and the examination will be all

through.

ACDR All right.

02 34 17 CC-H Tom, Houston. Thanks very much for putting up with

us. We Kot enouKh data there to satisfy the obJec-

tive_ I hope, at any rate, even though we didn't get

any while you were exercising. We're about 5 minutes

to LOS, so we're going to switch to a DSE dump mode.

So thank you much.
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ACDR Okay, Die}:. Roger. Do you read me okay?

02 34 36 CC-l{ Yeah, I'm reading you loud and clear. And also for

Vance, now that we've got that, t guess that we can

go ahead with this VERB 49 maneuver.

ACDR Roger.

CL'P Okay, see you later.

CC-_: Apollo, iiouston for Deke. We see the - SAM shutdown

going on, Deke - or already having gone on. The -

Just a reminder, be sure and get the furnace ops -

before you eat if you would, because cf, you're sort

of on a tight time schedule there.

CMP We'll pass the word on to him.

CC-H Okay, thanks.

CI',P HoustOn, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead.

ChIP Say again what you want Deke to get done, before he
eats.

CC-H Oh, we Just - wanted we - we saw that the furnace

was not operating, but he was doin_ the SM4 shutdown.

Just wanted to remind him to be sure and get the

furnace before too lonE, because it is sort of time
critical.

02 37 20 Cbt_ Okay, he's going to have a word _ith you here.

CC-E Okay.

CC-S Ana, Apollo, Houston. _.Jhile Deke's coming on %he

line there, we're 2 minutes to LOS. Goldstone cor_es

up at !5 ° plus 39.

D,',[? Okay, Dick. I'm on the air here. _',_atwas it that

you were talkinf[ about?

CC-l{ Oh, Deke, the Experiment Officer was looking at his

data, and saw that you were in the S/J4 shut_lown,

which was f_ne. But he had not seen tile furnace ops
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or the furnace starting up yet, and Just wanted me

to remind you to not miss that, because it was a
little time critical, before you all start eating.

D_,_ Okay. Yeah, we've been scratching around here t_ring
to find flash attachment for the PAO pictures of the

S_. And - would they be happy if we shot them with
the same kind of stuff that we're shooting the crystal

growth and ZFF with, I wonder?

CC-H Rog. We're going to have to - we're about to go LOS
here, Deke. And I'll be back with you at Goldstone,

158 plus 38 - 9.

bI_ Okay, we'll go to the furnace, and forget the S_ for
nOW.

02 38 40 CC-!{ Okay.

,03 00 59 CC-H Apollo, Houston through Goldstone for 4 minutes.

ACDR Roger. Read you loud and clear.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR Sorry you have to miss that Soyuz splashdown part?

the group is going to tonight.

CC-H I'm sorry. I'm missin_ it, too, as a matter of fact.

ACDR Well, I'm sure that Crip, George Evans, and a few

others and Bo will represent you real well there.

CC-H Well, as a matter of fact - You still there, Tom?

ACDR Yeah. Go ahead.

CC-H Okay. As a matter of fact, George just walked in.
He's sitting right here. So he claims he didn't go

to it. He says he played a softball _ame.

ACDI_ Oh_ I see. Tell him hello.

03 01 52 CC-H Roger. George says hello. He _lso says Nukowski

[?] says hello.

ACDR Thanks. Thanks. (Laughter)
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CC-H Hoger. (Laughter)

D[,_ Hello, Rick. Do you read?

CC-ii Loud and clear_ Deke. And I was Just getting ready

to tell you, if you never did find the flashgun, we'd

be satisfiem to take those photos with a crystal

growth setup.

_ Okay. Yeah, I did find in the experiments, also,

5hat there's only room for about one guy working up
in that DM. So kind of keep that in mind when you

got somebody up there t_ing to do something that

they can't do anything else.

CC-H ()kay. I'll - I will, Deke And you were very weak

and night put the mike a little closer to your mouth.

D_._ Okay. That's all I had anyway.

CC-H I guess you're Just winding dmm at 'the end of a
long day.

Db_ I think I already have.

ACDR And_ Dick, whenever you get a chance, did you get

much information - I guess on status of all experi-

ments? Evidently, the - the helium glow and EL__ are

coming along real good, but the X-ray's the one that's

having the problems. Over.

CC-t{ That is affirm, Tom. And since you asked the

question, the Experiments Officer is putting together

a little history of what we've done on X-ray, and

where we stand now, and where we think we're going.

And this evening before we ga to bed, i'll have it

for you

ACDR Rog. Real good. Thank you.

CC-H Okay. And we're about 1 minute from LOS. I'll see

you at Quito in 158 plus 51.

CMl' See you later.

0_ 0J 5_ CC-[{ Okay.

03 13 45 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Quito for 5 minutes.
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ACDR Hello there.

CC-H Hello there again.

ACDR Well, we're still eating chow here, Dick.

CC-H Well, good; enjoy it. We - we had Chinese food this

evening, courtesy of A10ng, who is in - in the EECOM
back room. So, you enjoy yours, and we're standing

by.

ACDR Okay. That sound great.

CC-H It was.

ACDR Oh, Dick; one thing. Over.

CC-H Go ahead.

ACDR Yeah. _en you dump that tape tonight, of the fish
in the docking module?

CC-il Yeah.

ACDR Yeah. Be sure you show Glynn Lunney and - Vance,

anyway, shot a picture of the docking index angle;

be sure you show that to Lunney.

03 14 54 CC-}{ Okay. We'll be sure and do it.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS. We'll

see you when you get locked up on the ATS. And if

you guys are still eating, I've got some news for

you, if you'd like to hear it.

ACDR Yeah. We;d love to hear it.

CC-H Okay. _en we get locked up on ATS, Tom, i'll be

prepared to read it up to you.

03 t_ 34 ACDR Ail righty. Thank you.

03 25 10 CC-H Apollo, Houston through the satellite.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS through the ATS.

ACDR Got you, Dick.
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CC-H And we need ACCEPT so we can get u_ ti:e eveninF loads.

And we were Just too late to catch the F52, so we'll
need that data.

ACDR You've got ACCEPT now. We have the data.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR All richty. Star I 01, star 2 _!; NC_{ 05, all
zeros, plus il.O, minus 10.7, minus 26. Torqued at
159:01:50. (_ver.

CC-H Okay, Tom. I've got that, and I've _ot the news, if
you'd like to hear it.

ACDR Okay, Wait ,mntil Vance gets down here, so he can
hear it.

CC-H Okay. Fine. _e're certainly in no hurry to read it

up, but I've Eot it here when you get ready.

ACDR Okay. Sounds great.

ACDR Wow, things are going great up here. It's just been

kind of a busy day.

03 26 41_ CC-H Sure has. I'll a_ree w_th you. _e're - we're very

satisfied down here, too, and I've go_ this - some

data on the science status as of toniFht, and I'll

have that to read to you also.

ACDR Okay, Real Food.

CC-i{ Apollo, Houston. During the P52, we _ifted out of

attitude a little bit. We'd recommend doinc a quick
VFRB 49 maneuver back to the smme attitude and tweak

it up, and then we'll finish tim our uplinks.

C_ Roger.

ACDR Do it right now.

CC-ii Okay. Thanhs a lot.

0_. 31 41 ACDR Okay, Dick. Vance is back. f!e's chanEinf] the LiOH

canister, but he's on the headset, so you can go
ahead and f]ive us the news and science, status. Over.

CC-H Okay. First of all, why don't I -
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ACDR I'll get the VERB - -

CC-H I'm sorry. Go ahead.

ACDR I got this VERB 49 going.

CC-H Okay. Real fine. Thanks a lot, Tom. Why don't I

give you the science status first, and then I'll

read you the news. The current status of the X-ray

is that one of the two cal sources is stuck within

the field of view. We are able to operate for short

periods of time, by that I mean about 30 seconds to

a few minutes, and we believe the problem with the

high counts is in the high-voltage section, some time

- type of leakage, either in the high-voltage supply

or inside the detector itself. We do plan to do revs

104 and 105 tomorrow with some mods to the pads, and

these mods, essentially, will have you to turn on

the high voltage, on and off during the pass, similar

to what you did tonight in the X-ray tests. And the

reason for that was, is the longer it stays on, we

cease getting good data. So we need to turn it off

and then get it back on. The PI passed - -

ACDR Okay.

CC-H And the PI passed his word - out to the front roon

that he thanks you for all the malfunction procedures

you have performed. You've done everythin_ short of

dismantling the hardware.

03 33 09 ACDR Okay. That's what we're here for.

CC-ti Roger. Well, we appreciate it. To review quicki?

the other service module experiments, the ELnf, the

helium glow, and the SAM data has been excellent

quality, and the Pis are very pleased. On the geo

experiment, we've got about double the planned data

that we had hoped to net. And even with the problems

that we have had on X-ray, we have seen at least

two sources, so we're hoping to improve on that in

the next day or so. The furnace is looking _ood - -

ACI)R All ril_ht.

CC-_i - - and we're hat_py with the way the furnace is going.

And in _eneral for this, you know, after only being

here in the science mode for a couple of days, we

think we're getting an excellent science return, and
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we_ve Co% a couple of more days to - to do even

betters and we're looking forward to then.

ACDR Sounds real good.

03 3_ 0d CC-ti Okay. Stand by.

CC-i! Okay. Here's some news for you. Postal workers won

a 3-year contract that will _rovide scheauled raises

totalin_ $1500 over 3 years, plus continued cost-of-

living increases. By the third year of the contract,

which covers about 600 000 workers, the additional

cost to the postal service will be about $900 000 000

per year. Here's an interesting one that came from

a Beirut newspaper today. Egypt - and that newspaper

says that Egypt and Israel have agreed to a 3-year

truce, under which U.S. troops will operate electronic

listenin_ posts in the Sinai Desert, and Israel will

p%_l back from key mountain passes and the oil fields

in the Sinmi_ and this came from the Eeirut newspaper

_LI Anwar. A closely divided House of iRepresentatives

will vote this week on whether to res_ne militar?

assistance to Turkey. Both supporters and opponents

view the measure as the mos% i]nyortant foreign policy

vote in this Congress. At Capitol t_ill, observers

report the most intense foreign policy lobbying in

recent years. William Peter Blatty_ author of the

best selling novel, "The Exorcist," and amateur

tennis star Linda Tuero were married today in Las

Vegas. B!atty, 47, and Miss Tuero, 23, of _{ew

Orleans_ were married SundaM. Asked bM friends why

he decided to marry, he replied, "An angel made me
do it.'

ACDR In Las Vegas, huh?

CC-II That' s ri_J]t.

I!CC-]{ (Laughter),

C3 35 52 CC-i{ In Montreal_ six men tried to rob an estimated _!0

to $12 million from a Wells Fargo warehouse Sunday

but tripped an alarm and fled er?ti-handed, police

said today. "It was straight out of _{ission

lmmossible_" a police spokesnar saic_._ referrinF to

pneumatic drills, explosivec_ F-n._ mask£:_ and walkie-

talkies the men left behind. "_t}ey were so coo],

they stopped and had a Coke frcr! our machine and
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even paid for it," the Wells Fargo official said, "I

guess they had thought they had all day." One thing

that's kind of interesting - that you guys might have

an opportunity to look down tomorrow when you're in

the right place and see - around Key West, an unbeliev-

able oil slick, a hundred miles long and up to 15

miles wide, was reported today in the Atlantic Ocean

off the lower Florida Keys. The origin of the mass

was not know. After incoming pilots reported sight-

ing the huge oil patches in the water off the lower

Keys, the Coast Guard sent up planes to investigate.

They found the slick stretched from Marathon in the

middle Keys to the Tortugas Islands about 65 miles

west of here, a distance of about 100 miles. A Coast

Guard spokesman said the slick was formed of an esti-

mated 40 000 to 60 000 gallons of what appeared to
be bunker C or crude oil. On the sports scene,

running back Duane Thomas and tight end Harv Fleming

are amon_ the missing veterans in the _L Washington

Redskins' camp. Thomas reportedly wants $168 000 for

a 1-year contract, while Fleming, signed by Miami

before the Dolphins traded him to the Redskins last

month, failed to show following a rookie scrirmmage

with the Baltimore Colts Saturday night. ?aeir

opponents were the ones once immortalized by the
label "the Amazings,' but that label belonged to the

Houston Astros, at least for a day. Amazing, it
seems, how a team could blow two commanding leads,

both comin_ from - coming after two men were out, to

lose to the Mets 10 to 9 yesterday. And that closes

out the news, Tom.

ACDR Okay. Sure appreciate the latest data down here on
the Earth.

CC-H Okay. It was - -

DSfP Hey - ~

CC-H Go ahead.

03 38 21 i)_ Dick, I was Just _oing to comm - co,anent on that oil

slick. We did have one pass where we might have

had an opportunity to see it, but that whole area was

cloud covered and at quite an oblique to us. If we

get a better position tomorrow, you might give us a

little lead time - and maybe some pointing directions.
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CC-ti I'll do that, Deke. I'll pass the word down the

line and tomorrow Crip might - will gJ[ve you a call

if you're passed close by and let you look out the

window and see if you can see it.

D_ Okay.

CC-H We've got about a half an hour before bedtime. I

don't know what y'all are doing, but whenever you Ret

ready, I've got three or four things that I wanted

to read up to you. And also I could get the - pre-

sleep battery readings and so forth.

Ci._ Sounds good. Got a little free time here, Crip.

What do you need to copy into - I mean, Dick, Dick.

CC-H That's okay. Okay, I need - in the presleep, I need

the battery readings, and I've got some changes early

in the morning in the Flight Plan at a time of about
168 hours.

03 39 32 DM1° Stand by for the batteries. I got it covered up with

my food tray right now. I'll give it to you in a
little bit.

CC-H Okay. No problem. I'll remind you.

C5_ Just a note of interest. You remember how the toes

of slippers used to wear out on crewmen in Skylab?

CC-H Roger. I sure do.

DI_ Same thing's happenin_ up here. It's kina of amazing,

too, because we don't really have things to - to

stick our toes into. But mine completely came out

into full bloom and Deke's are starting to, too.

CC-H Roger. Copy. Yes, I do remember that.

03 20 14 C!._ Okay. k_at page, Dick?

CC-H It's about - it's tomorrow moring at a time of about

168 hours. The page number's L.3-43.

C_ Okay. Go ahead.

CC-H Okay. First of all, is - at right up there at the

top in AC's column. That P20 maneuver in preparation
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for the Earth resources, again, I rant to change

N0_ 78, center value, to read plus 06 three balls

instead of plus 09 three balls.

C_ Okay.

CC-H And below that, under the DP's column, about lC

minutes down - the high gain - I want to change the

angles to read pitch, minus 4; yaw_ 311.

CMP Minus 4 and 311.

CC-H Okay. If you'll turn the pages at 170 hours, I

want to change those pitch angles - those high-gain

angles there in the DP's column - to read the same:

pitch, minus 4; yaw, 311.

03 41 30 C}_ Got it.

CC-It Okay. If you've got that_ Vance, if you'll turn

back a couple of pages. This is during the rest

period, at about 167 hours, you might - this is the

same thing as last night. Incidentally, what we're

doing is, we're giving up a couple of ATS passes

during the evening that we don't need in order to

save some propellant for that satellite. As you know,

it's got a 2 CM - CMG that's lost. You will have no

ATS capability during that pass at 167 hours, so

that contingency eomm attitude that's listed there is

no good to you. And the same is true on the previous

page at 165-1/2 hours.

C_ Okay. Got it. CMG's can be bic problems as I recall.

CC-H Me, too. Okay. One thing we wanted to verify, and

that was that you haven't changed the configuration

in the docking module that I had you go to last night.

And that is _o to the REFERENCE to VACUU?,f and the

LOW PRESSURE RELIEF to Ab_0 to back up the cabin

pressure relief.

CMP Stand by. I'll ask around.

ACDR No, nope_ I haven't - -

DMP No, it's all the same.

C_ _ No - no one has touched it.
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03 42 43 CC-H Okay. Good. We do want to net a waste water d_mr
tonight. What we'd like to do is two things: we'd

like the POTABLE TA/_K INLET to OPEN; and we'd also

like to dump the waste water for h minutes.

C_,_ Okay. And we'll leave the POT_LE OPEN after that

and let it accumulate in the - _r flush through the

potable tank.

CC-t{ Okay. And if - and we're watching our data now,

so if you'd go ahead and start that waste water dump,

we'll be able to watch it with - with you and, again,
that's h minutes.

C_,_ Okay, 4 minutes.

CC-H Yeah. If you'll give us a mark when Mou start, we'd

appreciate it.

C_._ Okay,

CC-H And I've _ot one more thing in front of me. And

that is, I'd like to read you up a block data pad in

the Updates Book for rev 123.

C_ Just a second, Dick. Be right with you.

CCH Okay.

03 44 07 CMP Okay_ MARE on the beginning of the waste water dump,
and we're OPENING the POTABLE iNLET.

CC-H Okay. Real fine.

C_ _ Okay. And go on.

CC-t{ I - I have a up - a block data pad for you in the

Updates Book.

C_._ Okay.

CC-h Incidentally, while you're lookin_ for the Updates

Book_ have you had a chance yet to sequentially try
out each of the audio centers and see if that affects

the tone that you - the loudness of the tone you
hear?
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C_ Yes, we did. Let's see - yeah, Deke has the data

for you here.

DMP Yeah. We don't hear it on panel 9 or 6. It appears

that panel l0 is the only one it's coming through on.

03 45 08 CC-H Okay. That is a good data point. Understand panel
6 and 9, you don't hear anything. Panel l0 is the

only thing, and I - we'll think about that one a lot.

It's a good thing we tried it.

DMP Right.

03 46 37 DMP Hey, Crip, you wanted our batteries; they're all 37
volts,

CC-H All 37. Okay, Deke. Thank you much.

DMP Right.

CC-H And after we - after we get the uplinks up there,

we'll be getting a VERB 74 from you.

DMP Okay.

C_ Okay, Dick. I have the block data book.

CC-H Okay. When you're ready to copy in a minute, I'll
start with NOUN 33.

CI_ Okay. And this is which rev?

CC-ti This is rev 123.

CM_ Okay. Ready to go.

CC H Okay. 200:36:49; minus 194.2, plus four balls, plus

018.0; 359, 330, 003; 177.0; 00:07; 199, 1605.6,

25751, 23:31; 26:50. And if we'll stop right there,

we're about to stop the - we'd like to stop the

waste water dump right here.

C_ The dump.

03 48 40 CMP Okay. The dump is stopped, and - go on with your
readback, if you wish.

CC-H Okay, fine, Vance, the - -
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CMP Or your readout.

CC-}{ Yeah. Right. Okay, the NOUN 66 is NA. I'm starting

them again with bank angle: 312/053, 32:32, 35:24;

plus 22:00, minus 161.73. Go ahead.

C_ Okay. Rev 123 readback. 200:36:49; minus 194.2, plus

all zips, plus 018.0; 359, 330, 003; 177.0; three

zips 7; 199, 1605.6, 25751, 25:31; 26:50, NA; 312/053,

32:32, 35:24; plus 22.0, minus 161.73.

03 49 58 CC-H Okay. And I got a couple of notes for you. The -

at SCS - at Cid/SM sep, we want you to yaw right to

048 degrees. Note number 2, a NO_N_ 48 pitch trim,

minus .20; yaw trim, minus .82. And the two weights:

the CSM weight, 25690; the DM weight, 4500. Go ahead.

CMP CS - CM/SM sep, yaw right; 048 degrees on the ball;

NO_ 48 pitch, minus .20; yaw, minus .82; weight CSM

25690, and DM, 4500.

CC-H Okay. And guidance is through with the uplink. The

computer is yours, you can go back to BLOCK, and

we're ready for the VERB 74.

CMP Okay. We'll give it to you in Just a second.

CMP Do you need ACCEPT for a VERB 74?

CC-H Negative. We do not.

CMP Okay.

03 51 30 CMP Okay. You have it.

CC-H Okay.

cMP And we have a question about using bags versus direct

over-the-side urine dumping here.

CC-H Okay. Go ahead.

CMP Of course, we understand that whenever SI_ bay is in

operation or about to be operated that - collection is

required. And - I note in the Flight PLan - it seems

to assume that the only time during this experiment

period that you can do anything other than collect is

during bag d_p times, like early this morning. I
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must ad_.it that I'm a little confused on the philos-
ophy because it seems like the only time it should

be necessary to collect is when you're - when you

have the SIM bay open - or any cover open - or any

experiment affected by contamination going. Could

you clarify the rule for me?

CC-H Okay. I'll tell you what, Vance_ let us research it

and get you a straight answer back up.

CMP Okay. Yeah, like - okay, like for example, tonight,

it seems like everything's closed up tight. No rea-

son to store tonight at all.

CC-H Okay. Stand by Just a second.

03 53 36 CC-H Vance, Houston. The rule, as I'm told, is simple.

You cannot dump closer than 15 minutes to any cover

on the various experiments coming open. So, for ex-

ample, right now, there's no problem at all in going
ahead and dumping.

CMP Okay. Wells that's kind of what we've assumed.

CC-H Okay.

CMl° Yet, I think - the only thing that brought the ques-

tion up was that we had a dump period early this

morning, and it seems like, you know, we could be

dumping like now or anytime.

CC H Yeah. You're right. Hey, listen. One question that

I had. We haven't seen a chan_e in the - in the par-

tial pressure. Have you done a LiOH canister change?

CMP Yes, I have. I Just completed it.

CC-H Okay. Fine. I tell you what, we - -

CMP About 10 minutes.

CC-H Okay. Copy. We've got about 20 minutes left in this

ATS pass, and I'm standing by, but I've been through

my complete list of data. If I think of anything else,

I'll be calling you again, but I'm satisfied with my
list.
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03 5h 50 CMP Okay. Very good. Thanks for the news. And we have

a few more things to do around here tonight, and then

we'll be winding down again.

CC H Okay. Great.

03 55 43 CC-H Apollo, Houston.

C_4P Go ahead.

CC-H Vance, somebody pointed out to me a good - an easy

way to look at the Flight PLan and determine if it's

okay to do a urine dump, and that is, anytime you

find a period after the entry, "Activate primary

evaporator," and before the ne_t ent_F that says,

"Deactivate the primary evaporator," in our present
steam duct configuration, you can't activate the

primary evaporator, but you could do a urine dump.

So if you're ever in doubt, that's one quick way to

check because those times have been carefully checked

against the experiment pads.

CMP Okay. Very good.

CC-H Roger.

ACDR Dick, speaking of the evaporator, do our ECS friends

think we're ever going to get that bear alive again
or not? Over.

03 56 39 CC-H Let me get - let me get us an official answer. When

I was back in their backroom awhile ago, they were

talking about possibly having the problem cured some-

time tomorrow, but I'm really not up on it. I'll get

back to you.

ACDR Okay.

CMP Just one - just one point. You know, we won't prob-

ably be asleep for another hour and a half or so, at

least. We could certainly go into an attitude to

point that duct at the Sun for a while.

CC-H Vance, we've had a lot of discussion in the last

couple of niKhts about an attitude that would work,

but it Just turns out that we don't think it would

do any good, and we're a little close ,onRCS propel-

lant on maneuvers anyway. It turns out that where
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it's frozen is not accessible to exterior sunlicht,

and so that Just wouldn't cure the problem.

CMP Okay. And how are we standing, incidentally, on RCS

these days. I haven't asked for about 2 or 3 days.

03 57 44 CC-H Well, I'm looking at the plot, and it's - and it's -

we're Just a hair above the experiment redline, and
what that means is is that assmning that we hold our
own, which we have been doing ever - in - Just about

ever since we got into the experiment phase, we should

be able to complete all our desired experiment objec-
tives on the nominal time line to the end of the

mission.

CC-H And, of course, that - -

CMP Okay. Good.

CC-H And, of course, that still maintains the deorbit red-
lines.

03 58 20 C_,_ Fine.

ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Apollo, IIouston. Go ahead.

ACDR Roger, Dick. The one thing now - I think needs clari-

fing as far as the overboard dumps and the SIM bay

experiments, you know - what about the - for sleep

tonight? In other words, the battery vent is natural-

ly open. Do they want us to put on that elbow

for the waste management drain, and let - have that

dumped overboard for the niKht? Over.

ACDR In other words, it's kind of a little cabin purge.

CC-H Tom, negative. We do not - we do not want a purge.

03 59 45 ACDR Okay.

END OF TAPE
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ASPP AIR-TO-GROUND VOICE TRANSCRIPTION

04 O0 O1 CC-H Incidentally, Tom, we were talking off the loop here

about the evaporators. We're not sure that we're

going to get the - during the mission here, we're

not sure if we're ever going to get the use of the

primary evaporator back or not. Time will tell.
We are - we do think that we'll be able to try the

secondary evaporator tomorrow morning. We're wait-

ing on the steam duct temperature to get up to 70

degrees. It's been rising, and presently it's at

63 degrees. We think it'll be high enough in the

morning.

ACDR That sounds good. Thank you.

04 00 28 CC-H Okay.

04 01 55 CN_ Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.

CMP Just a kind of a little item for the visual observa-

tions people, in particular oceanographic. We've
talked a lot with them about gyres and eddies and

that sort of thing. And something that I saw yester-

day that I didn't think to report until just now,

although I did report on tape, I think, was the fact

that just south of Hawaii, there was a line of circles,

you might say, running east to west. And it looked
like a line of circles - like a chain, you might say.

And if you looked at one of those - and you could see
them only because of the clouds - and it just made

us wonder if maybe that was - perhaps the boundary
of a current.

CC-H Okay, Vance. I copied that, and we'll pass it to

those guys and see what they think.

CMP Okay. Must have been 100 miles long, or maybe 200.

CC-H Okay. Copy.

04 03 27 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We'd like the three POW - VTR

POWER switches on panel 200 to ON so we can be

dumping that tape recorder tonight.
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CC-H And we'll sleep with them ON.

CM_° Okay, will that be - dumping be going on most of

the night, or will it be finished in a couple of
hours?

CC-H I'm not real sure what the schedule is. Hang on.

CC-H Vance, Houston. We're not going to be dumping the

VTR for about 4 hours, at about 163 hours.

cml° Okay. It's kind of like a little heater in here,

and that's - that was the only reason. But it's

not that much of a problem.

CC-H Okay. One o_her thing, we'd like to sleep with the -

with the door to the LiOH canisters area open again.

That's panel - down around panel 350. And that's

again to allow some heat to get in and around the _

steam duct. And I have one question about the check

that you all did to determine that panel 10 audio

tone - the tone was working when you listened to
panel 10. We Just wanted to make sure that that

check was done on the headset and not the speaker
box.

CMl° That's correct, Dick. That's verified. It was on
the headset.

CC-H Okay. Was the tone that you heard on - on the
headset on panel 10 - was it a normal tone, or was
it still also of low volume?

CMP It was - very normal.

CC-H Okay.

04 05 28 CMl° Even - even louder than normal. Well - well, cer-

tainly not weaker. It was normal, certainly not
weaker.

CC-H Okay. We'll be thinking about that one over the

night, and - and if we can think of anything that'll

help the situation, we'll be getting back to you

in the morning.

CMP Okay.
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0_ 08 08 CC-H Apollo, Houston. One thing, we still haven'_ seen
indications that that LiOH canister has been changed,

even though obviously you have changed it. Wonder if

you'd check to make sure that that DTVERTER VALVE
down there is in BOTH.

CMP Yes, it is. We have the door open; we can see it.

And Tom's Jiggling it.

CC-H Okay; thank you.

Db_ ..., Dick, I'm happy to report we've found our flash

attachment again.

CC-H Hey, good. I imagine up there you got so many little

things that, at any given time, about four of them
are lost.

DMP Yeah, everything disappears, but it all shows up
sooner or later.

CC-H Roger.

04 11 38 ACDR Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Yeah, i Just wondered how the weather is down in
Houston. Over.

CC-H Well, I haven't seen it for about 8 hours, but when

I came to - over here to the MOCR this afternoon, it

was a beautiful warm sunny day. We had a little rain
in downtown Houston, but it was really pretty. And
Bo - -

ACDR Very good.

CC-H And Bo is here, and he's going to be taking over for

the midwatch. And he Just got here and said it's

still pretty outside.

ACDR Hey, that sounds great. Thank you.

CC-H Okay.

DMP Dick, you still there?
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CC-H Sure am. We've got about another 3 minutes.

D_ Okay. One question then. If it doesn't get answered

now, you can have the experimenters 2ook at it. Is

there any other magazine, DAC 16, we could use for

shooting the fish experiment? I shot up all of 128

today - I mean yesterday, and Tom used part of 129.

So we've probably got enough to do one more day,
but - and we'll need another magazine, I believe.

CC-H Okay; we'll have an answer for you in the morning.

D_ Okay; no big deal.

04 13 20 CC-H Okay. And we're a couple of minutes to ATS LOS, and

this is the good-night pass. We'll be calling you

first thing in the morning. And if you want to do

a voice check or call us for anything, we'll be

standing by for - that you can Just look in the Flight
Plan and see where we're going to have AOSs for the

next couple of hours or so. Be sure and sleep with
the sleep - speaker box on, and we'll see you in the

morning.

DMP Okay. (Good night.)

ACDR Real good. Thank you now.

04 13 58 CC-H Rog. Good night.

END OF TAPE
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ASTP AIR-TO-GR0_D VOICE TRANSCRIPTION

12 20 36 CC-H Apollo, Houston through Vanguard for 3-1/2 minutes.
Good morning. Apollo_ Houston through Vanguard for
3 minutes. Good morning.

(Music: "Cigarettes and Whiskey and Wild, Wild Women")

12 21 37 ACDR Sounds like a little different atmosphere than what
we're living in.

CC-H Roger. We have a little bit over 2 minutes until
LOS here.

ACDR Okay, Bo. I got up a couple of minutes early and
turned off the Jet monitor and all that and got the

VTR POWER OFF, and the TELtlVfETHYOFF and got the

DAP reset. And I'll go ahead - You want us to get

locked up on ATS before we go to that Earth ohs vis
attitude for P207 Over.

CC-H Apollo, you'll have to be in that vis obs attitude

to get locked on.

ACDR Okay. We'll set it up.

CC-H Roger. And Just one other item; we're going to
delete the waste water dump, and I'll call that

out when we get up on ATS, Just in case you got

to it early.

ACDR No, we haven't done that. Thank you, Bo. How's

the weather in Houston this morning? Or have you
been out to see?

CC-H Someone who walked in said a slightly overcast day,

but it looks like it's going to be nice.

ACDR Well, good.

12 22 56 CC-H And we've got a little over a minute until Santiago
at 168:17.

12 39 36 CC-H Apollo, Houston through Santiago and then ATS.
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ACDR Hello, Bo. Guess we're going to be locked on good

on ATS; we got the angle set up.

CC-H All right, sir. When someone has a chance, I have

a couple of Flight Plan changes, and the first book

we'll need is the Flight Plan.

ACDR We've got that.

CC-H When someone's settled down, give me a call, and

I'll be ready.

ACDR Yeah, go ahead. I'm ready.

CC-H Okay. The first one is that waste water dump at

168:29, and we Just want to delete that. And we're

go - -

ACDR Roger.

CC-H - - we're going to try to get the secondary evaporator

activated, but we'll do that Just a little bit later

when we finish our DSE dump and have comm.

ACDR Okay.

12 40 32 CC-H Next one is on page 4.3-45 at about 171:10 where it

says, "VERB h9 maneuver to eomm attitude."

ACDR Okay. That's 140 - Say again, Bo. I'm sorry.

CC-H The time was 171:10 and the - it's under your column

AC. It says, "VERB 49 maneuver to conun attitude."

ACDR Roger. Go ahead.

CC-H We'd like to change that "260" to "240.5."

ACDR Got it.

CC-H So it now reads, "261, 240.5, and all zeros." And

then down below where it says - -

ACDR Okay. Hang on. And this was 240.5, 000, 0007

CC-H ... - -
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ACDR I got you, Bo. 240.5, 260, and all balls. Over.

CC-H Negative. It's 261, 240.5, 000.

ACDR Got it.

CC-H Down Just below DM height measurements, change the
ATS high-gain yaw 74 to 70 - to 95.

ACDR Roger. Yaw from 74 to 295.

CC-H That's not 295. Change it to 095.

ACDR Okay.

12 42 30 CC-H And that's all I have for the Flight Plan for right

now. The next item would be the Systems Checklist,

and then I'm going to have a couple of updates to

go in the Flight Plan Supplement on the X-ray and

EUVpads.

12 49 28 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Over.

ACDR Go ahead, Bo.

CC-H When someone has a chance, I'd like to give you a

procedure for the secondary evap. I thought you

might not mind me calling because it might m_ke
it a little cooler.

ACDR You better believe we'd like to hear about it.

CC-H Okay. It's Systems Checklist, page 1-18.

ACDR 1-18. Stand by. Okay. We're getting the Systems
Checklist.

12 50 k6 CMP Okay, Bo. We Just got a MASTER ALARM, and there's

no indicator light on to tell us what - what it

was caused by. And I'm ready to copy on 1-18.

CC-H Okay. We think it's probably an 02 FLOW HIGH. You

had an accumulater cycle when you were dumping urine.

CMP Right.
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CC-H Okay. Did you say you had the checklist, Vance?

CMP That's right. Ready to copy, Bo.

CC-H Ckay. S 1 - -

CMP Good morning, by the way.

CC-H Good morning, yeah. (Laughter) Tha_;'s 1-18.

CMP Okay. Copy.

CC-H Step 14, activate secondary evaporator. We would

like you to draw an arrow to show that that last

step, which is SECONDARY COOLANT LOOP pump AC1,
should be done as the first step in activation of

the secondary evaporator.

CMP Yeah. That sure seems reasonable. Okay.

CC-H Okay - -

CMP Okay. And do you want us to try it now?

CC-H - - and the other thing we'd like you to do, first,

is on panel 377, GLYCOL to RADIATORS SEC, NORMAL.

And then do that little three-step procedure that's

on 8/1-18, step 14.

CMP Okay. 377 to NORMAL, and then do this - -

CC-H Roger. Then do that three-step modified procedure.

CMP Okay. We'll start doing it.

CC-H Roger.

12 56 25 CMP Okay, EVAP's coming ON now, Bo.

CC-H Okay. We're watching.

22 57 09 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're watching the secondary

evaporator, and it - we'll give you word on it here

in Just a minute. And I also have an update for the

X-ray pad, rev 104.
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12 57 25 CMP Okay. Bo, we're kind of all arm - arms full of

food and stuff right here. Could we wait and catch
that in a few minutes?

CMl° Well, if you need it right away - -

12 57 42 CC-H Negative. We don't need it right away, but we are

going to have to have it before the end of this ATS

pass because you're going to be starting into that

stuff. But we've got like 40 minutes left in the

ATS pass.

CMP Okay. Just a second.

CMP Okay, are we going to need any other books while

we're at it - other than the Updates Book - while

we're out scrounging books?

CC-H Negative. We need the Supplement - the Flight

Supplement for this helium glow pad number 104 -

for the X-ray pad number 104.

CMP Okay. We'll get it out then.

DMP Good morning, Bo. Deke here.

12 59 42 CC-H Good morning, sir.

DMP Say, could you tell me what your local time is while

things are quiet here. Vance is trying to find his
book.

CC-H It's Just a couple of minutes after 8 o'clock.

DMP Okay. Thank you.

CMP We're back on rather normal hours, aren't we? Okay,

let's go. I've got rev 104, X-ray pad.

CC-H Roger. At the DET of 40 minutes, which is the one

before zero. Delete "X-ray cai/background (cue card)

(through MAD)."

CMl° Okay. At 40, I deleted "X-ray cai/background (cue

card) through MAD)."

CC-H At 59:30, delete "X-ray."
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CMP Delete "X-ray" at 59: 30.

CC-H At 2 minutes, substitute for "344," "341.7."

CMP "341.7" at 2 minutes in the roll.

CC-H And the pitch, instead of "291," should be "288.2."

13 01 27 CMls "288.2."

CC-H Roger. At 3:19, add, in the data cold,mn, "X-ray ops."

CMP Okay. At 3'19, add "X-ray ops" in the data column
with VERB 21 and all that.

CC-H Roger.

CC-H At 5:19, delete the roll of 334 and t]hepitch of
249 and add, in the data colltmn, "HIGH VOLTAGE POW]_R,

OFF, center ."

CMP That' s done.

CC-H Okay. An_ at 9:36, "X-RAY HIGH VOLTAGE POWER to 2."

CMP Go.

CC-H At 14:36, delete 310 in the roll and 259 in the

pitch, and add "HIGH VOLTAGE POWER, OFF."

CMP Go.

CC-H At 17:07, delete everything.

CMP Okay.

CC-H At 18:03, delete everything.

CMP Okay. 18:03 - no VERB 21 and all that stuff.

CC-H That's correct. At 21:08, change the time to "21:20."

CC-H And at what was 21:08, add "HZGH VOLTAGE POWER to 2."

CMP Okay. At what now is 21:20, add "HIGH VOLTAGE POW_
2. t'
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CC-H That's right. And there are some changes in the

maneuver times. But I - I won't give you those.

CMP Okay. In other words, our counting up to time at

the top will get later. Is that right?

CC-H Negative. That remins 170:34:36, just as it was

on the original.

CMl° Okay.

13 04 53 CC-H And we'll have a change for a later pad, later.
But there is one other item that I should get in

now, before t let the people go back to eat. And

that is that, on the cue card X-ray ops, you should

change "HIGH VOLTAGE POWER 1" to read, "HIGH VOLTAGE
POWER 2."

CMP Understand. So the nominal, in other words, is just

always HIGH VOLTAGE POWER 2.

CC-H Roger. And there's one thing we'd like you to check.

On panel 3 - the DC INDICATOR - would you verify that
it's on MAIN BUS A.

DMP Verify it's not. I got it on FUEL CELL 3. I just

finished purging it.

CC-H Okay. That probably was a bad call on my part. We
were having that question from the evening. Do you

know if it was on MAIN A all night?

DMP Well, I can't verify where it was all night. I

started fuel-cell purge. I took it from wherever it

was down to FUEL CELL 1 and went on through. And I

just ended up purging 3.

CC-H Okay. Well, we'll just -

DMP ... a second. I suspect it was probably on BAT C,
since that's the last thing I checked.

CMl° Just out of curiosity, does that affect your TM,
or what?

CC-H Roger. Let me find out from EECOM exactly how.
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13 06 36 CC-H Roger. It was a battery voltage that was dropping
off, and we thought that perhaps it was on the

BATTERY, rather than on MAIN BUS A. But we Just
wanted to check.

CMl° Okay.

CC-H And I'm sorry for all the callups, but we thou_hV

we should get those in, so that you'd be able to

start off on those X-ray pads with all _he newest

information. Enjoy your breakfast.

DMP ... While we're on that subject, Bo, do you guys
only read what I've got selecved, up i_ere? I didn't
realize that.

CC-H Negative. We can read others. But I guess when

it's selected on one of the batteries over a long

period of time, it causes the battery voltage to
decrease.

D_ Okay.

13 09 22 CC-H Apollo, Houston. No need to answer. Just a bit of

information. That secondary evaporator at this point
looks good.

CMP Glad to hear it.

13 09 56 ACDR Bo, as a note of extreme interest, we have five more

new fish vhis morning.

CC-H Roger. Five more new fish.

ACDR Yeah. We're going to be overr_mn with them here by
Thursday. I hope they aren't sharks.

CC-H We've been trying to find the size hook you'd use
for those fish, but so far we haven't been able to.

DMP Well, I've been trying to do a little improvisation
up here, but I haven't had much success. Those tie-

down ropes are Just a little bit big for fishing rope.

13 17 30 CC-H Apollo, Houston. I have a little news here if you

people would like to hear it while you're having
breakfast.
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CMP Sounds great, Bo. Roll her.

CC-H Okay. This is news items, San Francisco. Outgoing

HEW Secretary Caspar Weinberger attacked the nation's

welfare policy Monday amd called for wholesale changes

to save the nation from bankruptcy and get recipients
back to work. In what he billed as his farewell

speech as Secretary, Weinberger said current welfare

programs are threatening to destroy the nation econom-

ically and they are not doing the job for which they
were intended. He called for the immediate abolition

of food stamps, aid to families with dependent children,

and supplementary income allowances and said they

should be replaced by a cash grant based on income

and a strong work requirement.

Washington D.C.: Attorney General Ed - Edward Levi,

deploring it as a terrifying fact of life, Monday

reported serious crime for the first 3 months of
1975 was 18 percent above the same period last year.

And for some crimes - including robbery, up 28 per-

cent, and burglary, up 20 percent - the increases

were larger. Levi also made public the figures for

all of 1974, indicating that crime rose 17 percent

for that year as a whole. He said the 18-percent
rise in crime for the first quarter of this year com-

pared to the 15-percent rise in the first quarter

of last year over the preceding year.

Athens: Christina Onassis, one of the world's richest

women, will marry Alexander Andreadis, son of a

business tycoon. The sudden wedding will take place

today in a small chapel, and Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis will attend. Mrs. [sic] Onassis, 24, in-

herited her father's shipping and business empire.

Aristotle Onassis' fortune had been estimated in the
hundreds of millions of dollars. Mrs. [sic] Onassis

had been expected to - to marry Peter Goulandris of

another Greek shipping family who had been her cons-

tant companion for months.

Washington: The Senate Finance Committee voted Mon-

day to provide tax benefits for firms which buy equip-

ment to develop new sources of electric power. A

12-percent tax credit would be permitted on invest-

ments in equipment used to convert waste to fuel, to

convert organic material into methanol or other

synthetic fuels, to tap geothermal heat, to mine coal
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too deep for ordinary mining equipment, or to buy
oil-shale equipment, coal slurry pipelines or coal

liquefication [sic] or gas liquefica_ion gear.

New York: 56 percent of Americans feel President

Ford is doing only a fair-to-poor job; a 9-point

drop in his job rating since the Mayaguez incident

May 12th, the Harris survey announced Monday, The

poll showed 56 percent of those questioned gave Ford

a negative rating and 41 percent approved of the way

he was handling his Job; 3 percent were not sure.

United Nations: The 15 members of the U.N. Security

Council met behind closed doors Monday night on the

continuation of the U.N. peacekeeping forces in the

Sinai Desert. When the Council appealed to Presi-

dent Anwar Sadat, he agreed to a continuation of

the force in the desert. The mandate expires Thurs-

day. The appeal was adopted 13-0, with China and
Iraq not voting.

East End, Massachusetts: Larry Kopunik is having
trouble with peanut butter and sharks. He's deter-

mined, however, to celebrate the nation's bicenten-

nial in his own way. Kopunik is paddling on a surf-

board from Cape Elizabeth, Maine, to gorpus Christi,
Texas. He left on July 4th and paddled to East End.

A few days ago, he cut his finger trying to hold on-

to an offshore target ship and eat a peanut butter

sandwich _t the same time. "I didn't want to give

up nkv sandwich," he said, "so I sat on my finger,

but it didn't work, the bleeding didn't stop; Y

collected quite a few sharks." Kopunik says his

supply of peanut butter sandwiches provided nourish-

ment, but he wonders about his luck while eating

them. Earlier during the journey, there was a

nervous moment when a huge oil tanker passed within

yards of him in heavy fog while he held onto a buoy
so that he could eat his sandwich.

And Pine Bluff, Arkansas: An inmate at the State's

Womens Reformatory, a prison farm, choked to death

Monday on her chewing tobacco. The woman had been

undergoing treatment for a nervous condition which

caused fainting spells. Officials said that it

appeared that she fainted in the prison bathroom
and choked on the tobacco while unconscious.
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And the last article of our (laughter) news this

morning - there's a new development in underwear
which may help to dispel domestic discord around

the house. A firm has come out with deodorized

underwear. The _derwear is treated with a secret

deodorant formula during the manufacturing processes.

The company says it contain - continues to fight odor

through 50 machine washings. _ne firm has a whole

line of "no-smell" items for men, including socks,

shorts, and T-shirts, but at this point, there is
no such line for women.

13 23 51 ACDR How about sending us up a batch of those; we could
use them.

CMP Yeah, we hadn't had a shower for a week, Bo; you

hit us right where it hurts.

CC-H Sorry. We can't get any of that underwear up to

you guys right now.

13 24 13 CMP (That's all?)

CC-H Say again, Apollo.

C5_ (Is that all?)

CC-H (Everything's okay.)

CMP Is that it?

CC-H That's it.

CMP (That was some good news, please.) or (Thank you,

or thank you very much.)

CC-H (You're welcome.) Sorry, we can't find any better

to read up to you.

CMP That was good.

DMP Yeah, some of those items make us glad we're up

here instead of down there, Bo.

CMP Sure a lot easier to - to travel those miles this

way than on that surfboard, I'll tell you.
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CC-H At least no sharks up there. The biggest thing you
have are the killifish.

DMP Haven't seen any.

ACDR They're getting bigger all the time.

CMP If we see any outside the window, we'll let you
know though.

CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. Now that we've given you a

report of what's happening down here, if somebody

has a chance, we'd like the morning report from you.

Sometime before we go out of ATS coverage; that's
about 14 minutes from now.

ACDR Okay. We're still eating here, and we'll be able

to give it to you pretty fast once we get it here.

CC-H Okay.

CMP It we do see any sharks up here, it'll mean we're

in a very low orbit, Bo.

CC-H Roger.

13 26 13 CC-H And, Apollo, Houston. Just a bit of information.

The reason there are so many changes on the X-ray

pad is because we're finding that they're getting

good data when the X-ray is left off for a couple
of minutes, and so that explains most of the turn-

offs and turnons in the pad and some of the dele-

tions, to give it a chance to be off for a couple
of minutes between data takes.

13 26 41 CMP Yeah, we understand.

END OF TAPE
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ASTP AIR-TO-GROUND VOICE TRANSCRIPTION

13 31 17 ACDR Okay, Bo, we're ready with the old morning report if

you're ready.

CC-H We're ready to copy.

ACDR Okay. AC: ... meal A, everything plus a tea; meal

B, everything plus cookies; and meal C, everything

except peas and add a tea.

CC-H That was minus peas and plus what?

ACDR Minus peas and plus teas.

ACDR Got that?

CC-H Negative. I still didn't get the addition.

ACDR Negative on the peas and positive on the tea.

CC-H Tea! Roger. Go ahead. Got that.

ACDR Okay. PRD was 11011; 7 good, no medication, and full
tank of water.

13 33 05 CC-H Got it.

ACDR Okay. CP: everything on meal A; everything on B

plus turkey, cookies, cheese; and everything on C.

CC-H Got it.

ACDR Okay. And the medical log: PRD, 28258; 7 good sleep;

no medication; and about 120 seconds of water.

CC-_ Roger. Copy.

ACDR And DP: meal A, everything plus an orange juice;

B, everything plus apricots; C, scratch the peas and

add an orange.

CC-H Roger.

ACDR And a PRD of 61009_ 7 good ones; and 50 or 60 drinks
of water.
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13 34 24 CC-H Roger. 50 cr 60 drinks of water.

ACDR Yeah, that's where the ballpark is.

CC-H Sounds like it's agreeing with you gentlemen.

ACDR Yeah, it really is.

DMP Yeah, everything's going great up here, Bo.

ACDR ...

CC-H Go ahead.

ACDR Incidentally, Bo, one of the reasons we didn't eat

the peas is because we couldn't catch up with them.
They were prety wild up here at zero g.

13 35 15 CC-H Understand.

13 36 17 ACDR Bo, before I forget it, Just a point on the tempera-

ture situation. The DM has been, particularly the

hatch 3 end, very cold, continually up until this

morning. This morning it's almost wa_rm and, of

course, we've got a pretty good collection of water

down there. But I don't know how long it'll stay
there if it keeps warming up.

CC-H Roger; copy. The hatch 3 end of DM is cold but start-

ing to warm up and up until now, you've had some water
down there.

ACDR Rog.

13 38 17 CC-H Apollo, Houston. 2 minutes until LOS. We'll see

you at Orroral at 169:24; that's about 8 minutes.

DMP Got you.

13 38 27 ACDR Okay, Bo.

!3 45 56 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Good morning. We're AOS through

0rroral. Talking to you for about 3 minutes.

CC-H Good morning, Apollo. We're AOS through Orroral for
3 minutes.
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CMP Morning, Crip.

CC-H Morning, gents. How you guys doing this morning?

Sound great. I've been sitting here listening with
Bo for a while, listening to him be - be a newscaster.

I think he does a much better job of that than me.

CM2P You're all great. No favorites on the news; we enjoy

it from all of you.

13 49 24 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We are about 45 seconds from LOS.
Our next station contact will be Quito in about 28

minutes, 169:55. See you there.

ACDR Okay, Crip,

CC-H If you _ays get a chance, we'd also like you to CLOSE
the POTABLE TANK INLET valve, save a little water for

US.

C_ Can do.

13 49 51 CC-H Thank you.

lk 18 09 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S at Quito for 3 minutes.

ACDR Earth ohs pass right now.

ih 18 21 CC-H Copy.

14 2_ 35 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S through the ATS. We've

got you for - oh, about 12 minutes here.

C_ Okay, Crip.

CM!o Just passing over the Orinoco River Delta.

CC-H I'm glad you pronounced that. I looked at it awhile

ago, and I wouldn't - didn't want to try.

CMP Oh, I'm not positive. Farou_k's the final judge, I

guess.

CC-H Rog. _nen you guys get squared away there, when -

don't want to interrupt your pass, but I need to talk
to Deke a little bit about this upcoming ETE he's

doing on sample 5.
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CMl° Okay. Stand by 1.

CC-H Okay. No rush.

14 28 06 ACDR Crip, I marked the spot at 10 - 170:06:06 is when the -

the muddy water from the Orb - Orinoco Delta suddenly

stops; you got the blue water of the Atlantic, it

goes out this far. Over.

CC-H Copy that 170:06:06.

ACDR Yeah. You san Just give that to Farouk and it's on a

trajectory, where the mud comes out this far into the
Atlantic.

CC-H That stretches out a pretty good distance across there,
then?

ACDR Roger.

DMP Hello· Crip.

CC-H Rog. How are you this morning, Deke?

DMP Just fine, Crip. How are you doing _own there?

CC-H Very good. Got a moment for me to bend your ear about
the ETE?

DMP Yeah. Go ahead.

lh 29 29 CC-H Okay. Tom ran sample 1 for us, and you're getting

ready to run sample 5 and when he ended up checking
that thing at an hour, he only found two bands in it -

which - %he only thing we can conclude is that - the

first band had already passed on out through it. So

what we're going to ask you to do is to - to check it

a little bit earlier this time. So if you'd make up -

if ycu got that checklist handy on page 1-8 of - for

the ETE, I'd like you to make a note in there to - we

want you to check it at 45 minutes after you start it.

DMZ° Okay, I'll do that, but we were looking at that thing

off and on during his run there yesterday and I guess

I don't think that a band got out past us.
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CC-H Okay. Well, that's - that's a good input. We did not

have that knowledge before, but if you go ahead and

take a look at 45 minutes and go ahead and use that

same rule that we had before, if the front band has

advanced to the 100-millimeter mark_ we want you to

go ahead and go to the freeze procedures immediately;

and if it's not, well, you can let it go for another
15 minutes.

14 30 39 DMP Okay. We'll do that. And if we got a little quiet

time, I'll just try to keep a progressive watch on it
today and make sure.

CC-H Okay. One other item - -

DMP Unless that front band ...

CC-H I'm sorry. Say again.

DMP I was just going to say that unless that front is a

very faint one - the one that was obvious to us -

certainly didn't get past us.

14 31 01 CC-H Okay. Iv - to the best of my knowledge, it is pretty

faint, but we're - we'll get a reading on it for you.

Incidentally, there was some discussion about - also,

yesterday, you guys had misplaced that little kitchen

timer we had and, consequently, you were having little

problems trying to get back to it. Would you - if

that's so, would you like to go ahead and note the

time that you start the thing, and then you could give

it to us, and we can give a reminder when we're at the
time?

DM3 Well, we found it again. Late - late in the after-

noon. So, unless I lose it again today - We've got

it stashed down there right now, and we'll try to tape

it down or something to keep it with us.

lh 31 h5 CC-H Okay. Copy that. Then - I believe you can go ahead

and proceed normally then without getting a reminder

from us. Did I copy that correctly?

D_L° Yeah. But I don't mind giving you a time hack on it

anyway, just as a backup. I'm not sure that timer's

the greatest thing in the world either.
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CC-H Okay. We'd kind of appreciate it if you could go

ahead and note the start time then, and we'll try to -

try to help you out on noting when you might - should

take a look at it again. Also, we'd like a - -

DMP Okay, sure.

CC-H One - one o_her item was that apparently you guys gave
us a readout on voltage yesterday and - where that

was higher than we has anticipated. We would appreci-

ate it if we could make that sort of a nominal step

now. The - give us an inch and we're going to take

everything we can get. We'd like to go ahead and get

a readout on - on voltage nominally in - after step
4 in your checklist, if you could.

DMP Okay.

CC-H The reason for that, I guess, is that if it's running

high like that, we're considering reducing the amount

of - amount of time that we're using for the samples.

iL 32 46 DMP Okay; fine.

ACDR And, Crip, we're deactivating the seconda_ evap at
this time.

CC-H Okay, fine. And, Tom, what we're going to have to -

we're going to have to leave that up to your discre-

tion regarding the secondary evap. It looks like it's
working good. We would just as soon leave it off as

much as we can, but if you guys are getting warm,
well, you can activate it where we've called out for

activating the primary in the - in the checklist.

I noticed you got one period here coming up around

lunchtime, where we'd have a good period there; you
could turn it on if you wanted it.

ACDR Okay. Why don't we plan that around lunch_ime then?

Every little bit helps.

ih 33 22 CC-H Rog. It. looks - Just looking at the data down here,

it looks like it's bringing it down pretty good right
now. And fcr Deke, one other item I had, whenever he

gets a chance, since we have got the secondary evap
working and we know that that duct is clear, we can

go ahead and go back to the nominal configuration on
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the LOW PRESSURE RELIEF valve in the docking module;

that is, go ahead and take the thing to CLOSE and
the PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE REFERENCE to DOCKING MODULE.

Since the duct is clear, the co_m_nd module relief

valve will work satisfactory. No problem.

14 33 56 ACDR Okay, we'll take care of it.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. To get some loads out of the road
before you start on your operations for this upcoming

X-ray pass, we would like to go ahead and get ACCEPT,

and then we'll give you a state vector and, also, we'll

update a time for an EMP that we loaded last night.

14 34 59 CMP Okay. You've got it.

CC-H Vance - I mentioned that EMi°. I'm not sure we got

word to you last night, but we did load that raster

scan EMP again because, for one of the passes that we

had - we're going to substitute for X-ray - we're

going to do a - instead of an EUV raster scan, we're

going to do a helium glow. And I was trying to look
at - ahead in the futrue, to see when I'm going to

have to do some pad updates for you. And over on

your next page there at around 127 - correction,

171:40, I believe you've got some time. And what

we're going to try to do is - we got two pads rev

105 and the following, 106 - we're going to modify

slightly. And I guess we're going to have to call

on you guys to help us out, there - about how many

changes you can accept. We're trying to recover some

data, of course, from the problem we've had with the
X-ray. And - we've tried to put it together in sort

of a - a manner that didn't perturbate you guys too

much. And we'll just try to - try to live with it,

whatever you guys can accept.

14 36 17 CMP Okay, well - yeah, I'm - it's a good time for me to

copy some pads.

CC-H Did I understand now - or then - was a good time?

CMP Right now would be good, as soon as I stop this

maneuver. Okay?

CC-H Okay. Fine.
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CMP And you've got PO0 now.

CC-H Okay. We see POO. And we're just coming up over

Madrid. As soon as we get AOS through there, we're

going to go ahead and start doing this uplink we
talked about.

CMP Roger. Understand. And I'll be starting a maneuver
here too.

CC-H Well, we'll have to hold up then, because that'll -

conflict with yours.

CMP Okay. How would it be if I go on the maneuver as

long as possible and when you get ready to up!ink,

why - we'll kill the maneuver.

CC-H We're - if you'll hold up on the maneuver there, for

us, Vance - we think that we can accept it starting
a little bit late. We'll try to get this uplink in
as fast as we can.

C_ Okeydoke.

14 37 51 CMP The computer's yours.

CC-H Okay, we - see you stopped it. We'll start.

1_ 38 22 CC-H Vance, while we're waiting on this load - we might

be able to get a little of this pad stuff out of

the road. What I would recommend is, if you have -

Look over on the 9 Alfa portion of your Flight Plan

Supplement. There's a helium glow Load - rev 120.

CMP Okay. Stand by.

CC-H Okay. I'm not sure we're going to have all this time

available to get it, but at least you'll know where it -

we want to go next time.

14 39 18 CMP Crip, do you mean the normal supplement or the contin-

gency?

CC-H No, I meant the normal - normal supplement. There's

a 9 Alfa page in there - a set of 9 Alfa.

CC-h If - if you Just look on your tabs, there, Vance -

following the astronomy, there should be a tab for

9 Alfa pads.
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CMP Okay. Right.

CC-H Tell you what - -

CMP Okay. And - okay. You'll have to repeat the page
number.

CC-H Okay. It was - it's actually the first one there,

that helium glow pad, rev 10 - correction, rev 120.

14 40 09 CMP Okay. So it's the first page and - -

CC-H Yes, sir.

CMP 5-3, there. Ready to copy.

CC-H Okay. What - I'm going to go ahead and give you one

in advance on this; we're going to get both of them

on this same page. I'm going to take advantage of

the blank porvion down here. Okay. Before I press

on, we've completed our uplink, and you can go ahead

and press on with your maneuver; I'll let you get that

started, and then we'll start on this pad. And what's

happened is - I'm going to go LOS while you're maneuver-

ing. And we'll get as much as we can.

14 40 40 CMP Okay. And the maneuver is going, and I'm ready to

copy.

CC-H Okay. Instead of rev 120, mark that out, and it's

going to be rev 106. Okay? The time for counting

your DET up to - -

CMP Stand by 1.

CC-H Okay.

CMP Okay. You were blocked out. I - I understand rev 20
is now rev 106.

CC-H That's affirm. And the time - -

CMP Okay. And proceed on from there.

CC-H Okay. The time that we're going to count the DET up

to is 173:42:42. Correction; make that 173:42:50.
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CMP Okay. Just keep going, and - -

CC-H 0kay.

CMP - - I'll tell you if you're going too fast.

14 41 36 CC-H Okay. Change your 52 DET time to 53. At 55, beside

EUV, make a note to use detector 1. Prior to the VERB

24 NOUN 79 entry, I want you to make a - an entry for

the EMP. And, incidentally, this will kill your high-

gain EMP. It's VERB 25 NOUN 26 ENTER, O1 ENTER, 16 22
ENTER, 74007 ENTER.

14 _2 29 CMP Okay.

MCC-H You change it to 50.

CC-H Okay. On that - on your NOUN 79, on the last ...,

we want to change that to plus 0050 vice 00 - I say

again. We want to change it to plus 00050 vice plus
00010.

CC-H If we go over the hill here, your next station contact

will be in 37 minutes at 0rroral. Your're - also, right
after your changing your NOUN 79, we need to go ahead
and have the D - make a note for DSE HIGH BZT RATE,

RECORD, FORWARD, COMMAND RESET. Okay. Down at the

bottom, following your powerdowns, I want to go ahead
and change the NOUN 26's back for the high-gain EMP,

and I'll give you those now. It's VERB 25 NOUN 26
ENTER, 10001 ENTER, 01412 ENTER, 66105 ENTER. Okay.

Now what I need is a note that you can put _herewer's
convenient. And it's to read: "At DETs of 00:00 and

08:30, turn X-RAY HIGH VOLTAGE POWER to 2 for 2-1/2

to 3 minutes." Accuracy on that's not - not impor-
tant. And then, "HIGH VOLTAGE POWER, OFF." What

we're trying to do, as Bo mentioned to you earlier -

if we turn the high voltage power off, and then Just

leave it on for, like, a couple of m/nutes - we
seem to be getting good data. And that's what we

want to do is to pick up that data at 00 and 08:30.

Y_u get most of that?

CMP Yeah. Let me try to read it back. Ckay. Rev 106.

Time 173:42:50. First change. Change 52 minutes

to 53 minutes. At 55, over k-Tn;,put detector 1. And

just ahead of doing NOUN 79, do VERB 25 NOUN 26 ENTER,

01 ENTER, 16 22 ENTER, 74007 ENTER. Change plus 00010
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to plus 00050. And after the VERB 24 NOUN 79, go
DSE HIGH BiT RATE, RECORD, FORWARD, COMMAND RESET.

Still with me?

CC-H That's affirm. Good readback so far.

CMP Okay. Then down at the bottom - and that's after

the powerdown at the 14:38. Do VERB 25 NOUN 26 ENTER,
1000 ENTER - I'm sorry - 10001 ENTER, 01k12 ENTER,

66105 ENTER. Then a note: "At the DET 0 and 08:30,

turn X-RAY POW - HIGH VOLTAGE POWER to 2 for 2-1/2

to 3 minutes and then OFF."

CC-H Okay. That's a good readback.

CMP Okay.

14 46 h0 CC-H Okay. The other item - well, you're getting close

on this other pad. What I wanted you to do is - in

the blanks that you've got below, on this thing -we're

going to - I'm going to read you a new pad for rev 105.
And we can just fill that in. How do you feel about

continuing that or do you want to pick that up a little
bit later? Don't want to rush you.

C_P No, if we've got corem, go ahead. And that's on this

same page?

CC-H That's affirm. Why don't you just draw a line and

put this one for rev 105.

14 47 17 CC-H Okay. And we'll want to start the DET counting up to
172:03:34.

CC-H Okay. And we'll start a DET of 55:00. Under data

column, make - -

CMP Oh - -

CC-H Go ahead.

CMP Okay, Crip, sorry. I'll have to ask you to start
from the beginning - 172 and on.

CC-H Okay. No sweat. Count the DET up to 172:03:34.
At a DET time of 55:00, under data column make a

note for helium glow and EUV ops.
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CC-H At a DET of 4:00, note under angles for attitude,

we want 256.60; pitch is 240.50; yaw is 000, Also,

at 4 under data column, we'll want to make X-ray ops.

CC-H Okay_ At a - -

CMP Oh - -

CC-H Go ahead.

14 49 03 CMP Okay, I got - let me read what I've got now; I've

got a little question.

CC-H Okay.

CMP 172:0B:34. Starting at 55:00, turn - do a helium

glow and EUV ops. Then at 40:00, did you say?

CC-H That's correct.

CC-H 'Whoa, whoa; I'm sorry. That's at 4 _inutes on the
DET. You can make it 04:00.

CMP Okay. 0k :00. And then what was the 256? The roll,

pitch, and yaw were 0.60, 240.50, and 000. But what
did 256 represent?

CC-H Okay. The roll is 256.60.

CMP Okay. Got you.

CMP Okay, so at 0_:00, got roll of 256.60, pitch of 240.50,

and yaw of 000, and do X-ray ops.

CC-H Okay. That's fine. Itve got a couple more line

entries on that, but we're about to go LOS on the ATS,

so why don't we Just hold them up until you finish

up with this pass you're on. And we'll see you at
0rroral in about 30 minutes.

CMP Okay. Very good, Crip,

CC-H Okay, Vance; thanks a lot. I appreciate taking -

you taking the time to do all that good writing and

so do the experiment folks.

lh 50 46 CMP Okeydoke.

END OF TAPE
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15 18 56 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS VHF only through Orroral,

currently. I got you for a couple of minutes.

15 20 51 CC-H Apollo, Houston. About 30 seconds left here at
Orroral. Next station contact at Quito at 171:28 -

171:28. That's about 30 minutes from now.

15 50 18 ACDR Hello, Houston, Apollo. How do you read?

CC-H Loud and clear. How me, Tom?

ACDR Roger. Through Quito now, I guess.

CC-H That's affirm. We're at Quito. We've got you for

about h minutes. And I - I said loud; actually, I'm

reading you clear and kind of faint.

ACDR Okay. Would you pass on to Ed Fendelt's troops on
this last pass, due to the problems we had on the -

you know, getting things started up, as far as the

DET time, we finally had the X-ray data from a DET
time for 5 minutes - was 24:00 to 29:00. Over.

CC-H Okay. Let me get that again. It was 24:00 to 29:00?

ACDR Yeah. That was when - that was supposed to be from

21:20 to 26:20. We ended up getting from 24:00 to

29:00, and the people made a mistake when they omitted
that I - rate in the DAP. We couldn't get to that

attitude in the period of time. Right above it was

a high DAP rate and these - that was scrubbed out in
the - in the revised pass.

CC-H Oh. Okay. That's one of the dangers we put our-
selves in and when we start redoing the pads. Well,

at least we got something.

15 51 28 ACDR Okay.

CMl° Crip, did - did - Tom, did you explain the - this

part here? Okay.

ACDR And, Crip. Do you - I guess - do you have a new

pad for X-ray rev 105.
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CC-H That's affirm. I had started on it awhile ago

with - with Vance, and I need to - to go ahead

and continue that. We - we can get it now, or we

probably got a little time that - after we lock

on the ATS, too. We got a couple more minutes

left in this pass.

CMP Okay. I'm ready to copy. As I recall, your last

words were 4 minutes, and you gave me a roll, pitch,

and yaw and X-ray ops.

15 52 23 CC-H Okay. That's - that is correct, and our next entry

under the DET line is at 10:15. For roll, pitch,

and yaw, we have 258.60. Pitch is 205.70. Yaw

is no change; that is still 0000. For a PET time
of 19:10, roll is 255.60. No change on pitch and

yaw. At a DE__ of 25:00, under "Data COll_n," want

to put "EUV helium glow and X-ray power down" and

then go back to Flight Plan. I need also to note -
that when you get to each attitude, turn the X-RAY

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER to 2 for 2-1/2 to 3 minutes and

then HIGH VOLTAGE POWER, OFF, Did you copy that?

CMP Okay. Readback. After 4 mi_ates, at 10:15, roll,

258.60; pitch, 205.70. At 19:lC, 255.60 for roll.

At 25:00 a _ helium glow and X-ray powerdown.
Go to Flight Plan. Note that each - at each atti-
tude have the HIGH VOLTAGE POWER ON for 2 minutes

and then OFF.

15 52 33 CC-H See you at MILA in 1 minute.

15 57 25 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're talking at you through
Bermuda now.

ACDR Okay, Crip.

CC-H And that was a good readback, Vance.

CMP Okay.

DMP Hey, Crip. A couple of quickies here. We started

the ETE about 10 minutes ago, I guess, I got the

timer running. We're late on that for two reasons.

Number 1, we lost that darned reflector three times

so far today and we're in the process of rebuilding

one and finally discovered it again. And, secondly,
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we got so much humidity in here that every time we

open that thing up, everything gathers frost in-
stantaneously. And sample 5 was frozen in. We

finally broke it loose. That's just status. We've

got a small problem. I'm supposed to be doing the
fish thing; I think I called you yesterday on the

16-millimeter mag to use for that. We_ve got mag

129 that Tom used the first day, and I was about
to use the rest of that. However, we've discovered

that we're almost fresh out of DAC magazines, and

we're debating whether to hold this for entry or

use it up on the fish. I guess we need a recommen-

dation from you guys.

CC-H Okay. Understand. Mag 29 is the one we'd planned

on using. Understand. You're almost finished with
it?

15 59 12 DMP No. There's 80 percent left, but I used up all of
mag 28 on the first two fish tanks for some reason.

We ended with a red light at the end of it yesterday.

CC-H Okay.

DMP It - it shouldn't have happened, incidentally; we
should have had enough film there to do that, but -

and I was timing it, I think, reasonably well.

CC-H Okay. Our recommendation, Deke, is still to go

ahead and proceed using mag 29 for it.

DM_ Okay. Well, we may not have any film left for
entry photography, and that was our concern.

CC-H I believe we think - I think we've still got that

covered, and I'll verify that for you, Deke. Inci-

dentally, did you manage to get a voltage reading
off of that ETE for us?

DMP BAT C?

CC-H Rog.

DMP We got 37.

CC-H I'm sorry, Deke, I couldn't copy that. Would you

say it again?
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DMP 37.

CC-H 37 volts. Thank you.

DMP Roger.

16 00 19 CC-H I'm going to keep quiet here while we hand over
to the ATS.

16 01 04 CMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H We're back with you, Vance.

CC-H CP, Houston. Go ahead, Vance.

CMP Roger, Crip. I'm looking at this rev 105 special

pad I copied a little while ago. And I guess the
initial attitude is the one called out for 4 minutes.

Is it okay to go to that at this time or will you
lose comm?

CC-H Okay. That attitude you went to, I guess, we show

you there right now. The comm attitude that you're
currently in is going to be the first data take.

We - that's the one - we Just sent you too early.

CC-H You understand that then - that we modified that

attitude earlier. I guess Bo did it for you, and
it Just put you in the correct attitude now for

that first h minutes of data take.

CMP Okay, that's - that's good then. We'll stay here
until 4 minutes.

16 02 22 CC-H That's affirm. Wonder if I could get, a clarification

from Deke on that voltage awhile ago. We copied 37,
and it should be something on the orc_er of 200 and

something. Was that 237?

DMP Crip, I'm sorry. I thought you said BAT C. You

were talking - (Laughter)

CC-H I'm sorry I wanted the - -

DMP You said ETE, huh?
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CC-H That's affirm. I thought that sounded awful much

like a battery voltage.

DM1a That's exactly what it was. I thought you said BAT

C. Okay, stand by; I'll get her for you.

DMP Okay, Crip. The voltage is reading 193 right now.

16 03 27 CC-H Copy. 193.

DMP Rog.

DMP Hey, we're talking experiments; we might as well flush

another one into the system. We've been looking at

the crystal growth every day per schedule. I haven't

seen much of anything happening in there. Went down

to get a close look this morning. And there's bubbles

in three or four compartments, but I certainly don't

see any evidence of any crystals. I don't know if

there's anything we should be or can do about that

subject.

CC-H Okay. Can you give us a little description of the

bubbles? Are they - Quantity and size and so forth.

D_ Well, okay. Stand by, and I'll try to give you a - -

CC-H Well, I - -

DMP - - quantitative analysis.

CC-H Okay. It's not necessary for you to go digging it

out now_ but sometime if you could just give us a

little bit detailed description. IIm sure the Pis
would like to have it.

DMP Okay. I tell you, why don't you give me a little

time because I ought to get the floodlight back on

to do that right.

16 04 28 CC-H Sure. No problem at all. Just the next time you

have an opportunity to take a look at it. And,
incidentally, your Flight Plan shows you that we're

going to lose comm on the ATS here (cough). Because
we're doing a new attitude, we should have coImn with

you all through this ATS pass.

DMP Okay.
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16 05 13 CC-H And a couple items for both Vance and Deke. I'm

standing by with times for crossing the Adriatic,

that sea farming area we talked abou_: a little bit

yesterday. And, also, for Deke, I got a - I'm

going to have a time for the crossing of Wisconsin.

It'll probably be easier for me just to call those a

little bit ahead of time - give you L0 or 15 minutes
warning about it.

CMP Okay, I'm ready to copy.

CC-H Okay. We should be crossing the Adriatic at about

173:26. Not sure of the attitude; it's going to be
much - I mean - the viewing is going to be much

better than it was yesterday, though. For Deke,
the - should be going across Wisconsin at about

174:40, somewhere on that order - 41.

16 06 35 CMP Okay. Got those. Thank you.

CC-H You're welcome. Incidentally, valking about that

DAC film for entry, we've currently got CX05, which

should be in F-2, scheduled for - scheduled for entry.
We're assuming that's still available.

CMP Okay, we'll have to get back with you on that, Crip.
Right now, Tom's taking an inventory of the DAC film.

CC-H Okay, fine.

16 07 56 CC-H C?, from Houston. Vance, have you got - got an

opportunity now to make a couple of small mods on
your Flight Plan regarding ATS and - attitudes -

a couple things - or would you like to get them

later? No big rush on them either.

CMP Okay, yeah - go right ahead.

CC-H Okay, w_v don't you flip over to 173:10. We had

not anticipated having ATS there, but because of our
attitude change, we are going to have it. And I'd

Just like you to make a note do_m there to acquire

ATS and with a pitch of minus 35 and yaw 114. And -

Just do it like you normally do.

CMP Got it. Okay.
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CC-H Okay. And, also, that - or course, that note down

there about losing it, losing the ATS, is not appli-

cable - or not being available, rather. The other

item was over 174:13. To get us to this new vis ohs

attitude that we've been working at, we need to

change R2 on your NOUN 78's to plus 06000, instead

of 9000.

CMP Yeah. Roger.

16 09 13 CC-H Also, we'll be able to keep ATS down there at 174:45.

We don't - don't need to say that's ..., and we need

to change those angles at 174:50 to a pitch of minus

10, which it is, and a yaw to minus 25. I'm sorry,

I'm sorry. Let's start over again. Change the

pitch to minus 25, yaw remains the same.

CMP Okay, so in summary, pitch is minus 25 and yaw is
335 - 355.

CC-H That's good. That's - that's all I've got for now;
another little item I'm going to he coming to you a

little bit later is that we got word that the red

tide has been spotted off the East Coast there, and

I'm going to give you a time and camera and so forth

a little bit later to be picking that up.

CMP Okay. Good.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. We notice that we're - we're still

sitting in ACCEPT, and you can go back to BLOCK when-

ever you like.

16 10 57 CMl) Roger. BLOCK.

16 13 35 CC-H Apollo, Houston. If somebody could get do_cn around

230 for us, from the data we saw last time, it looks

like the cal source for the X-ray is hung up in front

of the instrument, and we need you to take the X-RAY

PURGE switch to the CAL position and hold it for
about 10 seconds and then release it.

CMP Okay. Stand by.

16 16 49 CMP Okay. We went to PURGE for 10 seconds and ...

CC-H Okay. Appreciate it.
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CMP I mean, to CAL.

CC-H To CAL, yeah.

CMl° CAL for 10 seconds, yeah.

CC-H And, I was just telling Ron down here that nomencla-

ture does it to me, too.

CMP Right. The purge switch that you make a cal with.

CC-H Roger that.

CC-H Would this be an opportune time, while we're waiting

to get these things started, to tell you a little

bit about the red tide site that we've got coming up?

16 17 30 CMP I'd rather - I think Deke's probably got that. I'd
rather kind of have him here on the headset.

CC-H Okay.

CMP He' s pretty busy right now.

CC-H Okay. We'll hold up on it. Well, you might tell

him that I'm standing by to talk to him about it
whenever it's convenient for him.

CMP Okay.

16 18 45 CMP Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead.

CMP Just studying the pad 105 here and at h minutes, of

course, we have the maneuver and X-ray comes on right

at the same vitae. You want X-RAY ON during the sweep
of that maneuver?

CC-H That's affirmative. We've looked at - looked at

these and don't see any problem with them.

CMl° Okay.

CC-H Actually the maneuver's a very - very short one, Vance,

and by the time you get down %here and get the door

open and everything, you're going to almost be in the
attitude.
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16 19 20 CMP Okay.

END OF TAPE
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16 30 50 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're still having problems with
that X-RAY CAL source. If somebody could take the

opportunity to go down to 230 and hit it to CAL
once more and don't - don't hold it for 10 seconds

this time, but Just hit it and release it like we

normally do.

CMP Hit and release.

ACDR Okay. Coming down to CAL -

16 31 10 ACDR MARK.

16 31 12 ACDR Released.

CC-H Incidentally, Tom - I tell you that that was a good

head on that - picking up that target awhile ago on

that previous pad. That worked out real well. We

got the whole thing in. And we were getting good

X-ray data on that at that time. So, that helped
out.

ACDR Okay. Real great.

16 32 34 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Tom, that one didn't work. I

guess about the only other thing we can think of is

that - Why don't you try several successive position-
ings of the switch to CAL, and let's see if that'll

get it moved out.

CMP Okay. Understand.

16 33 17 CMP Okay, he - Tom hit it about five times to CAL.

CC-H Okay. Would appear that it - Oh, stand by 1.

16 34 18 CC-H Apollo, Houston. That CAL thing is still stuck out

in our road. However, that's not preventing us

from getting data on the X-ray, and that's - that's

still working out. So, appreciate your efforts.

Thank you.

CMP Okay. And we turned the HIGH VOLTAGE POWER, OFF.
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16 34 29 CC-H Rog. We're sitting down here looking at the data at
this time. See it off.

CMP Leave it on? Okay.

ACDR Okay. HIGH VOLTAGE POWE_ 2 coming back on.

16 34 50 ACDR MARK it.

CC-H Vance, if you're working the DSKY there, we're - I
see we're getting close to your next maneuver and
do not see it loaded.

DM1° Crip, Deke here.

CC-H Rog, Deke.

D_ Hey, I Just checked electrophoresis - at 45 minutes,
and at the 73-millimeter mark, there was a bright

stripe I could see. However, I wouldn't term it

a stripe. It looks to me like it's a sphere, either

coming - or about 40 millimeters. Zt doesn't seem
to be banding today like it was yesterday.

CC-H I'm sorry, Deke. You're way, way down. I can barely

copy you. Would you say again where the banding is,
please?

DM1° Okay, let me try it again. How's that?

CC-H That's much better.

16 35 50 DMP Okay. Yeah, I said it's 45 minutes - the first of

the - I wouldn't call it a band. I guess it's -
what i'd call the front of the color area - is at

about 73 millimeters. And that is a colored area

that covers about 40 millimeters. But I don't - I

wouldn't call it bands at all. I'd Just call it an
area of coloration within the tube.

CC-H Okay. Copy that. It's not forming little bands.
You had seen the bands before - before flight - how

it was supposed to divide up, had you not?

D_ ° Yeah. Well, we saw them sample l's - -
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CC-H Rog. And I understand this sample 5 is not banded
in that manner. Let me see what I can get you for a

future plan of action.

16 36 38 DMP Okay.

CC-H Incidentally, Deke, on - on our upcoming pass across

the States, we are going to have an opportunity to

look at the red tide. And I was going to get you
some information about that whenever it's convenient

for you to copy it.

16 36 56 DMP Okay. Stand by for it.

16 $7 14 CC-H _hat might be convenient for you, Deke, is if you

can Just get out your - your Earth 0BS book on target

5 Foxtrot, and I can Just relate it to you on there.

DMP Okay. Fine. Just a second.

DMP Okay. Go ahead.

CC-H Okay. To describe to you where the ship spotted it

if you're looking at 5 Foxtrot, right above where
we've got the words "Booth Bay" written in, you can
see there's a river that looks like it's flowing -

flowing south there that comes out. Well, it was

right at the mouth of that river that the red tide

was spotted.

16 38 06 DMP Okay. Got you.

CC-H Okay. And our recommendation on - on the camera is -

Well, for the window, it should be visible out of

CM-3. Want you to use the silver camera, of course.

And use 50, with an f-stop of 9-1/2 and a speed of
1/500.

DMP Okay. Got that.

CC-H Frame intervals should be about 6 seconds - every 6.

And we should be passing over that, if you want to

note it, at about 173:09 to 13. And we'll - can

give you a call Just before that if you'd like a
reminder.

DMP Okay. 173:09. And you want to shoot a mapping strip
through there, essentially, huh?
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CC-H Negative. You can go ahead and Just use it and take

a shot about every 6 seconds or as you see fit.

DMP Ckay.

16 39 37 CMP Okay, Crip. And we have HIGH VOLTAGE ON, and we'll

leave it on until you say turn it off.

CC-H 0kay.

16 h0 12 CC-H Vance, did I copy that you had the HIGH VOLTAGE on
now?

C_P That's affirm. We turned it off during the maneuvers.

CC-H Roger.

CMP T_ying to comply with your note, somewhat.

CC-H Yeah. Okay. The accuracy on that is not - all we

need is the approximate time on a couple of minutes -

couple to 3 minutes.

DMP And for the fish expert, if you want any information,

I can give it to you.

CC-H Why don't you go ahead and shoot it to us.

DMP Okay. Number l, in package 5, now has ten hatchings

in it. And you're missing one out of package 4 this

morning. One fatality, like I said due to ...

CC-H Let me make sure I got that. In package 4, that -

we have lost one or you had one. Is that correct?

DMP There had been five live ones. Today there are only
fottr.

CC-H Okay.

DMP Other than that, everything's normal.

CMl° Yeah.

CC-H Okay_ for Vance. We're not seeing an_thing on that

high voltage right now, we're assuming that you're

in 2. If that's so, why don't you go to HIGH
VOLTAGE 1.
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16 h2 10 CM_° Okay. Go from HIGH VOLTAGE 2 to 1.

CMlo Okay. We had a miscoordination here. It was - it

had Just been turned off and now it's back to 2.

CC-H Okay. Fine. Yeah. That's better.

CC-H For the DP. Deke, on the ETE, I guess what we want

you to do is to go ahead and shut it down at 60
minutes.

DMP Okay. You want an early shutdown.

CC-H Rog. Go ahead and do your normal freeze there.

DMP Okay.

16 43 57 ACDR Crip, I've got a question.

CC-H Yes, sir. Go ahead.

ACDR Okay. _hen you have a few little last, footage -

we're trying to scrounge off of each mag on the t6's

now. We've got the - the 70 pretty well squared

away. But - to shoot out the window at subjects on

Earth, view out of the window, you know, on these

Earth obs passes, what's the setting going to be?

I think we use a 75-millimeter lens, right angle

brackets, but get me a ballpark setting for color
exterior film. Over.

CC-H You want a - give me that once more, Tom. You

weren't coming in very clear. For a 75-millimeter

lens, on that color exterior, you want the settings?

ACDR Yeah. For the DAC.

CC-H For the DAC. Roger.

ACDR Hello, Houston_ Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Tom.

ACDR Okay. I assume for Earth obs, that if you want us to
use a 75 millimeter with the right angle, versus

the 25 - get me a reading on that, please, too.

CC-H Okay.
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16 50 17 CC-H Apollo_ Houston. We're about 2 minutes from LOS.

Our next station contact is going to be MILA in

about 36 minutes. On your powerdown for X-ray, we

do not want you to to the CAL position. The thing

came loose by itself and we do not want to do that

first step on the normal powerdown. For Tom, we

would like you to use table B on your exterior photo

cue card for the settings on the - with the DAC.

Those are applicable with the DAC as well, and you

can use whichever lens you'd feel most comfortable

with. It doesn't make any difference.

16 50 52 ACDR It doesn't matter to us, whichever gives the most ...

to the people there. It's either 75 or 25.

17 26 22 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're A0S through MILA. We have

you for about 6 minutes.

ACDR Roger. Are we near Houstong right now? Over.

CC-H Well, you Just crossed over into the Gulf of Mexico °

coming across the coast of Mexico. Houston and the

Texas coast should be coming up - up pretty shortly.

ACDR Roger.

CC-H Couple of items on - on this pass coming across here.

I'd earlier - given Vance an update, telling him we
were going to use high-gain-antenna angles and so

forth, and we've changed our mind on that. Don't

guess - You do not need to acquire the ATS. It's

not going to be available; we - we've released it.

ACDR Okay.

D_ Hey, Crip. Give me a reconfirmation on the window
for the New England area. Looks to me like it's

going to end up being window 5. We don't see any-

thing out of - anywhere else to speak of.

CC-H Okay. The one we'd been given earlier was - was out

of 3, and we'll reverify that for you, Deke.

DM? Okay. Maybe by the time we get up there, that'll be

right. It's not right from here, anyway.

17 27 30 CC-H Roger.
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D_P Okay. We'll stand by and see what happens.

CC-H Okay. Also, if somebody can flip back for us and -

on the previous page there, we can pick up that last

P52 results. We'd appreciate it.

ACDR Ready to copy?

CC-H That's affirm.

ACDR Star 30, star 17; NOUN 05, all zeros; plus 11.4, minus

85, minus 34; torqued at 178:08:00.

CC-H Okay. Very good. Thank you.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. Like to say a few words about this

rev 106 pass, on this helium about coming up to you,

if you got a moment to talk about it.

CMP Go ahead.

17 28 44 CC-H Okay, Vance. Maybe you're familiar with it. This

was - this is going to be a helium glow raster scan,

which was something that we desired to get in, but

didn't make the priorities normally. And since the

X-ray's not working all that spiffy for us, we're

going to go ahead and do it. And basically, it's

going to work Just like your E - EUV raster scan,

except we put a different time constant in it, so
%t's going to be scanning a larger area.

cml° Okay. Understand. That's what we'll have for pad
106.

CC-H That's affirm. And that:s - of course, that re-

places the nominal 106 pad.

CMP Right.

CMl° Houston, Apollo.

CC-H Go ahead, Vance.

17 29 55 CMP I Just take it that - we want to use - make the ras-
ter with - P4 - VERB h9 maneuver rather than P20.

Is that because we get a longer raster or what?
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CC-H Yeah. What happens, Vance, is that you'll have VERB

49 maneuver to get to the initial attitude. Okay?
And, then when you go in and follow the pads down -

down through what we've given you in there, it'll go
ahead and be initiated on the - I think it's initiated

on that VERB 31 ENTER.

CMP Oh, Roger. Roger.

CC-H Yeah. You've got to - you've got to do all the other

stuff, but when it really starts rasl;erlng is when

you get to the 31 ENTER.

CMP Okay. 0h, okay. I was thinking of another kind of
scan.

CC-H Yeah. And, you'll notice a little bit later down

there, at 7:08, you'll do another ¥EEB 49, which
will put you at a different attitude_ and then

you'll reinitiate the - the raster.

cMP Okay.

CC-H Regarding Deke's question on the red tide, we

anticipate that's going to come visible first in

window 5, come across window 3, and then through
1. And we thought 1 would be - a correction - we

thought 3 would be the best total viewing.

DM]° Okay. Tha_ you, Crip.

DMP Okay. We're over Cape Cod righ_ now. I think we
got her.

CC-H Very good. Outstanding.

17 32 07 DMP We're having trouble telling sunglint from red
tide, however, in this area.

CC-H Yeah. Appre3iate the problem.

CC-H I'm going to drop you through a keyhole. I'll

give you a call when I'm back with you.

DMP Okay, Crip. We got some pictures up through that
area and we see some water that - that's obviously

sedimented up pretty good. And we're trying to
differentiate if it's really red tide or red sedi-

ment. I_'s difficult for me to evaluate, frankly.
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CC-H Okay. Very good. If you got the photos, we should

be able to m_e a determination once we get them
back. Thank you.

DMP Rog. And the other complicating factor is we got
sunglint in here, which kind of drowns them out.

CC-H Copy that.

17 37 56 CC-H Apollo, Houston. Talking at you through Newfoundland

now. And we do not show a VHF downlink, might check
to make sure that we've got that VHF AM on.

CC-H Apollo, Houston. How do you read on VHF through
Newfoundland?

17 39 21 CC-H Be advised if you're reading me, I'm not reading

you. And we're going to have you at Madrid on

that STDN about 4-1/2 minutes. Talk to you there.

17 44 09 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS through Madrid now.

How - We got you for 4 minutes. How do you read?

CMP Loud and clear, Crip.

17 44 17 CC-H Hey, Vance. We had some funnies on our downlink

coming across the States, and it looks like maybe

the comm panels might be misconfigured. Can we

verify it, please, that everybody on 6, 9, and

10 got S-BA_ in T/R and VHF AM in T/R.

17 44 37 CMl° Okay. Verify all three panels S-BAND and VHF and

T/R. Stand by.

17 45 13 cml° Okay, Crip. Panel 10 was fine. Panel 6 and 9 did

not have VHF AM on T/R.

CC-H Okay, fine. Appreciate you getting it on. I - I'd

lost you there through Newfoundland I could - I

couldn't hear anybody talking to me. And I get lone-
some down here.

CMP Yeah.

CC-H We're going to get ready to come across the Adriatic

like we talked about. You're maneuvering though, so

we're not really sure whether it's going - going to
be possible for you to see anything or not.
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C_K° Okay. And what's the time of that again?

CC-H Oh, about 26 - -

CMP I've got it. Yeah. 46. 26.

DMP Say, Crip, one reason we've been knocking that VHF

off is to get rid of all _his power noise.

CC-H Yeah. - - suspected that might have been the case.

Well if it - if it gets to be too much of a pain,

well, we've got you on S-band every place else ex-

cept Newfoundland.

DMP Okay.

CM_ And, Crip, I'm on the - in the low maneuver rate. Is

that proper for this particular maneuver?

CC-H That is affirmative, and looks like we have you

change your DAP here at DET of 53.

CMP You were cut out by some tower. Say again.

17 46 51 CC-H Okay, if that - if that thing is really giving you

a problem, you can go ahead and secure it; I've got

you good on S-band. But your correct !ow maneuver

rate is satisfactory. And when we get to a DET of

53, we'lL change it to a 1/2 degree.

DMP Right.

17 _7 38 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We are 1 minute from LOS. Like I
was - said earlier, we will not have ATS for this

pass. It will not be available. We've already

secured it. And we'll have you again, at Vanguard,

in 45 minutes. Because we've been rather stingy with

the SECONDARY EVAP, there - we're making up quite a

bit of water. And we would like to go ahead and

open the POTABLE INLET valve.

17 48 00 CMP Okay. Understand. Open the POTABLE INLET.

END OF TAPE
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18 33 06 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS through the Vanguard for
6 minutes.

ACDR Okay, Crip. Look, we _ot one problem on the ETE.

It said in there that the sample - the TE tempera-

ture foi' samples 2 - well, anyway sample 6 that
we're workin_ on now should be between 10 and 12

degrees. It's minus hh, and it stayed that way.

So we've held up until we could talk to you. Over.

CC-H Okay. We copy that. And while I'm trying to get

a reading on that, I'd like to tell you that we're

going to delete this X-ray ca! called out in your

Flight Plan to be doins at this time.

C]_D Okay.

ACDR Okay.

CC-H Also, I'd like to - because of the problem we had

earlier with that cal source, we're going to modify
our S}_ experiment cue card to delete the cal off of

that also, on our normal powerdown. If you - if you

got that cue card handy, we can go ahead and make
those changes.

CMP Okay. It's scratched out of the Flight Plan and
coming off the cue card now.

CC-H Okay. And that's Just delete that first step: X-RAY

PURGE to CAL and hold 30 seconds under the power-

down_ and - Stand by 1. Okay. That's - that's all

we need to do is to get it deleted off there, so we

won't - won't be goin_ to cal an_.ore. And - -

C_ Okay. And - -

CC-H Go ahead.

Cb_ - - by the way, Crip, I - I think this raster maneu-

ver we did worked pretty well_ but I'd guess that it

uses a quite a bit of Kas. The maneuver rate seemed
fairly high to me at a half a de_'ree a second.

CC-H Yeah, we ran it in the CHS last night, and we were
estimating 13 pounds.
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C_ Yeah. Well, I think both rasters went okay.

CC-H Okay. Real good. Appreciate that report. Could

we get a verification of the position of the FREEZE
switch on - on the ETE?

16 35 05 ACDR Yeah, okay. We went back: and we're checking some

things. Looks like we - we had missed a step in

turning a page there. We didn't have it to COOL,

it's cooling down right now.

CC-H Okay. Real fine. Incidentally, you guys might be

interested to know, we got - _ot three good-looking

ladies back here in the - in the VIP room enjoying

a little bit of the TV that you guys have made during

- during this mission.

ACDR Oh, is that right? Well, tell them inello for us.

CC-H Well, I think they can probably hear you right now.

ACDR Hello there.

C_ Hello. Hi,

18 35 46 ACDR We've been so darn busy, we haven't ]lad a chance to

ewen think hardly about saying hello up here for a

few days.

CC-H Yeah. We've had you running around pretty - at a

pretty good pace.

13 35 56 ACDR I hope they all look relaxed and refreshed back there.

CC-H Oh, absolutely.

CMP Ask them how everything's going - ask them how every-

thing's going on the homefront there.

CC-H I think everything's been going good. Ah-hah, I've

been informed that they aren't hearing me; I'll cor-
rect that.

CMP Are you still there, Crip?

CC-H That's affirm. We've got you about 2-1/2 minutes.

CMP Okay.
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CMP Which Tlr are they viewing, Crip?

CC-H Well, we Just saw the initial docking, and right

now we've got the one where Tom is standing by to

open hatch 3 for the first time. I don't believe

the girls heard you say hello, so how about giving
it to them one more time.

CMP Okay. Hello. Hey, how you doing down there?

D_ Hello to the wives is what he's trying to say.

C_._ Too bad they can't answer.

CC-H Yeah, one-way voice isn't too good.

ACDR That isn't too bad at some times, you know.

CC-H Ah, yes.

DMP Glad you said that instead of me, Stafford.

ACDR Just kidding about that (laughter).

CC-H (Laughter) You are in trouble.

ACDR Okay, Crip. We're down there, and we'll press on
here.

18 38 !1 CC-H Okay; fine. Let's see if I can get you some words.

We may want you to modify on that ETE.

CC-H Tom, can you verify for us that - that we did get

that sample_ it was frozen. If it is, we probably

need to go ahead and remove it; take it out of the
cradle to let it - let it defrost.

ACDR Sample?

CMP Would you repeat that again?

CC-H Okay. That's - did - in your opinion, did we freeze
the sample that we currently got in there? The

column, rather?

DMP Oh, no, no. This is what we took out of the sample.

It's nLumber - out of the freezer - it's number 6,
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and put it in for the 10-minute wait period, and at

the end of 10 minutes, the temperature's supposed

to be l0 to 12. We were in the process of passing

the checklist on - around here. We missed one step,

and that was to turn it to COOL prior - -

CC-H Okay. So - -

D_,_ - - to doing that.

18 39 27 CC-H Okay. So the column - -

D_,_ We never got to - -

CC-H - - the coluTm is not - -

D_P We never got to - -

CC-H - - frozen. Is that correct?

DMP Positively not. It hasn't even started yet.

CC-H Great.

D},_ We sort of - -

18 39 34 CC-H Okay. Going over the hill. see you at Goldstone in
16 minutes.

D_ Okay.

18 56 04 CC-H Apollo, Houston. We're AOS at Goldstone. We have

you for about 3 minutes.

ACDR Roger, Through Goldstone. ¥_at area we over right

now, Crip?

CC-H Coming over BaJa.

ACDR Roger. BaJa.

CC-H Okay. We're a minute from LOS, and we'll have you

again at Newfoundland in about 8 minutes. And might

remind Deke again that this is his pass over Wiscon-

sin, coming up at about 41 after the hour.

ACDR Roger. And we're right over the Rio Grande River now.

Yeah, I wish the girls could see this site up here

that we're seeing, Crip.
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CC-H Yeah. Right now we got the TV playing for them of

Vance doing science demo things over in the SoMuz.

ACDR We're right over E1 Paso. You can look down and

see Dick's Air Force Base and the International

Airport.

CC-H Roger.

18 59 57 ACDR Okay, Crip. We're - looks like we're approachin_
Amarillo now.

19 06 10 CC-H Apollo, Houston. _e are AOS through Newfoundland.

And with the ATS, we should have you about 50 minutes.

ACDR Roger.

CC-H Okay. And we got it rigged up where the girls are

listening to you again. Incidentally, if - to help
this problem we've been having with some of our

interference, one of the things that - about the

only thing we can come up with doing on VHF is to

go ahead and select SI_LEX Alfa now, instead of

staying in Bravo, and that'l! change the freq and
might - might get rid of some of it.

DMP You want to go to SI_LEX Alfa right now, huh?

CC-H That's affirm, Deke, if you would, please. You can
go ahead and go Alfa, and Bravo off.

D_,_ Super fast up through the Midwest there.

CC-H Came over pretty fast?

D_ Kansas City, Madison, Milwaukee, Chicago, Detroit,
and the whole business.

CC-H Rog. Was it pretty clear?

D_,_ Could see the cows down there on the farm. Yeah.

CMP Unfortunately, it was covered with clouds over

Sudbury nickle and certain sights that I was to
get. But it is very impressive. No doubt about
that.
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CC-H Rog. Incidentally, Vance, while I've got you there,

that last pass we had you _guys run - end - ended up
leaving you in 1/2 degree for your rmte on your DAP.
And you can go back and change that to 0.2 whenever
you'd like.

19 07 44 CMP Okay. And we'll - we'll do that right away.

CMP Incidentally, we did get to see the Adriatic. Got

quite a few pictures of the lower half of Italy,

from the boot up to - oh, I think it's - oh, I'd

say about halfway up. But it - it was a cloud cover
over Venice.

CC-H Copy that. Thank you wefT' much.

ACDR Hey, Crip_ tell the girls I wish they could - -

19 10 05 ACDR Hey, Crip, we Just had a big iceberg out here in

the North Atlantic, and it has a trailing wake
behind it.

CC-H Copied. A large iceberg with a - trailing wake, is
that correct?

ACDR You see, it's like a, you know, like a - a bow wave
on it.

CC-H Rog. Tom, we ended up dropping out there on VHF

when we were trying to switch over and get ATS. And

I'm back with you now on VHF. Don't think we got

ATS voice locked up good yet. But I think you were

Just about to make a comment to the girls, and I

don't believe they heard it.

19 10 33 ACDR I said I wish they could enjoy this view we're having
up here _oday, looking down at the Earth.

CC-H Rog. I imagine that's quite a sight.

C}_ Even seen Chicago a couple times up here.

D_ Tell them we're trying to get them a new picture, so
they can enjoy it.

CC-H Very good. Bring them back, and we'll all be able
to have a chance to take a - take a look at that

beautiful view you guys got.
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19 11 43 CC-H Incidentally, the Flight Plan calls for me to give

you an update for the mappin_ pass you got on -

mapping pass number 10 - you've _ot on the next -
next rev. And that time is nominal. We do not

need to change that. Any time that it might be

convenient for you guys, I have a rev 138 block data

pad that we can go ahead and update to you.

ACDR Rev 138 block data pad. Okay.

CC-H Yeah, we need to - need the Updates Book. But need

to make sure I'm locked up good on the ATS before

I give that to you. And apparently we're not yet.

Cb_ Okay. Before we go into that, Crip, we haven't seen

any icebergs in the Southern Ocean. Been very hard
to see the Antarctic area due to cloud cover. Haven't

seen any stray icebergs down there. This is the

first iceberg we've seen. Might Just mention that,

up here in the north, it was traveling through a -

looked like a fog layer - and leaving a wake. Or

else it was stationary, and the wind was blowing

the fog a little bit and leaving a wake. No evidence

of rotation, which is one of the questions they've

asked about icebergs in general.

19 12 52 CC-H Okay. Sure that we'd - be happy to get that data.

ACDR Okay. You got the echo.

CC-H Okay. We'll bring the V}iF down and get rid of our

echo problem here.

CC-H Okay, Tom. Did I understand you had the Updates
Book there?

ACDR It's in work right now.

CC-H Okay.

ACDR And you can tell the girls that we're going to open

some of Rita's little delicacies right now for the
noon meal.

CC-}{ Rog. Well, why don't you tell us what good things

you're eating today?

ACDR Well, every day's a surprise.
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D_/d_ We never know until we open it.

CC-H You never know. Sometimes then you don't know, right?

ACDR Right.

DMP Well, we got to say it's really pretty good in gen-

eral. We can't complain about it. I think welre

all getting fatter.

19 13 55 CC-H All _etting fat from being fed so well.

C_ It's really funny how taste changes up here, though.

Z like coffee on the ground and don't particularly

like it up here, but like tea instead.

CC-H I think we've heard comments similar to that before.

19 14 17 DMd° I think the problem with the food up here is getting
it ready to eat. I guess it's the same problem as

_e _ot down there. We'll appreciate our wives more

when we get home.

CC-H That's affirm. Now they could put you to work in

the kitchen, and you'd appreciate a little bit of

the problem.

CMl° I wish Deke hadn't said that.

CC-H Yeah, y_all are going to be in trouble when you get
back.

19 15 01 CIv_ I'm ready for your block data there, Crip.

CC-H Okay. Coming at you. Note it down for rev 138, and

coming at you with NOUN 33. 224:15:20; minus 189.2,

all balls, plus 017.6; 357, 336, 007; 171.9; 00:07;

203, 1627.6, 25749, 25:54; 27:17 Downrange error

is not applicable. 317/057, 33:04_ 35:52; plus

22.00, minus 162.83. Readback, please.

CI_ Okay. This is block data for rev 13 _1. Gee, we're

gettin6 a lot of revs, aren't we?

CC-H That's affirm.
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CMP 224:1 - 224:15:20; minus 189.2, plus all zios, plus

017.6; 357, 336, 007; 171.9; 00:07; 203, 1627.6,

25749, 25:54; 27:17, the NA; 317/057, 33:04, 35:52;
plus 22.00, minus 162.83.

CC-H Okay. That's a good readbaek. For remarks, CM/SM

sep is yaw right to 052 degrees. Number 2, NOUN 48

trim angles; pitch trim is a minus .08; yaw trim,
minus .78. Number 3, CSM weight 25311. And note

4, this assumes that we complete the DM 1 and 2 burns

following the jettison.

19 17 59 CMl° Okay. Added notes. Sep yaw right to 052 degrees.

Pitch trim, minus .08; yaw trim, minus .78. Weight,
25311. And this weight assumes we perform DM 1 and
2 burns.

CC-H Rog. The whole - the whole pad actually assumes that.

CMP Right.

CC-H Okay; that's a good readback. You guys can sit back
and enjoy your lunch.

CMP Okay. Will do.

ACDR Rog. It's a beautiful view the way the whole ground

is Just kind of grayish down below, Just like a haze
or fog.

CC-H Rog, Tom. We missed the initial portion of your

comment due to a data drop but we're back with you.
And we caught the bit around the beautiful view.

ACDR Rog. We're Just going into nighttime.

CMP Crip, you still there?

CC-H That's affirm, and we got you for, oh, another 25
minutes or so.

CMP Okay. The gals still there? We could talk about
the meal a little more here in detail.

CC-H They are still here and still listening. And be

appreciative any words you have to bestow upon us.
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CMl° Okay. Tom and Deke Just sorted out the food here

and passed it out. We have our little trays plas-

tered down on the MDCs, the instrument panel with

gad - with springs. We're sticking the food on with
Velcro. I have meatballs with barbecue sauce and

the - something in a can here, haven't exazained yet.

Whoops, tuna. Can that be? Oh, hey, no. The tuna

is mine, and Deke gets the meatballs. Okay; and

a grapefruit drink and pecan cookies, and I'm still

looking for the rest.

CC-H I hope you've been having little bit better luck

finding - finding the food lately.

19 22 49 C_,_ Yeah, we did. It was a - there was a learning curve

there. I think the food was packed very tightly,

and when we pulled the first few items out, why, it

was hard to keep everything from springing away, and
eventually we started collecting things and then
found it.

CC-H Probably had the occasion to - -

DMP Yeah. i got my kids' favorite diet here - meatballs

and spaghetti. The problem is they're all macaroni

and cheese, which replaces the spaghetti, as usual.
It doesn't rehydrate. So I'm going to put it in the
trashcan and eat a can of salmon that blew off.

Vanilla for - pudding for dessert, and - let's see

here - grapefruit Juice and almonds. That's about
it so far.

CC-H Sounds like a delicious meal. Have you tried - have

you tried rehydrating that macaroni and cheese and

letting it set around awhile?

D_ Yeah_ i sure have. The problem is the water never

gets up to the top edge when you have to open it.

So when you open it, it's like a bunch of worms
crawling out of there. You know that dry stuff sort

of gets to you.

CC-}{ Rog.

19 24 04 DMP I close it quick and forget it.

CC-H Yeah_ you have to - have to be on your toes up there.
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C}_ Incidentally, I've lost _y spoon three times, and

found it shortly thereafter. And anything floats

away. You just - Just can't afford to Just leave

anything unattended for more than 5 seconds. And

quite often, things unstick themselves and float
away.

CC-H Got to be on your toes to try to keep everything

tied do%m.

ACDR Yeah, Crip, at times I'll swear you could lose an

elephant up here and not find in this spacecraft -

the - you know, the way it's stowed around.

CC-H Rog.

ACDR Okay_ let's see. I've got a strawberry drink, peach

ambrosia, cheddar cheese spread _ith rye bread,

sliced beef with barbecue sauce, and hot potato

soup. That should be it. And that's more than the

normal Sego calories I usually have for lunch.

CC-ti Yes, quite a bit more.

19 25 59 CC-H You would not believe the shoes our friendly INCO is
wearing today. Ben Franklin's really outdone himself.

ACDR _hat color are they?

CC-H Well, it's kind of hard to describe. ?nere's some

blue, and some brown, and a few other colors involved
in it. Makes him at least 4 inches taller.

DMP Sure leaving us open for comments, when we were

Just ....

CC-H Rog.

CMP Well, he wasn't always conservative anMway.

CC-If Well, I always thought Ed was kind of a conservative

guy. I'm really surprised to see him - but he's

coming out of his shell. That's it.

ACDR He's always been rather bashful, ever since I_ve
known him.

CC-H Yeah, he's always sort of the quiet, unassuming type.
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ACDR Right.

19 27 15 DMP We've probably never mentioned to you that we ran
out of our most important expendable - Kleenex.

CC-H Now what is the - I'm standing by with bated breath

to hear what's the most important expendable. I've

got a few ideas what I might consider that, myself.

DMP The old dry wipes.

CC-H The old dry wipes are all gone.

D_ Called Kleenex.

CC-H I assuage that's due to all the liquid we've had up
there.

DMP Yeah, and, unfortunately, these Beta cloth towels

don't absorb very much of anything.

CC-H Yeah.

CMP Actually, there's a half a box left, and that's

really being rationed.

CC-H (Laughter) Okay. I was getting worried about you

guys up there for a while.

DM? Okay. Got to - -

ACDR Well, it's - -

DMP - - send out for it.

ACDR - - going %o be ready to come home pretty soon with

Just a half a box of Kleenex left and one change of

underwear left and - plenty of food. But with the

underwear and the Kleenex getting short, we'll be

home shortly. And we won't - won't bring it home
to have them washed either. Just - -

CC-H You won't have - -

ACDH - - leave them in the docking module.

CC-}{ - - won't bring them home, huh?
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CC-H Well, I'm sure the girls will appreciate your leaving

them there, Too bad you don't have some of those -

of those kind that Bo was describing to you this

morning.

ACDR Yeah, that sounded real neat.

19 28 33 _47 I tell you, we could use them right now.

ACDR We ought to meet the wives right now. We both -

both need a couple of cans of deodorants, I think.

CC-H (Laughter) I imagine so.

CC-H Well, that'll put you in good shape for one of those

shipboard showers.

ACDR I hope it isn't saltwater, like the l{av_ tradition

there_ Crip.

19 29 03 CC-H Oh, no. We've - we've come a long way since those

days.

END OF TAPE
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